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Chrome tanned bovine leather comprises tw o principal strata, the grain and the 
corium. The tensile strength and specific work of fracture of these tw o materials 
was investigated using uniaxial tensile tests and trouser tear tests respectively. 
Corium material was observed to be intrinsically stronger and tougher than grain 
material. The greater resistance of corium material to fracture is attributed to the 
processes of fibre debonding and pull out.

The viscoelastic nature of grain and corium material was investigated by examining 
differences in strength and toughness over a range of deformation rates. The 
ultimate tensile properties and the specific work of fracture of both grain and 
corium material are rate dependent. Energy dissipation during a strain cycle was 
measured over a range of strain rates and strain levels to determine the bulk 
hysteresis of grain and corium specimens. The influences of specimen orientation 
and fatliquor (oil) on strength and toughness are also considered.

The notch sensitivity of grain and corium materials has been scrutinised. Corium 
material is highly notch insensitive, whereas the fracture of grain material is 
notably sensitive to the presence of notches. The mechanism of fibre orientation 
and the phenomenon of fibre independence (or fibre autonomy) are responsible for 
the notch insensitive fracture behaviour of corium material.

Strain distribution was measured in grain and corium single edge notch specimens. 
The radius of curvature of the notch was assessed throughout deformation / 
fracture and local strains at tw o dimensional levels were measured. Local strains 
ahead of the advancing crack and the radius of curvature of the crack are 
considerably higher w ith corium specimens than w ith grain specimens.
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Chapter 1

In troduction.

Leather making involves chemical and mechanical manipulation of animal hides and 

skins to remove unwanted materials such as hair, epidermis and ground substance 

while leaving intact the fe ltwork of collagen fibres that confer structural integrity 

to the skin. During leather production, the collagen macromolecules are subject to 

a process of chemical crosslinking (tanning) that provides increased thermal 

stability and resistance to microbial attack, [Heidemann, 1979]. The unique 

properties of leather make it ideally suited for use in the manufacture of a variety 

of products, particularly footwear, [Bailey et al, 1985]. However, leather is also 

widely used as a quality material for upholstery, clothing, gloves, books, luggage, 

and footballs.

Microscopic examination of a cross section of bovine leather, even at low 

magnification, reveals tw o structurally distinct layers (Figure 1.1). The upper layer, 

originally closest to  the surface of the animal, is called the grain layer and is 

composed of interwoven collagen fibres of diameter < 5 //m. The grain layer 

contains hair follicles. The thicker corium layer, immediately beneath the grain 

layer, is composed of a fe ltwork of thicker bundles of fibres (typically of diameter 

«= 100 iwm), [Demsey, 1968]. The boundary between these tw o layers is not 

precise and there is a zone, known as the grain-corium boundary, where the 

collagen fibres progressively reduce in thickness from ~100  //m to <  5 //m.



Figure 1.1

Low magnification optical micrograph showing the two principal strata of

bovine leather.

' V i

The grain layer (above the dashed line) and corium layer (below the dashed line). 

The Length of the bar is 1 mm.



Whole leather is separated into discrete grain and corium materials by a process 

known as 'sp litting '. Wilson & Kern [1926] and Maeser & Dion [1954] showed that 

tensile strength of whole leather is significantly higher than the tensile strength of 

grain material alone. In addition, the loads required to tear grain material are 

markedly lower than those required to tear full thickness leather in test geometries 

such as the stitch tear test [Kanagy et al, 1952] and the Bauman tear test (lUP/S) 

[M itton, 1964]. However, this early work did not establish any underlying 

mechanisms responsible for the differences in strength and toughness between the 

different strata of leather.

Hole et al [1983], showed that during the lasting (stretch forming) operation of 

shoe making, small cracks can appear in the grain layer. These cracks are 

detrimental to the appearance, wear and life of shoes. Indeed, this problem was 

reported as a major shortcoming of leather.

The publications cited above suggest that grain material is generally 'weaker' than 

corium material. However, differences in strength and the specific work of fracture 

between grain and corium have yet to be fu lly characterised. Indeed, fundamental 

measurements enabling calculation of the specific work of fracture of leather have 

never been previously carried out. In addition, the reasons for these differences are 

not understood. By elucidating the principles involved in the relative strength and 

toughness of grain and corium material, procedures can be developed to increase 

strength and toughness of grain material.



The process histories of leathers used in the studies discussed above were also not 

specified. In particular, the presence of fatliquor^ and its distribution were not 

reported. Fatliquor significantly alters leather strength [Mattel and Roddy, 1957] 

and therefore the influence of fatliquor on strength and toughness should, w ithout 

exception, be taken into account.

The study described in this thesis was aimed at:

(i) establishing differences in the intrinsic strength and the specific work of

fracture between the grain and the corium layers of leather;

(ii) examining the mechanisms of deformation and specifically fracture of grain 

and corium materials;

(iii) relating observations of fracture behaviour to current theories of fracture.

Research on the fracture of materials has had tw o thrusts in the past few  years:

(i) Both the stress intensity approach and the energy balance approach to

fracture mechanics have been successfully applied to many fracture studies. 

The popularity of fracture mechanics (the stress intensity approach or the 

energy balance approach) is at least partly due to the lack of need to

understand microscopic details of the fracture process [Gerberick &

Davidson, 1985].

(ii) Conversely, the second thrust of fracture research has been to understand

The process of fatliquoring is the application of oil-in-water emulsions (the fatliquor) to the leather.

4



the mechanisms of fracture, i.e. the events which occur as a crack 

lengthens. This approach requires knowledge of material response as the 

crack extends and that in turn requires localised measurements. Such 

measurements generally require complex microscopic techniques in order to 

determine the response of a material at a crack tip, [Gerberick & Davidson, 

1985].

The discipline of fracture mechanics was initially focused exclusively on linear 

elastic brittle behaviour [Kinloch & Young, 1990]. However, w ith  the successes 

achieved w ith linear elastic fracture mechanics, materials for which such an 

approximation would be invalid became of interest. Indeed, non-linear fracture 

mechanic techniques have been developed for some circumstances and perhaps 

the most comprehensive approach to the problem of bulk inelastic, non-linear 

behaviour is the proposal o f a General Theory of Fracture Mechanics [Andrews, 

1974, 1980; Andrews & Billington, 1976 and Andrews & Fukahori, 1977].

The experimental approach of this study uses aspects of both fracture mechanics 

and fracture mechanisms. The experimental work falls into tw o broad areas, united 

in the common aims of the study. In chapter 3, 'Tensile and Tear Behaviour', the 

tensile properties and the specific work of fracture of grain and corium materials 

are reported and discussed. In addition, the effects of specimen orientation, 

deformation rate and the presence of oil on tensile and tear properties are 

examined, as are the influences of strain rate and strain level on the energy 

dissipating properties of grain and corium materials.



In chapter 4, 'Notch Sensitivity', the differences in (i) the notch sensitivity and (ii) 

the strain distribution around a notch are evaluated and discussed in terms of 

recent theories of the fracture behaviour of non-linear materials [Purslow, 1991].



Chapter 2 

Methodology.

Differences in strength and toughness between grain and corium layers of bovine 

leather, were studied using the follow ing procedures and techniques.

2.1 Material Acquisition and Preparation.

Four commercial chrome-tanned cattle hides were used and their process history 

is given in Appendix 1. The partially processed leathers (termed w et blue), supplied 

by a United Kingdom tannery, were separated into tw o sides by cutting the leather 

from shoulder to butt along the line of the backbone. Each leather was processed 

individually.

Initially both sides were subjected to the same washing and neutralization process 

in an aluminium drum, volume 0.52 m^ operating at 15 revolutions per minute. A t 

this point one leather side was processed conventionally by fatliquoring and 

drying. However, the other side was dried (with no addition of oils) by exchanging 

water w ith propanone followed by evaporation of the propanone. The treatments 

for each side of leather are summarised in Figure 2.1.

2.1.1 Fatliquoring of Side Leather.

Simple air drying of unfatliquored leather (i.e. directly after tannage) leads to an



undesirable degree of interfibre adhesion and produces a material similar in 

stiffness to plywood. Softness and flexibility are traditionally achieved in the 

fatliquoring process by the introduction of oils into the leather, [Heidemann, 1993]. 

An offer of 6% sulphited synthetic ester fatliquor (Remsynol ESP) was used for 

this process. This type of fatliquor has good emulsifying properties (enabling 

uniform distribution over the area of the side), is acid stable and provides a deep 

lubrication through the cross section [Sharphouse, 1983]. Nevertheless, because 

each side of leather was fatliquored individually, the level and distribution of oil in 

each batch was not identical and the exact oil content was determined by the 

method outlined in section 2.6.1.

2 .1 .2  Propanone Drying o f Side Leather.

During the fatliquoring process, uneven deposition of oil through the leather 

thickness is common. Therefore, potential uncertainty arises in assigning the cause 

of differences in strength and toughness between discrete leather strata. To avoid 

this situation and the predicament of excess fibre adhesion w ithout the addition 

of oils, a propanone dehydration drying technique was devised.

The water content of the w et blue leather was 58.66% on a weight basis. When 

immersed in propanone, penetration of propanone into the leather occurred. The 

propanone continued to displace the water in the leather until equilibrium was 

reached. The drying solution (propanone and water) was replaced w ith 98%



propanone and the batch process repeated until sufficient water had been removed 

from the leather.

After three batch processes, propanone remaining in the leather was carefully 

evaporated using a blow heater thereby ensuring the leather did not freeze. Using 

three batch drying processes, the water content of wet blue leather was reduced 

to 6% on a wet weight basis. The process specifications and pertinent calculations 

are summarised in Appendix 2.

2 .1 .3  S p litting  o f Leather.

To assess differences in strength and toughness between the grain and the 

corium, the tw o layers were separated using a band knife splitting machine^. The 

dried leather was split through the grain-corium boundary, at a depth of 

approximately 1 mm from the surface of the grain.
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2 .2  Specimen Acquisition and Preparation.

2.2.1 Specimen Location.

Two philosophies were adopted in deciding the location of test specimens. Initially, 

test specimens used for comparative purposes should be nominally identical. 

Further, areas of rapidly changing composition and areas w ith  a high degree of 

anisotropy (such as the top of a shoulder, the extremes of a belly and backbone) 

were avoided.

Test specimens used for comparative purposes were cut in the same direction 

(either parallel or perpendicular to the backbone). When cutting specimens on the 

same side of a hide, the specimens were cut next to each other over the smallest 

possible area of material. When cutting specimens on opposite sides of the same 

hide (i.e. when comparing propanone dried leather w ith  fatliquored air dried 

leather) sample positions were mirrored across the backbone.

On each side of leather, the sampling area was constrained to a central rectangular 

region, 1.62 m in a direction parallel to the backbone by 0.82 m perpendicular to 

the backbone.

2 .2 .2  Dimension o f Samples.

The dimensions of samples for tensile tests, single notch tests and trouser tear 

tests are shown respectively as (I) (II) & (III) in Figure 2.2.

11
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2 .2 .3  Cutting of Samples.

A cutting die of appropriate profile and dimension for each test type was placed 

normal to the material. The fla t surface of the die press moved a fixed distance 

which ensured that the die was forced through the material and the samples were 

cut cleanly w ith straight edges.

2 .2 .4  RAeasurement of Thickness.

The thickness of each leather specimen was measured after environmental 

conditioning, but before initiation of the testing protocol. A dial micrometer gauge 

measured the thickness following the I UP/4 procedure [Official Methods of 

Analysis, 1965]. The same contact force, equivalent to 500 g m^ was applied to 

all specimens. The gauge dial was graduated in steps of 0.01 mm and was 

accurate to this level throughout the range.

2 .2 .5  Marking for Visual Recording.

To facilitate measurement of strain distributions, an array of dots was printed on 

to a single edge notch specimen and straining was visually recorded using an 

SVHS camera. Two regions of strain distribution were examined, namely strain 

distribution over a whole sample and strain distribution around a notch.

The former array of dots consisted of four columns by thirteen rows, where each
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dot was separated from another by 6.5 mm. In each column, twelve readings of 

local strain could be calculated between the centre of each dot in its vertical line 

(Figure 2.3 (I)). For the strain distribution around a notch, the array of dots 

comprised twelve columns by twelve rows, where the dots were 2 mm apart, 

(Figure 2.3(11)). From each column of twelve dots, eleven readings of local strain 

could be calculated between the centre of each dot in its vertical line. Strains 

transverse to the principal strain axis were not measured.

Markings were also placed on trouser tear test specimens for measurement of 

extension ratios in the legs. On the front of each sample, (i.e. the grain side) a line 

was printed across the top of the legs at 90 degrees to the cut. The other line was 

printed in the same place on the reverse side of the sample; i.e. the flesh side.
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2 .3  Mechanical Testing Procedures.

Deformation and failure resistance in the grain and corium layers of dry leather 

were measured using uniaxial mechanical testing procedures. In each test, a 

sample was clamped in the jaws of the tensometer. The separation speed of the 

jaws, the final distance of jaw separation and the frequency of data collection 

were entered into the control device.

2.3.1 Tensile Test Procedure.

Dumbbell shaped specimens (Figure 2.2(1)) were strained to rupture at four 

different rates of 0.16 mm s'  ̂ , 1.66 mm s ’ , 16.66 mm s ’ and 166.66 mm s ’ . 

Under identical conditions, four tests were carried out in order to take account of 

any variability of the mechanical properties.

2 .3 .2  Strain Cycling Test Procedure.

Dumbbell shaped specimens (Figure 2.2(1)) were strained at four different rates 

(i.e. 0.16 mm s ’ , 1.66 mm s ’ , 16.66 mm s ’ and 166.66 mm s ’ ) to levels of 

20% , 40% , 60% and 80% of elongation at break. When the required level of 

strain was achieved, the strain was immediately reversed at the same speed of 

application until the upper jaw  returned to  its original position.
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2 .3 .3  Single Edge Notch Test Procedure.

A notch was cut half way down, and perpendicular to, the left edge of the single 

edge notch specimens, (Figure 2.2(H)). Notches were cut using a surgical scalpel 

blade and lengths varied between 0.5 mm and 12.5 mm (half way across the 

specimen). Samples were strained at a fixed rate, 1.66 mm s ’ , until complete 

fracture occurred.

2 .3 .4  Trouser Tear Test Procedure.

The tw o legs of a sample were constructed by cutting a length 25 mm from the 

middle to the base using a surgical scalpel blade. The right leg of the specimen 

was clamped in the bottom jaw while left leg was bent through 180° and clamped 

in the top jaw, (Figure 2.2(111)). The specimens were strained at rates of 0.16 mm 

s ’ , 1.66 mm s ’ , 16.66 mm s ’ and 166.66 mm s ’ over a distance of 45 mm. The 

strain was then immediately reversed at the same speed of application until the 

upper jaw returned to its original position. Under identical testing conditions, four 

tests were carried out.
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2 .4  Testing Equipment and Data Acquisition.

2.4.1 Environmental System.

For 48 hours immediately preceding testing and during testing, each leather was 

kept in a room conditioned at 20 ± 2°C and 65 ± 2 % Relative Humidity.

2 .4 .2  Force & Stroke Data Acquisition.

The force and stoke (displacement) data from three classes of test were obtained 

using either an Instron 1122 universal testing machine or a Dartec M1000/RI< 

hydraulically driven testing machine. Using the Instron 1122, an amplified voltage 

from a calibrated load cell was recorded, at a frequency of 10 Hz, using a 

Personal Computer (PC) w ith a 20 MHz, 80386 processor via a 16 bit A-D 

converter. The stroke was subsequently calculated as a function of both time and 

speed of jaw separation. The Dartec M1000/RK operates in a slightly different 

manner because the load is calculated in real time. In addition, the stroke is also 

recorded independently and not as a function of time and speed.

On completion of a test using the Instron 1122 tensometer, tw o columns of data 

were recorded as an ASCII text file. The first column recorded the time. The 

second column recorded voltage which was proportional to load. The results from 

tests using Dartec M1000/RK are also arranged in a two-column ASCII tex t file. 

The first column recorded the stroke and the second column recorded the load.
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2 .4 .3  Visual Data Acquisition.

For a visual record of specimens during deformation, an SVHS video camera was 

placed at 90 degrees to the surface of the leather specimen. The camera was 

placed on a tripod at a horizonal distance of approximately 0.5 m from the 

specimen. A high intensity studio light ensured sufficient light w ithout shadow. 

The zoom facility of the camera was used to magnify the image, making sure the 

important markings on each specimen did not move out of the fixed frame while 

a specimen was being strained.

For the purpose of visual data acquisition, the notch length of a single notch 

specimen was fixed at 9 mm. A t this notch length, tw isting occurred in the leather 

at the widest section of the opening, thereby obscuring the dot pattern. Therefore, 

sheets of nonreflective glass were placed 0.5 mm from the back and front of the 

specimen, thereby 'sandwiching' the sample.

Once a visual recording was complete, quantitative information was obtained by 

acquiring digitised pictures as a function of time over the duration of the test. A 

suite of Sony SVHS video editing equipment allowed still images to be produced 

from a video sequence at time intervals as small as 1 /25 th of a second (the limits 

of conventional video). The still video image was transferred to a video capture 

card, using a 16 bit half-size ISA card resident w ithin a PC w ith  a 33 MHz, 80486 

processor. Using video capture software (VideoSnap by VideoLogic'’) a digital

4 VideoLogic Limited, Home Park Estate, Kings Langley, Hertfordshire, W D4 8LZ, UK.
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image was obtained using 640 x 480 pixels in a 256 grey shade palette.

Digital images of single notch tests, w ith  both large and small matrices of dots, 

were acquired at intervals of one second until specimen failure. Each 640 x 480 

pixel image was converted from a 256 grey shade palette to a black and white 

image. The picture detail was reduced so that the image background was entirely 

white. The area devoid of leather, due to crack opening, was coloured red. A 

rectangular line of black pixels was drawn around the matrix of dots and the area 

of crack opening. The only other black pixels present were those constituting the 

dots.

The effect of reducing the image detail in the case of the small area matrix of dots 

is shown in Figure 2.4. Figure 2.4(1) is the original 256 grey shade palette image. 

Figure 2.4(11) is the black, white and red image (note the red appears as grey in 

this figure.) These images are stored on disk as 640 x 480 pixel, 16 colour bit 

map files, ready for data processing.

Four images in each specified trouser tear tests were obtained. Images were 

obtained before the test commenced, at the point of tear propagation, at maximum 

stroke conditions and when it became apparent, after reversal of the strain 

direction, that no load was exerted in the legs of a sample. The image detail was 

not reduced but instead stored directly on disk as a 640 x 480 pixel, 256 grey 

shade palette bit map file, ready for data processing.
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2 .4 .4  Microscopic Visual Recording of Specimens During Deformation.

Detailed visual characteristics of crack initiation and propagation in both the grain 

and corium, were obtained using a geological microscope. Single notch specimens 

were strained horizontally using a Hounsfield (W-Type) tensometer. The strain was 

applied manually using a turning handle which directly separated the jaws of the 

tensometer. The microscope was positioned on a moving platform directly above 

a leather specimen w ith  the tip of the notch in centre frame. While a specimen was 

being strained, the crack initiated and then propagated. The microscope was 

gently moved so that the tip of the notch remained in frame. Sufficient light for 

acquisition of visual data was provided by tw o fibre optically directed halogen light 

sources.

Throughout the straining of a sample, microscope images were visually recorded 

using a VMS microscope camera and separate recorder. Magnification of the 

microscope was set between x80 and xIOO. Precise magnification levels and 

dimensions were evaluated, before straining commenced, by recording the 

calibrated 0.2 mm subsections of a graticule placed on the leather surface. 

Similarly, the straining of unnotched grain specimens permitted a visual recording 

of hair follicle distortion in the grain layer. Once the visual recording was complete, 

digitized pictures were obtained by the technique outlined in section 2.4.3.
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2 .4 .5  Grain Surface Examination.

A geological microscope directly connected to a 35 mm single lens reflex camera 

facilitated acquisition of photographic images of the grain surface. The 

magnification of the microscope was set to approximately x50. Precise 

magnification levels and dimensions were evaluated by photographing the 

calibrated 0.2 mm subsections of a graticule, placed on the leather surface.

Subsequent image analysis permitted calculation of hair follicle surface areas and 

hair follicle density over the grain surface. A digitised version of the image was 

obtained from a photographic, black and white print of 6 x 4 inches. Each 

photograph was scanned as a 640 x 480 pixel, 256 grey shade palette image, 

using a Hewlett Packard ScanJet lie fla t bed scanner and appropriate software. 

The image was subsequently reduced in detail from 256 grey shade palette to a 

purely black and white pixel image. These images were stored on disk, as 16 

colour bit map files, ready for data processing.

2 .4 .6  Fractography.

Fractography is the visual investigation and characterisation of fracture surfaces 

of a material. Fractographical studies, using an Hitachi S2500 Scanning Electron 

Microscope (SEM) operated at 10 kV, were carried out on fractured samples of 

fatliquored air dried grain, propanone dehydrated grain, fatliquored air dried corium 

and propanone dehydrated corium. The results were in the form of micrographs.
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Micrographs of fracture surfaces provide a basis for understanding the fracture 

process in each layer of leather by visual assessment of properties such as fibre 

pull out and fracture surface roughness.
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2 .5  Data Processing and Techniques o f Calculation.

The test data were processed using computer programs written in Turbo Pascal 

7 on a PC w ith a 33 MHz, 80486 processor.

2.5.1  Accounting for Inertia at the Test Speed of 166 .66  mm s ’ .

Using a test speed of 166.66 mm s ’ or greater (on the Dartec testing machine) for 

tensile tests, strain cycling tests and trouser tear tests, the recorded loads at the 

tw o extremes of strain, altered rapidly and were inconsistent w ith test data at 

lower speeds. This behaviour was accounted for in terms of the load cell 

measuring the force necessary to overcome its own inertia. The latter was 

considerable when the velocity of the moving jaw was 166.66 mm s ’ . This 

phenomenon was called an 'inertia g litch.'

In order to remove the inertia glitch from stroke-force data, another test was run 

w ith  the same levels of maximum jaw separation, speed of jaw separation and rate 

of data collection, but no sample was clamped in the jaws. A t identical recorded 

levels of jaw separation, the force reading of the test run w ith  no specimen 

(termed No-Specimen-Test) was subtracted from the force reading of the real test 

(termed Sample-Test). An estimate of the force required to deform the material 

was obtained at each recorded level of extension. In other words, the 'inertia 

glitch ' was removed. The program called 'Inertia Glitch' performed this process, 

(Appendix 3.1).
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The program initially reads the stroke-force data for both the No-Specimen-Test 

and the Sample-Test and places each data set in a separate tw o  dimensional array. 

The stroke and force data of each test were recorded before jaw separation 

commenced to ensure complete recording of all data. Hence, the exact starting 

point of each test was determined by finding six consecutive increases in stroke 

readings. The stroke and force data prior to this starting point were deleted. Each 

set of data was normalized to  ensure the test began at zero stroke and load by 

subtracting the starting stroke and load from every reading of stroke and load in 

the data set.

The maximum stroke in each test was found and the subtraction procedure of the 

tw o  load values carried out in tw o  sections. The tw o sections were defined as zero 

to maximum stroke and maximum to zero stroke. Comparison of the stroke data 

for these tw o tests showed the readings of stroke at the same point in time were 

not identical. Therefore simple subtraction of the No-Specimen-Test load values 

from the Sample-Test load values was not feasible. Clearly, interpolation of the No- 

Specimen-Test data was required. The interpolation procedure is explained in steps 

1 to  4 using the variables listed in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1

Row Number, 

n

Sample Test, 

mm

Sample-Test,

kN

No-Specimen Test, 

mm

No-Specimen-T est, 

kN

1 mmsT, kNgjl mm îsTi k^NSTI

2 mmsT2 kNsT2 mm^sTg kNpjsT2

3 mmsTs kNgT3 mm̂ isTs kNnsT3
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Step 1 :

In each row of data, the follow ing condition was satisfied,

No-Specimen-Test mm [row n] <  Sample-Test mm [row n] <  No-Specimen-Test mm [row n 4 -1]

If the above condition was not satisfied, the row number (n) of the No-Specimen- 

Test was increased until the condition was satisfied.

Step 2:

Using the No-Specimen-Test stroke and load data from rows (n) and (n + 1) , the 

equation of a straight line between the tw o  points was obtained as

KN = m  . mm) + C [2.1]

where M = (KN^gTz - KN^sTi) / (mm^sTz - mm^sTi) [2.2]

and C = KNfjsj.] - (M . mmfjsji) [2.3]

Step 3:

The constants calculated using equations [2.2] and [2.3] as well as the 'm m ' value 

(row n) from the Sample-Test yielded equation [2.1]. This estimate was subtracted 

from the kN value (row n) of the Sample-Test to produce data where the inertia 

glitch was removed in the current row of stroke and force data.

Step 4:

Steps (1) to (3) were repeated, in both sections of data, for each row of stroke 

and force data.

The stroke and force data of the Sample-Test were stored as an ASCII tex t file 

w ith all inertia glitches removed. A t this stage, the data were ready for processing.
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2 .5 .2  TensSSe Tests.

The raw data from each tensile test were processed to obtain force, extension, 

stress and strain at the point of specimen rupture and to calculate the energy 

required to rupture the specimen. The program called Tensile Test' performed this 

process (Appendix 3.2). Initially, the stroke and force data of a requested test file 

were read and placed in a two-dimensional array. The starting point of the test 

was determined by finding six consecutive increases in stroke values. The point 

of rupture was defined as the maximum force value in the sequence of data.

The data were normalized, to ensure the test begins at zero load and stroke, by 

subtracting the starting stroke and load from every stroke and load in the data set. 

The energy required to rupture the specimen was calculated by applying Simpson's 

rule to the stroke and force data. The thickness of the sample was input from the 

keyboard enabling the calculation of stress. Hence,

S tress/M Pa =  force_____________ [2.4]
(original thickness) x (original w idth of sample)

and strain was calculated as.

Strain / % = increase in length x 100% [2.5]
original length

Two separate result files were produced and stored on disk, (i) The normalized 

stroke-force and calculated strain-stress profiles were stored as a four column
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ASCII text file, (ii) Test identification and key results of each test were added, as 

a single row of data, to a tensile test results file. This row of data comprised: test 

code, sample thickness, force at rupture, extension at rupture, stress at rupture, 

strain at rupture and the energy required to rupture the specimen.

2 .5 .3  Strain Cycling Tests.

The raw data from each strain cycling test were processed to obtain (i) force, 

extension, stress and strain at maximum extension of a specimen, (ii) calculate the 

energy used in straining the material from zero to maximum extension and (iii) the 

energy returned on unloading a specimen. A hysteresis ratio and immediate set 

were also calculated. The program called 'Strain Cycling Test' performed these 

tasks (Appendix 3.3).

Test data were read, test starting points determined, data normalized and stress 

and strain calculated using the same procedures as used for section 2.5.2. The 

energy used in straining specimens from zero to maximum extension was 

calculated by applying Simpson's rule to the stroke and force data over that range 

of stroke. The energy returned on unloading the specimen was calculated by 

applying Simpson's rule to the stroke and force data over the range from maximum 

extension to the level of extension where the load fell to zero. The level of 

extension at this point was calculated in terms of strain and denoted as immediate 

set. In addition, the hysteresis ratio of the specimen was calculated using equation 

[2 .6],
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R = ( Wi - W J  / Wi [2.6]

IS Is the hysteresis ratio, W, is the input energy and W, is the recoverable energy.

Two separate files were produced and stored on disk media. The normalized 

stroke-force and calculated strain-stress cycle profiles were stored as a four 

column ASCII text file. In addition, test identification and key results of each test 

were added, as a single row of data, to a strain cycle test results file. This row of 

data comprised: test code, sample thickness, force at maximum extension, 

maximum extension, stress at maximum strain, maximum strain, energy used in 

acquiring maximum extension, energy returned on unloading, hysteresis ratio and 

the immediate set in the specimen.

2 .5 .4  Single Edge Notch Tests.

Raw data from each single notch test were used to obtain (i) load, extension, 

stress and strain at the point of specimen rupture, (ii) the energy required to 

rupture a specimen and (iii) the energy density of a sample at rupture. The program 

entitled 'Notch Test' performed these tasks (Appendix 3.4). W ith few  exceptions, 

this program achieved its objective in the same way as 'Tensile Test' (Section 

2.5.2). The energy density at rupture was calculated using equation [2.7].

Wr = W| / (t X  I X  w) [2.7]
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W r is the energy density at the point of rupture, W| is the input energy density, t  

is the average thickness, I the gauge length of the sample and w  the w idth of the 

sample. The dimensions, I and w  are constant, therefore,

W r = Wi / (0 .0 0 2 1) J m^ [2.8]

Two separate result files were produced and stored on disk, (i) The normalized 

stroke-force and calculated strain-stress profiles were output as a four column 

ASCII text file, (ii) Test identification and key results of each test were added, as 

a single row of data, to a notch test results file. This row of data comprised: test 

code, sample thickness, notch length, sample volume, energy required to rupture 

the specimen, energy density at rupture, force at rupture, extension at rupture, 

stress at rupture and strain at rupture.

2 .5 .5  Distribution of Strain in the Single Edge Notch Test.

The distribution of strain in single edge notch specimens, described in Section 

2.4.3, was calculated in tw o stages.

In the first stage, the coordinates of the centre of each dot were obtained in each 

digitised picture of both the large and small area matrix of dots in the single notch 

test series. For each picture, these coordinates were stored in an ASCII text file. 

The program 'V ideo' performed this task (Appendix 3.5). The program read a 

specified bit map image and placed the image on the visual display unit (VDU). A
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small, hollow movable image of a box was placed on the screen. This box was 

moved, using the cursor keys, and was initially located to encompass the top dot 

of the first column. The 're turn ' key was pressed and the coordinates of the dot 

centre recorded. The hollow box was relocated down the column to successive 

dots and the procedure repeated so that the coordinates of each dot centre in that 

column were recorded. The hollow box was relocated to the top of the next 

column and the entire process repeated in successive columns. The coordinates 

of every dot was stored as a tw o  column ASCII file, in the same order that the 

coordinate data were collected, i.e. Columnd to n) [Row(1 to n)].

In the second stage of the data processing, the tw o  column ASCII text file 

coordinate data were used to calculate local strains between successive, vertically 

positioned dots. Clearly some movement of the dots transverse to the principal 

strain axis was inevitable and in such circumstances, local strains (between dot 

centres) are not measured along the principal strain axis. It was fe lt that the 

magnitude and location of local strain variations was the most important 

consideration. To accurately assess the strain field along the principal strain axis, 

although possible [Andrews & Fukahori, 1977], was not carried out in this study.

The program 'Produce the Strain M atrix' (Appendix 3.6) uses the x and y 

coordinates of vertically positioned dots (in the same column of dots) to calculate 

the distance between dot centres and thus the local strain values.
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2 .5 .6  Sharpness o f the  Notch in the  Single Edge Notch Test.

The crack opening behaviour of each material was quantified in a series of visually 

recorded single notch tests. The red coloured areas devoid of leather, due to the 

crack opening, were read as bitmap images and placed on the screen. The profile 

of this shape was modelled using the equations of an ellipsé, altering the size of 

the major and minor axes accordingly. The program 'Ellipse' performed this task 

(Appendix 3.7) and Figure 2.5 illustrates the geometry of such a crack being 

modelled by an ellipse.
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Crack opening In a 
single notch specimen.

Profile of crack modelled 
by ellipse, major axis = 2a.

Figure 2.5
The modelling of crack geometry (performed by program 'Ellipse'.)



2 .5 .7  Trouser Tear Tests.

Raw data from each trouser tear test were processed to obtain, by three separate 

methods of calculation, the specific work of fracture or toughness. The program 

'Trouser Tear Test' (Appendix 3.8) performed this task.

Once the trouser tear test data have been normalised, the stroke-load data have 

the form shown in Figure 2.6. Point (A) was the point where tearing commences 

and was found by assessing successive points of maxima in the data from start 

of the test. Once a maximum had been found, the level of stroke required, after 

the maximum, to reattain the load value was calculated and called Dist A to C. 

This process was repeated w ith  successive maxima until the difference in 

Dist A to C at the current and previous maximum was larger than the mean 

values of Dist A to C at the current and previous maximum. If the current value 

of Dist A to C > 0 . 5  mm this maximum was denoted as the point where tearing 

commences.

The point of maximum stroke is the point where tearing ceases and is denoted 

point (B) in Figure 2.6. Point (C) in Figure 2.6 is the point where zero load is 

achieved during the reversal of the stroke. The plateau tearing force was 

calculated as the mean reading of load during propagation of the tear and is 

denoted by the point (P) in Figure 2.6.

The three methods used to calculate the energy required to  propagate a crack
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through unit area of the material are as follows:

Method 1.

Significant leg extension in an elastic-plastic material.

This method enables calculation of the specific work of fracture while also 

attempting to account for energy dissipated in the legs of an elastic plastic trouser 

tear specimen. The method is comprehensively discussed in section 3.3.2 (a). 

Employing this method, the specific work of fracture, Ri was calculated from 

Figure 2.6.

Ri = Elastic energy used / Area cleaved [2.9]

Ri = (Area OABC - (Area OAD - Area BCE)) / 1 . L. [2.10]

Where t  is the thickness of a sample and L is the length of tear in a specimen,

measured using vernier callipers.

Method 2.

Significant leg extension in an elastic material [Rivlin & Thomas, 1953].

In this method, the energy required to propagate a crack through unit area of 

material, is called Rg and calculated as,

Rz = ( Wo Ao - 2 À Fo) / t  [2.11]
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Wo is the strain energy density in the legs of the test piece, Ao is the unstressed 

cross section area of the legs, X is the extension ratio in the legs at the point of 

propagation, Fo is the plateau tearing force and t  is the thickness of the specimen. 

In Figure 2.6, the point of tear propagation is denoted by point A and the plateau 

tearing force by point P.

Method 3.

Insignificant leg extension in an elastic material, [Greensmith 8i Thomas, 1955].

When very little extension occurs in the legs of the trouser tear specimen, the 

extension ratio in the legs. A, «  1 and the energy density in the legs, W q -> 0. 

Under these conditions. Equation [2.10] becomes,

Ra =  2  F o / t  [ 2 . 1 2 ]

2 .5 .8  Extension Ratio in the Legs of a Trouser Tear specimen at Tear 

Propagation.

To obtain the extension ratio in the legs of the trouser tear specimens (A), the 

bitmap images of the trouser tear test series were analysed. Image processing 

software (Photofinish^) was used to locate the x-y coordinates of each corner of 

each leg. The changes in surface area and extension ratio of each leg were 

calculated. The program 'Trouser Tear Test Leg Dimensions' (Appendix 3.9) 

performed this task.

A product the ZSoft Corporation, 450 Franklin Road, Suite 100, Marietta, GA 30067, USA.
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2 .6  Chemical Analysis.

2 .6.1  Determination of Oil Content.

The IUC/4 procedure [Official Methods of Analysis, 1965] was used to determine 

the percentage oil content of grain and corium materials. A material was ground 

to produce a power and 10 ± 0.1 g of the powder placed in an extraction thimble. 

Dichloromethane (200 cm^) was placed in a flask and the thimble (containing the 

ground leather) placed in a Soxhlet extractor. The apparatus was arranged so the 

dichloromethane evaporates, condenses, passes through the ground leather and 

returns (with the extracted substances) to the flask. Here the dichloromethane was 

again evaporated and the process repeated approximately f ifty  times.

The dichloromethane was then distilled from the flask containing the extract and 

the flask dried in an oven at 102 ± 2°C for six hours. The oil content is calculated 

using equation [2.13].

Oil Content I % = ______ Mass of extract_______  x 100 [2.13]
Mass of original ground leather
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2 .6 .2  Determination of Volatile Matter Content.

The IUC/5 procedure [Official Methods of Analysis, 1965] was used to determine 

the percentage volatile matter content (assumed to be extractable water) of grain 

and corium materials. A material was ground to produce a powder and 3 ± 0.01 

g of the powder placed in a crucible. The crucible containing the powder is dried 

in an oven at 102 ± 2°C  for six hours, cooled, weighed and returned to the oven. 

This procedure continued until no further weight reduction occurred.

The percentage of volatile matter is calculated on a w et weight basis, using 

equation [2.14].

Volatile Matter I % = x 100 [2.14]

Gi is the weight of the leather powder before drying and Ga is the weight of the 

leather powder after drying.
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Chapter 3 

Tensile and Tear Behaviour.

3.1 Introduction.

The major aims of this study were to  characterize and account for differences in 

the mechanical behaviour and fracture of the grain and corium layers. The effect 

of fatliquoring was also considered. Four materials were used, namely fatliquored, 

air dried grain (FADG), propanone dehydrated grain (PDG), fatliquored, air dried 

corium (FADG) and propanone dehydrated corium (PDG). In this chapter, the 

tensile properties and tearing resistance of grain and corium materials over a range 

of strain rates are reported. The levels of energy dissipation during strain cycling 

of grain and corium materials were investigated w ith respect to the level of strain 

attained and the rate of strain application.

Leather generally exhibits a 'J ' shaped stress-strain curve when subject to a 

uniaxial tensile test [Attenburrow, 1993]. This type of non-Hookean behaviour is 

shown by other materials of biological origin; eg. arterial tissue [Dorbin, 1978], 

human skin [Daly, 1966], sea anemone and rat skin [Purslow, 1989a]. Such 

materials are renowned for high levels of tearing resistance [Vincent, 1982]. 

Indeed, Gordon [1978] considers the 'J ' shaped stress-strain curve an integral 

factor associated w ith the high tearing resistance of these materials.

Uniaxial tensile testing of grain and corium specimens, at a specified strain rate
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until rupture, enabled characterisation of tensile behaviour. This characterisation 

included measurement of the stress at rupture, the strain at rupture and the energy 

required to achieve rupture. In addition the degree of non-linearity and the 

occurrence of yield points® was assessed from inspection of stress-strain profiles. 

Trouser tear testing of grain and corium specimens, at a specified strain rate, 

yielded the tearing resistance. Three methods of calculating toughness (outlined 

in Section 2.5.7) provided tearing resistance in terms of the energy required to 

cleave a crack of unit area through the material; i.e. the specific work of fracture.

Leather is subject to high strain rates as a consequence of the rapid movement and 

snagging of shoes / clothing and the high speed lasting of shoes. Leather is also 

used in situations where the application of loads are slow; eg. for bag straps, belts 

shoes and clothing. Leather is a viscoelastic material [Whittaker, 1975] and as 

such, its mechanical properties depend on temperature, time and plasticisers 

(especially water). Therefore, at constant temperature and moisture content, the 

rate at which a leather is strained influences its tensile properties. Accordingly, to 

assess possible differences between grain and corium, the influence of strain rate 

on tensile and tear properties was examined.

An additional type of non-Hookean behaviour usually demonstrated by viscoelastic 

materials is apparent when tensile specimens are strained and then unloaded 

before specimen rupture. Here, the unloading curve is below the loading curve and 

energy is dissipated in the strain cycle, [Mohsenin, 1980]. However the term

As will be discussed later, not all the leather in this work displayed a pure 'J ' curve.
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hysteresis can only be strictly applied if the material returns to its original strain 

level after deformation [Kinloch & Young, 1990]. Where residual strain is apparent 

after a deformation cycle, the material has experienced plastic deformation 

resulting in permanent set. Practically, true mechanical hysteresis and plastic 

deformation cannot be differentiated because both processes lead to similar 

dissipation of energies [Kinloch & Young, 1990].

Andrews [1980] related the apparent fracture resistance of a material (S) to the 

product of a surface free energy term o) and a loss function (cp). The surface 

free energy term measures the energy required to break unit area of interatomic 

bonds across the fracture plane. The loss function describes the energy loss 

processes in the bulk solid and is dependent on strain, crack velocity and 

temperature. The loss function can be further analysed in terms of the hysteresis 

ratio (R). In essence, the loss function equals one, for perfectly elastic materials 

(where R = 0), and infin ity for materials displaying sufficiently large mechanical 

hysteresis (where R-^1). Accordingly, energy dissipation is very significant when 

considering the fracture resistance of a material.

Non linear viscoelastic deformation ensures that the mechanical properties are a 

function, not only of time, but of the magnitude of stress (or strain) applied 

[Findley et al, 1989]. Accordingly grain and corium specimens were subject to 

strain cycling which covered a range of strain levels over a range of strain rates.
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3 .2  Results.

3.2.1 Stress-strain behaviour at a strain rate of 3 .33  % s \

Figure 3.1 shows the stress-strain curves of tensile specimens cut in a direction 

parallel to the backbone. For each material, the stress-strain curves of four 

separate tensile tests are plotted. The specimens were strained at a rate of 1.66 

mm s'̂  (or 3.33 % s 'l .  All specimens were cut over a small region w ithin the 

official sampling position for bovine leather (IUP/1) [Official methods of Analysis, 

1965].

Figures 3.1 (I) and (II) show the stress-strain curves of FADG (12.5 % oil content) 

and PDG specimens respectively. Both materials display an initial region where 

straining of the material results in a linear increase in stress. The quasi-linear 

response occurs between 0 % and 7 % where the modulus of tensile deformation^ 

is 10.7 MPa in FADG specimens and 14.5 MPa in PDG specimens.

Beyond this level of strain, the modulus of tensile deformation initially falls to  7.8 

MPa in FADG specimens and 9.9 MPa in PDG specimens. The modulus then 

gradually increases until specimens attain a strain level of « 4 3  % in FADG 

specimens and «  34 % in PDG specimens. Here the modulus attains a constant 

level of 42.9 MPa in FADG specimens and 44.4 MPa in PDG specimens. 

Accordingly, further increases in strain induce linear increases in stress until 

specimen rupture.

The modulus of tensile deformation =  A  nominal stress /  A nominal strain 
over a linear (or quasi-linear) region of the stress-strain curve.
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The presence of oil in the FADG material appears to raise levels of both fracture 

stress and fracture strain. Indeed, the average stress level at fracture for the FADG 

specimens (12.5 % oil content) is 16 .76±  0.61 MPa compared to 12.92 ± 1.05 

MPa for PDG specimens. In addition the average level of strain at rupture for FADG 

specimens is 65.08 ± 0.99 % compared to 47.41 ± 1.99 % for PDG specimens.

Typical response characteristics demonstrated by FADC (3 % oil content) and PDC 

specimens during a tensile test are shown in Figures 3.1 (III) and (IV) respectively. 

Again the tensile specimens were cut in a direction parallel to the backbone. Both 

corium materials have 'J ' shaped stress-strain curves. These curves are 

characterized by a low modulus at low strain, followed by a region of increasing 

modulus until a constant modulus is achieved at higher strain levels.

The initial region of low modulus occurs between 0 % and 7 % strain in both 

FADC and PDC specimens. The modulus of tensile deformation in this strain region 

is 10.1 MPa for FADC specimens and 10.2 MPa for PDC specimens. The region 

of increasing modulus occurs between 10 % and 30->40 % strain for both corium 

materials. Beyond this level of strain, the moduli of tensile deformation remain 

constant at 84.1 MPa for FADC specimens and 79.5 MPa for PDC specimens. 

These moduli are noticeably higher than the moduli observed in the corresponding 

grain material.

The presence of oil in the corium material has an appreciable effect, increasing the 

levels of rupture stress and rupture strain. The average stress level at fracture for
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the FADC specimens is 31.27 ± 1.75 MPa compared to 25.01 ± 0.85 MPa for 

the PDC specimens. Further, the average level of strain at rupture for the FADC 

specimens is 59.75 ± 3.59 % compared to 51.83 ± 2.26 % for PDC specimens. 

Just before rupture, the stress-strain curves of the FADC specimens turn towards 

the strain axis and the modulus of tensile deformation is effectively reduced at this 

point.
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Figure 3.1
Stress-Strain Curves of FADG (12.5 % oil content), PDG, FADC (3.0 % oil content) and PDC 

specimens, parallel to the backbone and strained at 3 .33 mm s '.
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The response characteristics of four materials are shown in Figure 3.2. Each graph 

shows the stress-strain curves of four separate tensile tests and the specimens 

were cut in a direction perpendicular to the backbone. All specimens were 

strained at a rate of 3.33 % s '\

The curves in Figures 3.2 (I) (FADG, 12.5 % oil content) and (II) (PDG) have 

several points of interest. Between 0 % and 7 % strain, a linear modulus of tensile 

deformation is again apparent and equal to 7.8 MPa for FADG specimens and 14.6 

MPa for PDG specimens. As strains exceed 7 %, the modulus of tensile 

deformation decreases to 1.1 MPa for FADG specimens and 2.4 MPa for PDG 

specimens. A non-linear region in the curve is then apparent up to «=65 % in 

FADG specimens and «=55 % in PDG specimens. A t these strain levels, the 

modulus of tensile deformation has increased to 31.8 MPa in FADG specimens and 

35.1 MPa in PDG specimens.

A t the point of specimen rupture, the average nominal stress was higher in FADG 

specimens, at 12.38 ± 0.70 MPa than in PDG specimens where the average 

breaking stress is 10.21 ± 0.73 MPa. The average strain at rupture was also 

higher in FADG specimens than in PDG specimens. Indeed, the average strain at 

rupture was 86.83 ± 3.02 % in FADG specimens compared w ith 65.83 ± 3.49% 

in PDG specimens.

The stress-strain curves of FADC (3.0% oil content) and PDC specimens, (Figures 

3.2 (III) and (IV)) differ from the situation where corium specimens are cut parallel
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to the backbone (Figures 3.1 (ill) and (IV) ). Unlike the 'parallel' specimens the 

'perpendicular' specimens do not have a completely 'J ' shaped stress-strain curve 

throughout the strain range. Instead, between 0 % and 7 % strain, the stress- 

strain curve is linear and has a higher modulus than directly after 7 % strain. The 

modulus of tensile deformation between 0 % and 7 % strain is 8.1 MPa for the 

FADC specimens and 8.2 MPa for the PDC specimens.

Above 7 % strain, the modulus of tensile deformation falls to around 5.2 MPa in 

both FADC and PDC specimens. The stress-strain curve is then non-linear. Here, 

the modulus of tensile deformation steadily increases to a static level of 54.6 MPa 

at a strain level of 60 % in FADC specimens and 57.7 MPa at 50 % strain in PDC 

specimens.

The average level of breaking stress in FADC and PDC specimens is 25.66 ± 1.07 

MPa and 23.26 ± 1.07 MPa respectively. Thus, specimens cut perpendicular to 

the back bone (as opposed to parallel to the backbone) withstand a lower level of 

nominal stress before rupturing. In addition, the average level of strain at rupture 

in FADC specimens is 86.50 ± 5.53 % and in PDC specimens is 72.16 ± 3.43 %. 

Hence corium specimens cut perpendicular to the backbone (as opposed to parallel 

to the backbone) can attain significantly higher levels of strain before rupturing. 

Before complete fracture of the FADC specimens, the stress-strain curve turns 

towards the strain axis.
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Figure 3 .2
Stress-strain curves of FADG (12.5 % oil content), PDG, FADC (3.0%  oil content) and PDC 

specimens, perpendicular to the backbone and strained 3 .33  mm s ’ .
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3 .2 .2  Trouser tear tes ts  at a deformation rate o f 1 .66  mm s \

Typical trouser tear load-stroke profiles are shown in Figures 3.3 (I) and (II) for 

FADG (12.5 % oil content) and PDG specimens. Figures 3.3 (III) and (IV) show 

typical curves when FADC (3 % oil content) and PDC trouser tear specimens are 

tested. The specimens were cut so the notch and advancing tear were parallel to 

the backbone. All specimens were strained at 1.66 mm s '\  Figure 3.4 has the 

same format as Figure 3.3. However the specimens were cut such that the notch 

and advancing tear were perpendicular to the backbone.

In all materials and both orientations, the pre-tearing region of each curve reflects 

the manner in which the load is taken up in the legs of the test piece. Generally, 

the load rises w ith  one or tw o very small fluctuations until continuous tearing in 

the specimen ensues (calculation of this point is outlined in section 2.5.7.) Where 

the tearing process becomes continuous, fluctuations in load around a plateau are 

apparent.

The load at the plateau appears higher w ith  corium specimens than w ith grain 

specimens. The plateau tearing force is generally higher w ith fatliquored, air dried 

specimens than w ith  propanone dehydrated specimens. This is true for both grain 

and corium materials and is particularly noticeable in specimens cut perpendicular 

to the backbone.

In all trouser tear tests, the stroke was reversed at a level of 45 mm and the
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specimens unloaded. During this period, the load falls rapidly and generally drops 

to zero before a stroke level of 40 mm. Visual recording of the tests and 

subsequent measurement of the extension ratio in the legs of the trouser tear 

specimen, at the point of tear propagation, revealed the extension ratio equals 

approximately one. This observation justifies the assumptions underlying Equation 

2.12, where À = 1 and 0.

Each test was performed four times w ith a fresh specimen. Tables 3.1 & 3.2 

shows pertinent information regarding direct measurements of specimen thickness, 

stroke and load at the point of tear propagation, crack area and the extension ratio 

in the legs of the trouser tear specimens. The tables also report the energy 

supplied at several stages during stroke application and reversal, as well as three 

toughness calculations for each material. Table 3.1 reports information regarding 

specimens of FADG (12.5 % oil content), PDG, FADC (3% oil content) and PDC 

cut in a direction parallel to  the backbone. Table 3.2 has identical format but 

contains information regarding specimens cut in a direction perpendicular to the 

backbone.

The results in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 reveal several interesting characteristics:

(1) The three methods produce different estimates of toughness, but all show the 

same trend. Corium material is significantly tougher than grain. Fatliquored, air 

dried material is tougher than propanone dehydrated material. However, method

(2) predicts the highest toughness while method (1 ) predicts the lowest toughness.
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(ii) The corium material is universally tougher than the respective grain material. 

The toughness depends on the direction of tear propagation (whether parallel or 

perpendicular to the backbone) and the presence of oil. In the case of FADG (12.5 

% oil content) and FADC (3.0 % oil content) where the tear propagated in a 

direction parallel to the backbone, the toughness of the corium was 60 % greater 

than the grain. In the case of PDG and PDC, where the direction of tear 

propagation was perpendicular to the backbone, the toughness of the corium was 

300 % higher than the grain.

(iii) All three methods of calculating toughness show that oil has a substantial 

effect on the toughness of both grain and corium materials. In the case of the 

grain where the tear propagates in a parallel direction to the backbone, the 

toughness is approximately doubled by the presence of oil at 12.5 %. In this 

tearing direction, the toughness of the corium is increased by approximately 30 % 

when oil is present at 3.0 %. However, in the case of the grain where the tear 

propagates in a direction perpendicular to the backbone, the toughness increases 

300 % when 12.5 % oil is present. In this orientation the toughness of the corium 

is also increased by the presence of 3.0 % oil, but only by around 30 %.

(iv) With grain material, the energy supplied to reach the point where continuous 

tearing occurs, is substantially higher when oil is present (i.e. FADG as opposed 

to PDG). Where specimens are cut in a direction parallel to the backbone, the total 

energy supplied at the point where continuous tearing occurs is 220 % greater in 

FADG materials than PDG material. This feature was enhanced when the direction
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of tear was perpendicular to the backbone. Here, the presence of oil increased this 

energy by 750 % 1

(v) Estimates of the extension ratio, based on visual measurements of the 

specimen legs at the point of tear propagation are much lower than half the stroke 

at the point where continuous tear propagation commences (pg %0D in Figure 

2.6). These quantities should be equal where continuous tear propagation directly 

follows tear initiation. Visual measurement of the extension ratio relies on direct 

observation of the first advancement of the tear. The results indicate some degree 

of tear occurs prior to gross tear propagation and it is contended that using the 

visual method, the estimate of the point of continuous tear propagation (and 

consequently the extension ratio in the legs. A,) is premature resulting in low 

estimates of X.
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Figure 3.3
Load-Stroke Curves of FADG (12.5 % oil content), PDG, FADC (3.0%  oil content) and PDC 

Trouser Tear Tests. Specimens parallel to the backbone and strained at 1.66 mm s ’ .
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Figure 3 .4
Load-Stroke Curves of FADG (12.5 % oil content), PDG, FADC (3.0%  oil content) and PDC 
Trouser Tear Tests. Specimens perpendicular to the backbone and strained at 1.66 mm s ’ .
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Table 3.1: Trouser tear test results (Direction of tear propagation parallel to the backbone.)
FADG PDG FADC PDC

Thickness / mm 0.76 ±0.12 1.01 ± 0.05 3.42 ± 0.18 4.07 ± 0.06

Length of tear ! mm 16.63 ± 1.55 21.25 ± 0.50 17.88 ± 0.48 16.63 ± 0.48

Stroke at continuous tear propagation 12.05 ± 2.67 7.17 ± 1.70 12.32 ± 3.63 16.42 ±1.83

Load at continuous tear propagation / 
N

18.19 ± 7.83 10.47 ± 1.31 147.75 ± 28.45 130.29 ± 10.21

Area cleaved / m̂ 1,25x10 ® ± 1x10 ® 2.16x10 ® ± 9x10-' 6.12x10 ® ± 2x10 ' 6.76x10^ ± 3x10 '

Plateau force / N 20.70 ± 8.13 13.16 ± 1.88 157.75 ± 24.53 125.32 ± 5.72

Energy supplied at continuous tear 
propagation / J

0.1244 ± 0.0767 0.0391 ± 0.0121 1.0168 ± 0.5888 1.1169 ± 0.1943

Energy supplied at maximum stroke / J 0.7783 ± 0.2815 0.5279 ± 0.0681 6.0025 ± 0.7585 4.5993 ±  0.2327

Energy returned on unloading / J 0.0333 ± 0.0127 0.0068 ± 0.0081 0.1703 ± 0.0193 0.121 ±  0.0142

Energy supplied during continuous tear 
propagation / J

0.6538 ±  0.2178 0.4888 ±  0.0752 4.9857 ± 0.2269 3.4824 ±  0.2047

Extension ratio in specimen legs at 
tear initiation

1.11 1.09 1.08 1.05

Toughness (method 1) / J m^ 51,853 ± 13,533 22,724 ± 3,741 81,572 ± 3,846 51,490 ± 2,228

Toughness (method 2) / J m^ 59,549 ± 16,604 28,251 ± 3,809 99,254 ± 12,001 64,588 ± 2 ,1 1 7

Toughness (method 3) / J m^ 53,750 ± 14,966 25,933 ± 3,493 91,875 ± 11,242 61,604 ±  2,028

Table 3 .2 : Trouser tear tests results (Direction of tear propagation perpendicular to the backbone.
FADG PDG FADC PDC

Thickness / mm 0.78 ±0.05 0.98 ± 0.04 3.80 ± 0.10 4.20 ± 0.06

Length of tear / mm 15.75 ± 0.96 20.75 ± 0.29 16.63 ± 0.48 17.00 ± 0.41

Stroke at continuous tear propagation
/ mm

18.25 ± 2.44 5.54 ± 0.66 12.85 ± 3.65 11.29 ±2.16

Load at continuous tear propagation / 
N

23.35 ± 5.14 6.95 ± 1.89 155.25 ± 65.01 96.34 ± 7.97

Area cleaved / m' 1.23x10 ® ± 9x10 ' 2.03x10 ® ± 8x10-' 6.33x10 ® ± 3x10 ' 7.15x10 ® ± 2x10 '

Plateau force / N 21.08 ± 2.11 6.36 ± 0.80 166.75 ± 20.30 106.13 ± 10.25

Energy supplied at continuous tear 
propagation / J

0.2133 ± 0.0804 0.0251 ± 0.0057 1.0025 ± 0.5319 0.5733 ± 0.1499

Energy supplied at maximum stroke / J 0.7560 ± 0.0874 0.2728 ± 0.0312 6.1875 ± 0.6856 4.0896 ± 0.4092

Energy returned on unloading / J 0.0284 ± 0.0094 0.0035 ± 0.0019 0.2058 ± 0.0584 0.0922 ± 0.0229

Energy supplied during continuous tear 
propagation / J

0.5427 ± 0.0286 0.2476 ± 0.0316 5.1850 ± 0.3946 3.5163 ± 0.4850

Extension ratio in specimen legs at 
tear initiation

1.16 1 1.08 1.05

Toughness (method 1) / J m ' 44,331 ± 3,226 12,213 ± 1,327 81,913 ± 3,320 49,229 ± 6,898

Toughness (method 2| / J m ' 62,668 ± 5,537 12,994 ± 1,232 94,501 ± 9,470 52,920 ± 4,646

Toughness (method 3) / J m ' 54,125 ± 4,872 13,000 ± 1,262 87,575 ± 8,870 50,451 ± 4,442
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3 .2 .3  Ultimate tensile properties and strain rate.

Breaking stress, breaking strain and the energy supplied to rupture tensile 

specimens are shown as functions of strain in Figures 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 

respectively. The strain rates used for these tests were 0.33 % s \  3.33 % s \  

33.33 % s'̂  and 333.33 % s '\ All tensile specimens were cut parallel to the 

backbone.

Figures 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 graphs (I) and (II) show the response characteristics of 

the FADG (oil content 12.5 %) and PDG materials respectively. Similarly, the 

response characteristics of the FADC (oil content 3.0 %) and PDC materials are 

shown in (III) and (IV). In all graphs, the strain rate axis uses a logarithmic scale.

A t each strain rate, four specimens were tested, allowing calculation of relevant 

averages and standard deviations. All graphs show average values of properties 

(i.e. breaking stress, breaking strain and energy supplied to rupture the tensile 

specimens) as well as the appropriate error bars (plus and minus one standard 

deviation). A trend line through the data and the relevant equation are also shown. 

The equations are of the form,

y = k x"

Here y is the average breaking stress, breaking strain or energy supplied to rupture 

specimens; k is a constant; x is the percentage rate of deformation per second and 

n is an exponent where 0-c n < 1.
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Figure 3.5 which shows the effect of strain rate on the breaking stress of tensile

specimens has several points of interest:

(i) The average breaking stress of grain specimens is much lower than the 

average breaking stress of the corium specimens over the range of strain 

rates examined. This result confirms that the earlier finding obtained at a 

strain rate of 3.33 % s '\  is applicable over a wide range of strain rates.

(ii) On increasing the strain rate from 0.33 % s'  ̂ to 333.33 % s '\  the average 

tensile stress at failure of FADG specimens increases 21 %. However, the 

magnitude of this phenomenon is not repeated by PDG specimens. Here, an 

increase of only 6 % is predicted by the trend line but the error bars show 

this conclusion is not statistically significant. In addition, at every strain rate 

examined, the average breaking stress of grain specimens is at least 35% 

greater when oil is present in the material (i.e. FADG).

(iii) Over the range of strain rates examined, the FADC and PDC specimens 

experience an increase in breaking stress of 25 % and 30 % respectively. 

Further, the average breaking stress of FADC specimens is at least 10 % 

greater than PDC specimens at all rates of applied strain.
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Relationships between strain rate and breaking strain (Figure 3.6) lead to  the

follow ing general points:

(i) The breaking strain of FADG and PDG specimens are only marginally 

influenced by the rate at which the specimens are strained.

(ii) The breaking strain attains a maximum of approximately 60 % in FADG 

specimens and 40 % in PDG specimens. This difference is directly attributed 

to the presence of oil in FADG specimens. Indeed, the average breaking 

strain of FADG specimens are the highest observed in the materials studied.

(iii) In both corium materials, a tangible increase in average breaking strain is 

observed when the strain rate is increased by a factor of 1000.

(iv) The breaking strain at all strain rates, is greater in FADC specimens than in 

PDC specimens which can be directly attributed to the presence of oil in the 

FADC specimens.

Figure 3.7 shows the effect of strain rate on the energy supplied to rupture tensile

specimens. It is important to note that:

(i) The energy supplied to cause specimen rupture was approximately 8 times

higher for corium specimens than for the corresponding grain specimens.
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(ii) On increasing the strain rate from 0.33 % s'̂  to 333.33 % s \  the average 

energy supplied to rupture FADG specimens increased 34 %. However, no 

discernible rate dependency was observed for PDG specimens. Further, over 

the range of strain rates examined, the average energy supplied to rupture 

grain specimens was significantly higher when oil is present in the material 

(i.e. FADG specimens).

(iii) On increasing the strain rate from 0.33 % to 333.33 % s '\  a 45 % 

increase in the energy supplied to rupture FADG specimens was apparent. 

This trend was also observed w ith  the PDG specimens where the energy 

supplied to cause rupture increased 59 %.
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Figure 3.5

The effect of strain rate on the breaking stress of FADG (12.5 % oil content)
PDG, FADC (3.0 % oil content) and PDC tensile specimens.
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Figure 3,6

The effect of strain rate on the breaking strain of FADG (12.5 % oil content),
PDG, FADC (3.0 % oil content) and PDC tensile specimens.
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Figure 3.7

The effect of strain rate on the energy required to rupture FADG (12.5 % oil content),
PDG, FADC (3.0 % oil content) and PDC tensile specimens.
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3 .2 .4  Tearing resistance and strain rate.

The results of trouser tear tests conducted over a range of deformation rates are 

reported In this section. The rates of deformation used were 0.16 mm s \  1.66 

mm s '\  16.66 mm s'̂  and 166.66 mm s '\ A t these rates, eight trouser tear 

specimens were tested. Tear propagation was parallel to the backbone in four 

specimens and perpendicular to the backbone in four specimens. Visual recording 

of the tests enabled an assessment of the extension ratio in the legs of a specimen 

at the point of tear propagation. In each material, one visual measurement of the 

extension ratio was carried out at all deformation rates in both directions of tear.

The thickness of each specimen was measured before testing and the final length 

of the tear measured after testing. Hence the area cleaved in each specimen was 

calculated. Numerical integration of load-stroke information yielded the following 

information: the energy supplied to the point of continuous tear propagation, the 

energy returned on unloading the specimen and the energy supplied during 

continuous tear propagation. Three different methods for calculating the tear 

resistance (outlined in section 2.5.7) were used to determine the toughness of 

each specimen.

Accordingly, from each trouser tear test, a profile of results was assembled. The 

list of data included: (1) the tearing speed, (2) tearing direction, (3) average 

specimen thickness, (4) length of the tear, (5) stroke at the point of continuous 

tear propagation, (6) load at the point of continuous tear propagation, (7) the area
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cleaved in the specimen, (8) the plateau tearing force, (9) the energy supplied at 

the point of continuous tear propagation, (10) the energy supplied at maximum 

stroke, (11) the energy returned when unloading the specimen, (12) the energy 

supplied during continuous tear propagation, (13) the extension ratio in the legs, 

(14) toughness (method 1), (15) toughness (method 2), and (16) toughness 

(method 3).

Under conditions of identical deformation rates and direction of tear propagation, 

an average and standard deviation was calculated for each item in the results 

profile. The results are shown in Tables 3.3 and 3.4 which are given in Appendix 

4. Table 3.3 summarises the results for FADG (12.5 % oil content) and PDG 

specimens and Table 3.4 for FADC (3.0 % oil content) and PDC specimens. Both 

tables contain a large amount of information for calculating, by the three 

approaches, the intrinsic tear resistance of each material, at each orientation.

To examine the relationship between deformation rate and toughness, as 

calculated by three approaches, relevant data have been extracted from Appendix 

4 (Tables 3.3 and 3.4). The average toughness of each material at each orientation 

is plotted against the deformation rate on a logarithmic scale in Figures 3.8 to 

3.10. Error bars illustrate plus and minus one standard deviation of the average 

toughness.

For all the graphs in Figure 3.8, method 1 (Ri) was used to appraise any changes 

in toughness over the range of deformation rates examined. All graphs in Figure
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3.8 show the relationship between toughness and deformation rate. Within Figure 

3.8, the material referred to in each graph (i.e. I to VIII) is as follows:

(I) & (II) FADG specimens, where the tearing direction is perpendicular to the

backbone in (I) and parallel to the backbone in (II).

(Ill) & (IV) PDG specimens, where the tearing direction is perpendicular to the

backbone in (III) and parallel to the backbone in (IV).

(V) & (VI) FADC specimens, where the tearing direction is perpendicular to the

backbone in (V) and parallel to the backbone in (VI).

(VII) & (VIII) PDC specimens, where the tearing direction is perpendicular to the 

backbone in (VII) and parallel to the backbone in (VIII).

This layout is repeated in Figures 3.9 and 3.10. However, in Figure 3.9, the 

toughness values were those calculated by method 2 (Rg). Accordingly, the 

toughness values in Figure 3.10 were those calculated by method 3 (Rg).
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Figures 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10 show the relationship between strain rate and toughness 

as evaluated by three different approaches. From these graphs, three features are 

immediately apparent:

(i) The cerium specimens are tw o to four times tougher than the respective 

grain specimens. This is true for all rates of deformation, regardless of the 

toughness calculation used, confirming earlier findings at a deformation rate 

of 1.66 mm s '\

(ii) Where the material has been fatliquored and air dried as opposed to 

propanone dehydrated, higher toughness levels are observed. This trend is 

apparent at all rates of deformation employed in all methods of toughness 

evaluation.

(iii) The three methods of calculating toughness do not produce exactly the 

same results although the trend of increasing toughness w ith  increasing 

deformation rate is, in general, unaffected by the method of calculation. 

Estimates of toughness are highest when using method 2. Toughness 

estimates are slightly lower by using method 3 and slightly lower still by 

using the calculation techniques of method 1.

Figures 3.8 to 3.10 show a trend line. The equation of each trend line has a power 

law format. Table 3.5 summarises the equation of the trend line in each graph. 

Using these equations, the percentage increase in toughness by increasing the rate 

of deformation from 0.16 mm s'  ̂ to 166.66 mm s'  ̂ was calculated. Table 3.6 

reports the percentage increase in toughness of each material, in each tearing 

direction, by all three methods of calculating the toughness.
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3 .2 .5  Measurement of the Hysteresis Ratio.

Stress-strain reversal loops were obtained in the positive stress and strain 

quadrant using dumbell specimens of FADG, PDG, FADC and PDC materials. 

Specimens were strained to 20 %, 40 %, 60 % and 80 % of the elongation at 

break and the strain was then reversed. This procedure was repeated for various 

strain rates. A new specimen was used for each experiment and all specimens 

were cut parallel to the backbone.

In any one material, at a specified strain rate, the upward loop in the stress-strain 

curve of all specimens should be identical up to the point where the strains are 

reversed. However, this ideal situation was not apparent when testing the 

specimens. Indeed, the induced stress at identical levels of strain were not always 

the same. This phenomena was attributed to the variation in mechanical properties 

in materials of biological origin including leather, [Maeser, I960 ].

Nevertheless, the observed level of hysteresis in each material, at each strain level, 

at each strain rate can be calculated as outlined in section 2.5.3. The hysteresis 

data are shown in Figures 3.15 to 3.18 for FADG (12.5% oil content), PDG, FADC 

(3.0 % oil content) and PDC specimens respectively. In each figure, graphs (I) to

(IV) show plots of hysteresis versus the maximum cycle strain at rates of 

0.33 % s \  3.33 % s \  33.33 % s^ and 333.33 % s^ respectively.
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The trend curves in each graph are based on a relationship of the form:

B = K e"

Where B is the hysteresis ratio, K is a constant, e is the maximum cycle strain and 

0< n < 1. Thus, all materials are assumed to show a rapid increase in hysteresis 

w ith  strain between zero and 10 % strain, as observed in some non-linear inelastic 

polymers [Andrews & Fukahori, 1977]. In general, when maximum cycle strains 

exceed 10 %, successive testing at greater strains achieves only small increases 

in hysteresis.

The hysteresis values also tend to decrease w ith increasing strain rate in all 

materials. The magnitude of hysteresis also varies significantly between the grain 

specimens and the corium specimens. For example, at a strain rate of 3.33 % s '\  

at 20 % strain, the trend lines predict values of B = 0.81 for FADG specimens, 

B = 0.78 for PDG specimens, B = 0.59 for FADC specimens and B = 0.72 for 

PDC specimens. The equations of the observed relationship between B and the 

maximum cycle strain for each material are shown in Table 3.7.
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Figure 3.11

Hysteresis ratio for FADG (12.5 % oil content) at various strain rates and levels.
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Figure 3.12

Hysteresis ratio for PDG at various strain rates and levels.
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Figure 3.13

Hysteresis ratio for FADC (3.0 % oil content) at various strain rates and levels.
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Figure 3.14

Hysteresis ratio for PDC at various strain rates and levels.
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3 .3  Discussion.

In order to discuss differences in mechanical and / or fracture properties between 

grain and corium materials, it is necessary (due to the differing levels of oil in 

fatliquored air dried grain and corium) to compare only the propanone dehydrated 

grain w ith  the propanone dehydrated corium.

3.3.1 Uniaxial Tensile properties.

Uniaxial tensile tests were used to characterise the four leather materials 

examined. This characterisation was based on measurements of tensile moduli 

where the stress-strain curve is quasi-linear, measurement of the nominal stress 

and strain at rupture and observation of general yielding behaviour.

Maeser and Dion, [1954] evaluated the relationship between thickness and tensile 

strength of both grain and corium materials. They used lightly fatliquored bovine 

leather which is comparable to the propanone dehydrated leather (grain and 

corium) used in this study. The thickness of the grain material employed in this 

study was approximately 1 mm and the thickness of the corium material was 

between 3 mm and 4 mm. A t these thickness, Maeser and Dion [1954] observe 

a tensile strength of 10 ± 2 MPa for grain specimens and 20 ± 5 MPa for corium 

specimens. The tensile strengths of the PDG and PDC materials reported in this 

study (see section 3.2.1) are therefore consistent w ith  earlier work.
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The extension at rupture of full substance bovine leather (adjoined grain and 

corium) was assessed by Vos and Vlimmeren [1973]. The latter authors focused 

on the effect of specimen location on tensile properties, over the entire region of 

a leather side. The percentage elongation at specimen rupture ranged from 35% 

to 75%, depending on location and orientation of the specimen. The results of 

section 3.2.1 generally lie w ithin this range. However the fatliquored, air dried 

grain and corium specimens oriented perpendicular to the backbone rupture at 

strains up to 20 % higher. The specific effects of both specimen orientation and 

oil content on tensile properties are discussed later in sections 3.3.4 and 3.3.5 

respectively.

A t this point, it is appropriate to compare and contrast the tensile properties of 

grain and corium materials w ith some other common materials. Accordingly, Table 

3.8 shows the tensile modulus, the tensile strength and the ultimate strain % for 

six common flexible materials, as well as three more rigid materials for comparison. 

Nevertheless, a level of caution should be adopted because the material properties 

can change markedly w ith  temperature and strain rate.
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Table 3.8

Material Tensile 
modulus 

/ MPa

Tensile
strength

/M P a

Ultimate 
strain 

/  %

Reference

FADG (12.5 % oil content) Initial =  11 (4  
Final = 43 (,(1

17 (/) 65 (#) Section 3.2

Initial = 8 (k) 
Final = 32 (k)

12 (U 87 (L) Section 3.2

FADC (3.0%  oil content) Initial .  10 (f) 
Final = 84 (n)

31 W 60 W Section 3.2

Initial = 8 (k_) 
Final = 55 (k)

26 (L) 87 (k) Section 3.2

Human skin in vitro 
(female abdomen)

Initial =  0 .005  
Final =  130

17 65 Daly, [19661

Silk (cocoon thread) 7,100 600 18 Wainwright et al [1976]

Typical rubber vulcanizate N/A 1.4 320 Greensmith, [19601

Polyvinyl acetate / chloride N/A 3 0 -3 5 2 0 0 -4 0 0 Higgins, [19771

Flexible Polyvinyl chloride 
(PVC)

N/A 7 -2 5 2 4 0 -3 8 0 Higgins, [19771 & Atkins & Mai [19881

Polyethylene <  200 12 9 0 -6 5 0 Higgins, [19771 & Sinnot, (19911

Teflon (PTFE) <  1000 1 7 -2 5 200-600 Higgins, [19771

Human nail 4 ,500 18 14 Duck, [19901

Mild steel 210,000 430 < 1 Sinnot, [19911

Human skin, like bovine leather, has a low initial modulus and a final tensile 

modulus that is significantly higher, indicative of 'J ' shaped stress-strain 

behaviour. However, the initial modulus of human skin is 3 orders of magnitude 

lower than either grain or corium materials and the final tensile modulus of human 

skin is 2-3 times higher than observed in either grain or corium materials. 

Nevertheless, both the tensile strength and the ultimate strain of leather and 

human skin are comparable.

Details of other flexible materials are also included in the Table 3.8: rubber
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vulcanizates (typical application: tyres); polyvinyl acetate / chloride (typical 

application: upholstery and covering for wires and cables); flexible Polyvinyl 

chloride (PVC) (typical application: imitation leather cloth); Polyethylene (typical 

application: plastic bags). In these flexible materials, the tensile strengths are again 

comparable to grain and corium material. However, the fracture strains of these 

materials are considerably higher.

The results of section 3.2.1 also show that, for both grain and corium at a nominal 

strain level of approximately 7%, a kink in the stress-strain curve is observed. A t 

this level of strain the reduction in specimen thickness and/or specimen w idth is 

negligible. Thus the nominal stress values are tantamount to the true stress values. 

Accordingly, it is safe to say that an extrinsic yield point occurs at a nominal strain 

of approximately 7%.

Directly after the yield point, little or no strain softening in grain or corium 

specimens is apparent in the respective stress-strain curves. As nominal strains 

increase, the respective stress-strain curves indicate that grain and corium 

specimens experience orientation or strain hardening. The profile of these curves 

are similar to those given by some crystalline polymers and fibre-forming glassy 

polymers which show a high degree of molecular orientation on drawing. In these 

materials, the rapid orientation hardening masks any possible strain softening 

[Kinloch & Young, 1990].
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3 .3 .2  Tearing and the specific work of fracture.

The results in section 3.2.2 reveal that the specific works of fracture (or 

toughness) of the grain and corium, are both high when compared to many metals, 

polymers and rubbers. Accordingly, the grain can be regarded as a 'tough' material 

and the corium regarded as an exceptionally tough' material. Table 3.9 compares 

the specific work of fracture (R) for several materials.

Table 3.9

Material Specific work of fracture, 

R / kJ m "

Reference

FADG (1 2 .5  % oil content) 4 0 ^ 5 0 Section 3 .2

FADC 13.0 % oil content) 80-̂ 90 Section 3 .2

Rat skin 2 0 - 3 0 Purslow, [1980]

Rabbit skin 20 Atkins & Mai, 119881

Medium carbon steel 14 Atkins & Mai, 11988]

Rubber vulcanizates 37 @ slow rates. Ward, [1983]

Flexible polyvinyl chloride (PVC) 45 Kendall, [1979]

High density polyethylene 33 Kendall, [1979]

Teflon (PTFE) 8 Atkins & Mai, [1988]

Titanium alloys (Ti-6AI-4V) 49 Atkins & Mai, [1988]

The grain material is tougher than many polymers and the corium significantly 

tougher still. The specific work of fracture of the grain is comparable to rat and 

rabbit skin. However, the corium is very tough, exceeding the specific work of 

fracture of titanium alloys.
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In discussing the toughness of leather, it is interesting to note (from section 3.2.1 ), 

that the stress-strain curve of both grain and corium materials are approximately 

'J ' shaped. A proposal by Gordon [1978] that materials w ith  a 'J ' shaped stress- 

strain curves are 'more d ifficult to tear' generated considerable discussion, 

theoretical analysis and experimental evidence in support of, and in opposition to 

Gordon's argument [eg Kendall & Fuller, 1987 and Mai & Atkins, 1989]. Gordon 

[1978] argued that the early horizontal portion of a 'J ' shaped curve reflects a lack 

of shear connectivity in the material. This lack of shear connectivity means it is 

d ifficult to concentrate energy into the path of an existing crack and therefore 

such materials are d ifficult to tear.

Mai and Atkins [1989] recognised that while many 'J ' shaped materials can be 

easily cut or pierced, the deformation in such conditions is extremely localised. In 

tests such as the trouser tear test, energy must be fed to the crack site from 

remotely loaded regions. By testing an elastic material w ith  a 'J ' shaped stress- 

strain curve, significant strains must be achieved in the specimen legs, before the 

strain energy at the crack site is sufficient to ensure tearing. Accordingly, the 

materials are 'd ifficu lt to tear'.

Leather is based on a biological tissue, skin, which has been chemically modified. 

The collagen macromolecules have been chemically crosslinked (tanned) to provide 

increased thermal stability and resistance to microbial attack. Nevertheless, the 

tearing resistance of biological tissues and leather should be comparable. Purslow 

[1989a] identified tw o  key factors involved in the tearing resistance of such 

materials:
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(i) The strain energy stored in the legs of the specimen.

(ii) The nature of the load-stroke profile during the test.

The strain energy stored in the legs of a trouser tear test specimen can be 

assessed by considering tw o regions of the load-stroke profile; (i) the region of 

pre-tearing and (ii) the region of unloading. In the region of pre-tearing, the 

specimen legs are being strained and in the region of unloading, the strain is being 

reversed.

The results of section 3.2.2 show the legs of the trouser tear specimens are 

subject to some deformation. To assess the most appropriate method(s) for 

calculating the toughness of these materials, a theoretical analysis is required. The 

analysis considers the extension of the legs in different material specimens and the 

consequential affect on each method of calculation. The behaviour of the specimen 

legs is considered in terms of the strain in the legs, the strain energy density in the 

legs and the levels of elasticity / plasticity in the legs.

3 .3 .2  (a) Analysis: The specific work of fracture calculation methods.

The loading-unloading traces for trouser tear tests are generally straight. However, 

some 'J ' shaped behaviour is observed in the loading-unloading regions of corium 

specimens. Mai and Atkins [1989] assert that if 'J ' shaped behaviour is shown in 

the trouser tear test loading-unloading traces, the toughness of an elastic material 

is effectively increased. They calculate the specific work of fracture, (R) as.
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R = 2 X f / t  + [2n/(n + 1)]/C’'"(Xf/t)‘"̂ '>̂ "

where X, is the plateau tearing force, t  is the specimen thickness, n is the 

exponent in (a = <7oe") to give the non-linear load-stroke behaviour on loading and 

unloading and C = wctq where w  is the w idth of specimen legs.

However w ith the materials examined in this study, the numerical value of the 

expression [2n/(n-l-1)]/C ’^"(Xf/t)‘"^^’̂ " is insignificant and < (1x10 ’®) J m'^. 

Accordingly, it was considered more appropriate to examine linear load-stroke 

behaviour on loading and unloading the trouser specimens. To examine differences 

in the three methods of toughness calculation, three different trouser tear test 

load-stroke profiles are analysed:

(i) The load-stroke profile of a linear elastic material where the leg extension 

is insignificant.

(ii) The load-stroke profile of a linear elastic material where the leg extension 

is significant.

(iii) The load-stroke profile of an elastic-plastic material where leg extension is 

significant.

(Î) Insignificant leg extension in a linear elastic material.

Where leg extension is insignificant, the loading-unloading sections of the load- 

stroke trace would be essentially vertical. Indeed, the load stroke profile for a 

linear elastic material would resemble Figure 3.15 (I) [Mai & Atkins, 1989]. To
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calculate the work of fracture by the energy method (R,), the work area, 

represented by area OABC, is divided by the area of crack produced in the 

specimen. However, under the conditions shown in Figure 3.15 (I) the follow ing 

relationships are apparent:

Crack area = % Length AB . t 

Area OABC = Length AB . X

W o - * 0

X -> 1

{where t  is the specimen thickness)

(where X is the plateau tearing force)

(where Wq is the strain energy density in the legs) 

(where X  is the extension ratio in the legs)

From Equation 2.9

Therefore

= Energy Used / Area Cleaved 

= Area OABC / Crack area 

= Length AB . X / % Length AB . t 

= 2 X / t

= R3

[2.9]

[3.1]

[3.2]

[3.3]

Under conditions of linear elasticity where deformation in the specimen legs is 

insignificant (À -> 1) and negligible strain energy is stored in the legs (Wq 0), the 

Rivlin and Thomas equation [1953] shown as Rg in Equation 2.11, reverts to 

2 X / 1. Therefore Rg -> Ri and Rg -> R3.
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(ïî) S ign ifican t leg extension in a linear elastic material.

According to Figure 3.15 (II) the gradient of line AB is greater than the gradient of 

line BC. A t first sight, this seems to imply more energy is returned on unloading 

than when supplied on loading the specimen legs to ensure tearing. This 

phenomenon is observed because, as the tear propagates through the specimen, 

the length of each leg is effectively increasing and therefore the elastically stored 

strain energy in each leg must also have increased.

Atkins and Mai [1988, p i 02] analysed the trouser tear test where the specimen 

legs are linear elastic and can store strain energy. The expression arrived at for the 

specific work of fracture, using the graphical method of Atkins & Mai [1988], is 

comprehensively derived in Appendix 5. Using this method, the specific work of 

fracture (R) is given by equation [3.4].

R = )(2 / w  t^ E + 2 X / 1 [3.4]

Examination of equation [3.4] reveals that as the tensile modulus E oo, (shown 

in Figure 3.15 (I)) the specific work of fracture expression reverts to  R = 2 X / 1, 

i.e. Rg. However, in addition to the assumption of linear elasticity, the other 

assumptions made in the analysis are strict. In essence, the analysis assumes the 

tearing force (X), the stress in the growing trouser legs and the strain in the 

growing trouser legs are constant.
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From Table 3.1 and the specimen dimensions, using PDC specimens, it is possible 

to see the magnitude of the term / w  t^ E ) in equation [3.4].

X = 125 N 

w  = 12.5 X 10'^ m

a  = (Load at continuous tear propagation / wt)

a  = 130 / (12.5 X 10-3 X 4  X 10’ )̂ = 2.6 x 10® Pa

€ = (Stroke at continuous tear propagation / 2 x original leg length)

6 = 16.42 / 40 = 0.41

E = a l e  = 2.6 X 10® / 0.41 = 6.34 X 10® Pa

Therefore, from equation [3.4], in the case of PDC specimens tested at a rate of 

1.66 mm s' \  where the direction of the tear was parallel to the backbone,

R = >(2 / w  t^ E + 2 X / 1

R = 12,323 + 62,500

R = 74,823 J m-2

The specific work of fracture, R, obtained from equation [3.4] is significantly 

higher than obtained utilising any other method. It would seem that if the material 

does not comply w ith the assumptions made in deriving equation [3.4] (i.e. linear 

elasticity etc), its application becomes dubious. It is contended here that equation 

[3.4] significantly overestimates the toughness of leather because, in deriving 

equation [3.4], tw o non-linear terms are introduced. These terms amplify the 

disparity in mechanical properties between the fu lly elastic case and the elastic- 

plastic case, where significant energy dissipation is observed. As noted in section
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3.2.5, leather Is highly energy dissipating when deformed. Accordingly, this 

method of calculating the specific work of fracture was not adopted in this study.

In calculating Rg, the toughness varies if the strain level and / or strain energy in 

the specimen legs becomes significant, [Rivlin and Thomas, 1953]. The nature of 

these variations can be explored by examining equation [2.11]. This equation can 

be rearranged to produce an expression for Rg in terms of the plateau tearing force, 

the strain in the legs and the specimen thickness.

From Rg = (W„ A„ - 2 À X) / 1® [2.11]

Where = Energy density in specimen legs

Wo = Area OAD / (tt . w^ . IJ [3.5]

where tt is the true thickness of the legs at tear propagation, Wt is the w idth of the 

legs at tear propagation and It is the length of the specimen legs at tear 

propagation.

Ao = Original cross-sectional area of legs

Ao = (to . Wo) [3.6]

where to is the original thickness of the legs and is the original w idth of the 

legs.

Equation [2.11] is not identicai to the equation derived by Rivlin & Thomas [1953], However, (t) is required for 
dimensional correctness.

Equation [2.11] has also been applied by Purslow [1989a] to calculate the toughness of rat skin.
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Assuming the thickness and w idth of specimen legs remain unchanged, i.e. 

tt -> to and Wt -> Wo then.

Wo Ao

Assuming,

Area OAD / It

Area OAD =

AI

Vz Length OD . X

Iq +

Length OD

[3.7]

Substituting into [3.7],

Wo Ao 

Wo Ao

Wo Ao

(% OD . X) / do +  Al)

(% OD . X) / do +  OD)

% X / { lo/OD + OD/OD 

X / 2 (1/e + 1) [3.8]

Taking ( 2 À X)

2 X X 

2 X X

2 X (1 +€) 

2 X  +  2 X e [3.9]

Substituting [3.8] and [3.9] into equation [2.11]

Rg . t = Wo Ao - 2 X X

Rg . t = X / 2 (1/e + 1 )  - [ 2 X - 2 X e ]

Rg . t = 2 X [ (1 / 4 (1/ e + D )  - 1 +  e ]

Rg = 2 X / t  . [ (e / 4(1 +e)) - 1 +  e ]

Rg = - R 3 . D

[3.10]

[3.11]
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where D = ( e / 4( 1+e) )  - 1  + e  [3.12]

Assuming linear elastic deformation in the legs of the specimen and a tear length 

of %AB, a simplified expression is obtained for Rg in terms of the plateau tearing 

force, the specimen thickness and the strain in the legs of the specimen. The 

toughness expression Rg of equation [3.10] is dependent on 2X / t  (i.e. Rg) 

multiplied by a factor D. When e-s>0 then D ^  -1 and Rg = Rg.

(iii) Significant leg extension in an elastic plastic material.

A simplified profile of the load-stroke behaviour generally observed in leather is 

shown in Figure 3.15 (III). It is immediately apparent that, unlike Figure 3.15 (II), 

the gradient of line CB is greater that the gradient of line OA and this feature is 

surprising. Under elastic conditions (i.e. Figure 3.15 (II)) the gradient of line CB is 

less than the gradient of line OA because the leg length increase of the trouser tear 

specimen ensures the legs are more compliant when the strain is reversed. The 

fact that the gradient of line CB is greater than the gradient of line OA in Figure 

3.15 (III) means that although the specimen legs have become longer, they are 

actually less compliant instead of more compliant (as would be expected).

The above feature implies that the tensile modulus of the specimen legs has 

increased as a direct result of strain application. The increase in tensile modulus 

is attributed to the specimen legs becoming highly oriented as they are strained 

during the trouser tear test procedure. Accordingly, the legs are subject to  a 

process often described as 'orientation hardening' [Kinloch and Young, 1990].
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The energy expended to strain the legs in the pre-tearing region is represented by 

area OAD. That part of the energy stored elastically in the final length of legs and 

therefore returned on unloading is represented by area BCE. In the elastic 

circumstances of Figure 3.15 (II), Area BCE > Area OAD because the length of 

each leg has increased. Consequently, more energy is returned on unloading the 

longer legs than is initially supplied to the shorter legs before the tear advances.

However, in the elastic-plastic circumstances of Figure 3.15 (III) where orientation 

hardening has occurred in the specimen legs. Area BCE <«: Area OAD. Thus, despite 

the length increase of each leg, the energy returned on unloading the longer legs 

is markedly less than the energy initially supplied to the legs before the tear 

advances.

The Area OAD in Figure 3.15 (III) represents the energy supplied to the original leg 

lengths before tear propagation. The Area ABCD represents the energy supplied 

while the specimen is tearing. A portion of this energy is used to propagate the 

tear and the remaining portion is used, as a result of tear propagation, to sustain 

sufficient strain energy in the increasing length of each leg. This latter division of 

energy can be calculated directly under elastic conditions (i.e. Area BCE - Area 

OAD in Figure 3.15 (ID).

Under elastic-plastic conditions, the Area ABCD still represents the energy supplied 

while tearing the specimen. Again, a portion of this energy can be attributed to the 

creation of new surfaces and the remaining portion attributed to sustaining 

sufficient strain energy in the increasing length of each leg. However, in elastic-
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plastic conditions, energy is absorbed in (i) the tearing process itself and (ii) 

sustaining sufficient strain energy in the legs as the tear propagates. In essence, 

during tear propagation, supplied strain energy can be divided into four processes:

(i) Energy is used in the creation of new surface area.

(ii) Energy is absorbed in the region of the advancing tear.

(iii) Energy is used to sustain strain energy in the increasing length of each leg 

as the tear advances.

(iv) Energy is absorbed when previously unstrained material becomes strained 

as the length of each leg increases.

Unfortunately, complete energy partition of these four factors is not directly 

possible from load-stroke data. Nevertheless, it is possible to  account for some 

energy dissipation in calculating the specific work of fracture.

Area BCE (Figure 3.15(111)) represents the energy returned from the increased leg 

lengths. Clearly, the energy returned from the increased leg length w ill be greater

than the energy returned if the strain in the original leg length were reversed at

point A (Figure 3.15 (III)). Thus, in calculating the effective work area, by 

subtracting Area BCE from OAD, we have completely accounted for the energy 

absorbed in the legs before tearing occurs as well as some (but not all) of the 

energy absorbed in process (iv) above.

The effective work area used to create a tear of length. I, was derived using 

equation [3.15].
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Effective work area =  Area OABC - (Area OAD - Area BCE) [3.15]

Effective work area =  Area OAD +  Area ABCD - Area OAD +  Area BCE

Effective work area =  Area ABCD +  Area BCE =  Area ABED [3 .16]

or

Effective work area =  Area OABE - Area BCE - Area OAD +  Area BCE

Effective work area =  Area OABE - Area OAD =  Area ABED [3 .17]

The effective work area in equation [3.15], divided by the created crack area, 

produces a value of toughness (RJ that 'accounts' for all non-elastic behaviour in 

the legs of the specimen before tearing commences and some non-elastic 

behaviour in the legs during tear propagation. Any plastic deformation or hysteresis 

in the legs of the specimen is an energy dissipating process and separate to  the 

fracture process. By discounting the energy dissipated in deforming the legs, the 

toughness (calculated by dividing the effective work area by the created tear area) 

is reduced.

However, intrinsic in the calculation of Rg and Rg is the assumption of elasticity. 

If the material is not elastic, some of the strain energy supplied to the legs in the 

pre-tearing region is absorbed as either hysteresis or plastic deformation. 

Accordingly, the transmission of strain energy through the legs is slowed w ith 

respect to the applied strain. This process ensures that the strain level and the 

strain energy supplied to the legs is higher in the region of pre-tear than would be 

the case if the material were elastic. Calculations of toughness Rg and Rg 

effectively assume that the higher strain in the legs and the greater amount of 

energy supplied in the pre-tearing region are inherent in the fracture process. 

Consequently, Rg and Rg are higher than R,, where any energy dissipation in the 

pre-tearing region is discounted.
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Estimates of the toughness of FADG (12.5 % oil content), PDG, FADC (3.0 % oil 

content) and PDC specimens are shown in section 3.2.2. The results are in 

complete accordance w ith  the theoretical analysis in that Ri predicts the lowest 

values and Rg predicts the highest values. The method of calculating Ri involves 

separating any energy dissipation (plastic deformation and/or hysteresis) in the legs 

of the specimen during the pre-tearing region, from energy expended during the 

tearing process. Consequently Ri can be thought of as a more authentic 

assessment of toughness as the condition of elastic behaviour in specimen legs is 

not intrinsic to the calculation.

However, toughness calculations Rg and Rg are useful to highlight the effect of 

energy dissipation. In particular, Rg and Rg highlight that energy dissipation in the 

specimen legs increases the 'apparent toughness', as measured by the respective 

methods.

Purslow [1989a], also used these three methods to calculate the specific work of 

fracture of rat skin. However, he reports (applying the nomenclature of this work) 

that Ri «= Rg and Rg is lower. In Purslow's calculation of Ri, the work expended 

during the test is calculated as the energy represented by the total area under the 

load-deflection curve (i.e. the assumption of elasticity is implicit). Accordingly, no 

account was taken of the energy dissipated in the specimen legs prior to tearing 

and, as a result, the toughness Ri is higher.

The remaining factor implicated in the tearing resistance of biological tissues and 

leather is the nature of the load-stroke profile during tearing. In the next section 

the tearing behaviour, shown in the load-stroke profiles of grain and corium 

materials, is discussed.
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3 .3 .2  (b) The nature of the load-stroke profile during a trouser tear test.

No published work is concerned specifically w ith the tearing mechanisms of 

leather. This point was recognised by Guy and Marriott [1975] who considered the 

tearing resistance of leather and compared test results from several test 

geometries. Their most pertinent observation was that the tearing of leather is not 

catastrophic. Since the leather used in this study is a flexible material, the tearing 

process of leather can be profitably compared and contrasted w ith  another flexible 

material, rubber, which has received considerable attention as far as tearing 

mechanisms are concerned.

The tearing behaviour of elastomers was studied extensively by Greensmith and 

Thomas, [1955] who classified the tearing of elastomers into tw o categories: (i) 

a steady tearing process and (ii) a stick-slip process. A steady tearing process is 

characterized by the plateau tearing force, the rate of tear propagation remaining 

essentially constant. A stick-slip process is characterized by regular fluctuations 

in the plateau tearing force and regular variations in the rate of tear propagation.

An additional category was identified by Stacer et al [1985a]. When testing rubber 

vulcanizates, these authors recognised tw o  types of slip-stick behaviour, knotty 

tearing and sawtooth tearing. Knotty tearing is characterized by a tendency for the 

tear to circle around and propagate for a short period against its original direction, 

thus creating knots in the specimen. The force response during knotty tearing 

gradually increases w ith stroke until a maximum is reached. A t this point, the force 

drops rapidly until a minimum is reached. The phenomena then repeats cyclically 

throughout the remainder of the test. The force rising to the maximum is 

associated w ith creating the knot in the specimen and the rapid drop in force, is
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associated w ith rapid tear propagation. The maxima and minima force values in 

any one cycle are not necessarily identical to those of any other cycle.

Saw-tooth tearing is also a form of stick-slip tearing where force fluctuations are 

evident. However, the fluctuations observed in saw-tooth tearing are not as high, 

and more numerous than those observed w ith  knotty tearing. In addition, the 

plateau tearing force is not as high as observed w ith  knotty tearing. Differences 

between knotty and saw-tooth tearing were attributed to the differences in the tear 

path. Unlike the knotty tearing, the tear path w ith saw-tooth tearing does not 

deviate appreciably from the intended path. Additionally, when saw-tooth tearing 

occurs, no tear growth in any direction, can be observed when the force is rising 

to a maximum. However, tear tip deformation is usually visible. W ith both knotty 

tearing and saw-tooth tearing, the force peaks can be matched w ith  a feature on 

the surface of the torn specimen after the test.

The tearing resistance of rubber often increases when particulate is added during 

manufacture. The increase in tear strength can be directly attributed to an 

enhanced level of energy dissipation, as well as an increase in tear deviation (i.e. 

knotty tearing), Gent [1978].

Fluctuations in the plateau tearing force of leather are not as severe as those noted 

in knotty tearing and no regular fluctuation pattern is observable (see Figure 3.4). 

However, like knotty tearing, the force values at maxima and minima, during a 

cycle around the plateau tearing force, are not constant throughout the test. 

Nevertheless no 'kno tty ' type features are observed in the specimen after the test 

and the tearing does not appear unstable. Consequently the tearing behaviour 

observed in leather is perhaps more analogous to the saw-tooth behaviour
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described by Stacer et al [1985a]. Unfortunately, a complete analogy is not 

possible because the numerous force peaks cannot be matched w ith  any 

distinguishable feature on the surface of the torn specimen after the test.

The force fluctuations observed w ith  leather specimens seem significantly more 

complex than described by the rubber tearing processes. In tearing both grain and 

corium specimens a principal irregular trend of tangible force fluctuations is 

observed. However, contained w ithin each of these discernable maxima and 

minima are further small but tangible fluctuations.

In rubber specimens, the force fluctuations are attributed to  unstable tearing. 

These instabilities can be traced to viscoelastic processes in the rubbery network, 

[Stacer and Kelly, 1985b]. However, the tearing of leather does not appear either 

highly unstable or catastrophic because continuous tearing of the specimen is 

observed once the tear has initiated and tearing ceases the moment the strain is 

stopped or reversed. Purslow [1989a] points out that the marked oscillations in the 

plateau tearing force are common to most biological connective tissues and may 

have a common cause in that the tear must propagate through a fibrous network 

of collagen. In addition, the oscillations around a plateau tearing force are observed 

in paper, where the tear must propagate through a cellulose network of fibres 

[Corte, 1982].

In light of the factors contributing to the oscillating plateau tearing force in other 

materials, tw o factors are responsible for the observed plateau tearing force 

fluctuations of leather: (i) the network or fe lt work of tanned collagen fibres and (ii) 

the level of energy dissipation observed during tear.
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With regard to the initial factor, leather is purported to have a general pattern of 

inter weaving fibres [Demsey, 1968]. However in reality, leather is a complex, 3- 

dimensional, non-woven arrangement of fibres that has no structured repeat units 

so far as fibre arrangement is concerned. In addition, the fibres in other 

collagenous materials like aortic media, are known to re-arrange around an 

advancing tear [Purslow et al, 1984]. Thus, it seems probable this rearrangement 

will also occur in leather material.

In considering the energy dissipated once continuous tearing ensues, it is 

important to note the viscoelastic nature of leather during deformation and rupture. 

Leather shows both hysteresis and plastic deformation during a cycle of 

deformation (see section 3.2.5). Whilst the tear is propagating, previously 

unstrained material becomes strained and material currently strained is probably 

subject to small cyclic deformations. Accordingly, energy is dissipated throughout 

the tearing process. In light of the oscillating plateau tearing force, energy 

dissipation is not constant throughout the tear process.

In addition, both the fe ltwork of tanned collagen fibres and the energy dissipation 

observed during tear, affect the radius of the tear tip. Consequently, the radius of 

the tear tip w ill alter during tear propagation. It therefore seems likely that no 

variable determining the precise tearing force (at any one point in time) undergoes 

a regular repetition of values. Indeed, the variables that affect the precise tearing 

force are probably aperiodic. When considering the non-linear mechanical 

behaviour of leather, it is probable that the factors influencing the tearing force are 

non-linear.

Any possible effect of structural re-arrangement, energy dissipation and/or crack
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tip sharpness on the precise tearing force are all dynamic because of the nature 

of the test. The most common types of dynamic systems are differential ones, 

where the relevant variables change in a smooth or continuous way. This enables 

the rules governing the changing state of the system to be expressed as 

differential equations. Accordingly, given the state of the dynamic system at one 

particular point in time and the evolution equations, it is possible to calculate the 

state of the system at other points in time. However, if the differential equations 

contain non-linear expressions, a closed form solution using the equations is not 

possible.

The study of non-linear dynamic systems that display unstable, aperiodic behaviour 

is the focus of chaos theory [Kellert, 1993]. In light of this discussion, it seems 

probable that if all factors pertinent to the tearing of leather could be expressed 

mathematically, a model that precisely predicts every force fluctuation that is 

intrinsic to the material's tearing resistance, is unlikely to be achievable.
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3 .3 .3  Why the corium is tougher than the grain.

The specific work of fracture, or toughness, is the work required to propagate a 

crack of unit area through a material. A t the most fundamental level, crack 

propagation involves the splitting apart of tw o planes of atoms to create tw o new 

surfaces. Indeed, the term 'free surface energy' refers to the energy required to 

separate one plane of atoms from another through unit area of the material. In 

brittle homogeneous materials like glass, the free surface energy, is a reasonable 

estimation of the specific work of fracture as no energy absorbing process occurs 

at the crack tip.

Purslow [1989b] attributes the high toughness of biological materials, such as 

wood and skin (R «= 10"̂  J m'^) to  structural changes or processes, that occur along 

or near the path of fracture, and irreversibly absorb much of the supplied strain 

energy, so making the material tough. Accordingly, differences in the toughness 

of grain and corium may be attributed to differences in the irreversible processes 

that occur along or near the fracture path. Such processes are dependent on the 

mechanical properties of the material's components, their spatial arrangement and 

the connection between them [Offer et al, 1989].

A significant amount of work has been carried out on the mechanical properties 

of individual tanned collagen fibres, teased from corium material [eg. Morgan, 

I9 60 ]. However, individual fibrous units cannot be teased from grain material. 

Thus, at the present time, it is not possible to clarify differences in the stiffness, 

breaking strength and breaking strain in the respective components of each
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material. Nevertheless, electron microscopy has been used to clarify the hierarchy 

of tanned collagen, typically found in the corium layer of bovine leather. Five 

hierarchical fibrous units are reported in corium material; Table 3.10 [Alexander et 

al, 1993].

Table 3.10.

Unit Typical diameter

Fibre bundle 

Fibre

60 - 200 /rm

30 - 60 fjxw

Fibril bundle 3 - 6 //m

Fibril 0.1 - 0.2 //m

Microfibril 10 nm

A typical diameter of the largest fibrous unit in the corium layer is 60 - 200 fj m. 

However, the grain layer is chiefly composed of smaller, highly interwoven 

collagen fibres, diameter 5 //m (i.e. of the same diameter as those fibrous units 

classified as fibril bundles). This is perhaps the most significant structural 

dissimilarity between the tw o materials. Accordingly, it is appropriate to associate 

differences in toughness (between the grain and corium) w ith  the different 

hierarchical levels of the constituent fibres of each material. In other words, the 

hierarchy of the constituent fibres in each material affects the fracture process.

In composite materials, the interface between the matrix and the fibres provides 

the opportunity for energy to be absorbed by the processes of fibre debonding and 

fibre pull out [Kelly, 1970]. Fibre debonding is defined as the work done in 

destroying the bond between fibre and matrix [Kelly & Macmillan, 1986]. In the
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case of propanone dehydrated grain and corium, there is essentially no matrix. 

However the fe ltwork of tanned collagen fibres enable stress and strain 

transmission during mechanical deformation and so a pseudo matrix can be said 

to exist.

Fibre pull out occurs when a fibre, large enough to receive stress by shear from 

the matrix, reaches its fracture stress and fractures ahead of a propagating crack. 

This situation transpires because the statistical distribution of strength along the 

fibre length results in fracture at a position remote from the notch tip [Kelly & 

Macmillan, 1986]. Irreversible work is then expended against friction in pulling the 

length of fractured fibre through the matrix until it becomes completely liberated. 

Thus, high levels of fibre pull out in a fracturing material ensure high levels of 

energy absorbtion during the fracture process.

In discussing the possible affects of debonding, the findings of Torp et al [1975] 

are noteworthy. In observing the fracture of tendon, Torp et al described 

delamination, or dissociation, not only of large fibres from their matrix, but also 

dissociation of fibrils w ithin larger fibres. Indeed, they concluded that this was a 

primary fracture mechanism in tendon. In composite materials of brittle fibres in 

a brittle matrix, the work of debonding is usually less than the work of pull out 

[Kelly, 1970]. In such composite materials, debonding occurs only between the 

solid cylindrical fibres and the matrix. Conjecturally, no debonding will occur w ithin 

the fibre itself.
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If debonding occurs at each hierarchical level w ithin the fibre as well as the fibre 

itself debonding from the matrix, the energy required in the process of debonding 

is tangibly elevated. Thus, the capacity for energy absorbtion in the fracture 

process increases. To estimate maximum possible levels of dissociation in grain 

and corium materials, it is necessary to  examine both the surface area of the 

largest fibre unit and the surface area of all subsequent hierarchical fibrous units.

The number of cylindrical fibres N, of radius r, in a larger fibre of radius R, w ith  a 

packing ratio, P is given by the expression;

( 17 R̂  / /r rM  P [3.18]

The packing ratio, P, expresses the efficiency w ith which cylindrical elements can 

be packed into a given space. The most efficient stacking pattern for cylindrical 

elements is hexagonal. In these conditions 91 % of available space can be occupied 

by hexagonally packed cylindrical elements, thus P = 0.91 [Purslow, 1980].

Using equation [3.18] and the maximum radius of each fibrous unit (from Table 

3.10), the number of smaller fibre units w ithin larger fibre units throughout the 

hierarchy of fibre units is summarised in Table 3.11.

Table 3.11

Number of fibres in a fibre bundle (100^30^) xO.91 10

Number of fibril bundles in a fibre (30=/3') X 0.91 91

Number of fibrils in a fibril bundle (3 '/0 .1 ') X 0.91 819

Number of microfibrils in a fibril (0.1^/0.005^) X 0.91 364
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If the surface area involved in debonding the fibre equals the surface area of the 

cylindrical fibre then the follow ing expression is valid:

S.A. rr . d . L [3.19]

Where S.A. is the surface area involved in debonding, d is the diameter and L is 

the length of the cylindrical fibre respectively.

Consideration of the debonding process in the corium material, reveals that if the 

largest fibre unit debonds from the matrix and no other debonding occurs w ithin 

the fibre, the surface area involved in debonding is 2 x 1 n L. If the largest fibre 

unit debonds from the pseudo matrix and debonding also occurs throughout the 

entire hierarchy of the fibre structure, the following surface areas are involved in 

debonding.

Table 3.12

Surface area involved in debonding S.A . X Number units present Total S.A.

1 fibre bundle (200x10 ®) rrL  x 1 (2x1(T) 77L

the fibres present (60x10®) / 7 l  X 10 (6x10^) 77 L

the fibril bundles present (6x10 ®) 77 L X 91 (5.46x10^) 77 L

the fibrils present (0.2x10 ®) 77 L X 819 (1.64x1(r*) 77L

the microfibrils present 0.01x10 ®) 77 L X 364 (3.64x10®) 77 L

Total: (15 .14x10^) 77 L

Thus, w ithin the corium, when debonding one fibre bundle (the largest fibre unit) 

from the pseudo matrix, assuming that debonding occurs throughout the entire 

hierarchy of the fibre structure, the total surface area involved in debonding is
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elevated to (15.14x10 '̂ ) n  L.

In considering the grain material (where the largest fibre unit is the size of the fibril 

bundle) if the largest fibre unit debonds from the pseudo matrix and no other 

debonding occurs w ithin the fibre, the surface area involved in debonding the 

largest fibre unit is (6x10 ®) n L. However, if total debonding also occurs w ithin the 

fibre, the surface area involved in debonding the largest fibre unit from the pseudo 

matrix is elevated to (1.74x10'"^) n L.

It is clear that complete dissociation of all fibres into all their sub-fibrous units 

would not completely occur before macroscopic failure of either grain or corium 

material. However, whether or not debonding occurs w ithin the largest fibre unit 

of either material, the surface area involved in debonding the largest fibre unit from 

the pseudo matrix is always more significant in the corium. Therefore, more energy 

is likely to be absorbed during the debonding process w ithin the corium. 

Accordingly, the observed resistance to tear propagation in the corium will be 

higher than that observed in the grain.

In discussing the possible effects of fibre pull out on the toughness of grain and 

corium materials, fibre pull out is more significant in corium trouser tear specimens. 

Figure 3.16 shows a typical trouser tear specimen of grain and corium after test 

completion. From these and all other trouser tear specimens, tw o striking features 

are apparent. First, the length of revealed fibres, pulled from the fe ltwork, is 

significantly higher in corium specimens. Second, the diameter of the liberated 

fibre units is greater in corium specimens.
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For fibre pull out to occur, the fibre must fracture ahead of a propagating tear 

[Kelly & Macmillan, 1986]. Accordingly, fibres ahead of the tear have to be 

sufficiently large to receive stress by shear from the fibre fe ltwork to attain 

fracture stress. Thus, the whole phenomenon of fibre pull out transpires because 

the statistical distribution of strength, along the length of a fibre, enables fracture 

at a position remote from the propagating tear. If the statistical distribution of 

strength along the fibre length can be altered, so as to increase the distance 

between tangible points of weakness, then assuming the shear stress can still be 

transmitted over these greater distances, the fibre lengths liberated from the matrix 

and the energy required to liberate the fibres w ill both increase.

Notch insensitivity has been extensively examined in various materials; eg meat 

[Purslow, 1989b] and leaves [Vincent, 1983]. The difference in notch sensitivity 

of grain and corium material is a major theme of chapter 4. Notch insensitive 

materials consist of strong fibres oriented perpendicular to the advancing tear in 

a matrix which is weak in tension [Kelly and Macmillan, 1986]. This being the 

case, it is probable that some level of internal debonding w ithin a corium fibre 

bundle, together w ith  its hierarchial internal structure, fulfils the above conditions 

and consequently fibre bundles may themselves be insensitive to notches.

The largest fibre unit of the grain has a lower hierarchical structure than the largest 

fibre unit of the corium. In addition, the largest fibre unit of the grain cannot 

achieve the same level of internal debonding as the largest fibre unit of the corium. 

Therefore, it is less likely that the fibre units of the grain provide the necessary 

internal structure of a notch insensitive material.
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Returning to the corium material, if corium fibre bundles themselves are notch 

insensitive, then the breaking stress of the fibre bundle is directly proportional (as 

opposed to more than proportional) to the size of the stress raising statistical 

defect or flaw. Thus, the size of the irregularity in the fibre bundle must be 

sufficiently large for the breaking stress to be substantially reduced from its 

maximum value (i.e. where no flaw  or defect is present). Consequently, the 

strength of the fibre bundle is more evenly distributed along the its length. In 

practical terms, this means larger distances between significant weak points along 

the length of the fibre unit. As a result, the length of fibre pull out would, and 

indeed appears to be significantly greater in the case of corium specimens.

In considering the affect of fibre diameter on fibre pull out, it is essential to note 

that irreversible work is expended against friction in pulling a length of fractured 

fibre through the fe ltwork until it is liberated. From Table 3.10, it is clear that the 

largest fibre unit in the corium is approximately th irty  times greater in diameter 

than the largest fibre unit in the grain. Thus, if the length of fractured fibre being 

pulled through the fe ltwork is greater in the corium than the grain, and the 

diameter of the corium fibre unit is significantly higher, the irreversible work 

expended against friction in liberating the fibre length must be greater when 

tearing corium specimens.
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Figure 3.16  

Fibre pull out in trouser tear test specimens.
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3 .3 .4  Orientation effects.

In order to consider exclusively the effect of specimen orientation on tensile 

properties and the specific work of fracture, both parallel and perpendicular 

orientations of propanone dehydrated grain (PDG) and propanone dehydrated 

corium (PDC) specimens are compared.

3 .3 .4  (a) The effect of specimen orientation on tensile behaviour.

The mechanical properties of full substance bovine leather vary w ith  hide location 

and the direction in which the testing specimen is cut [Maeser, I9 60 ]. However, 

the relative orientation effects of separated grain and corium material are not 

discussed in the literature. The results of section 3.2.1 reveal that by keeping hide 

location constant, the effect of specimen orientation usually has pronounced 

effects on the tensile properties of both grain and corium materials.

The differences in strain at rupture, stress at rupture and tensile moduli at rupture 

of parallel and perpendicular specimens are apparent in the respective nominal 

stress-strain curves of each material. The approximate 'J ' shaped characteristic of 

full substance leather can be attributed to the progressive orientation of collagen 

fibres during deformation [Attenburrow, 1992]. Accordingly, differences in the 'J' 

shaped nominal stress-strain curve are attributed to differences in this progressive 

orientation of the collagen fibres.
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Progressive fibre orientation is dependent upon tw o factors: (i) initial structural 

conditions and (ii) fibre restrictions w ithin the feltwork.

Factor (i) is concerned w ith  the initial alignment of fibres (with respect to the 

direction of strain application) before the material is strained. When the majority 

of fibres are already aligned in the same direction as the applied strain, they have 

little scope to orientate towards the strain axis (i.e. they are already aligned in this 

direction). Hence the fibres themselves are directly strained at low levels of 

nominal strain. However, if many fibres are aligned in the opposite direction to the 

applied strain, fibres are able to orientate towards the strain axis. This orientation 

would ensure higher levels of nominal strain are achieved before deformation 

occurs by straining the fibres themselves.

(ii) The level of fibre orientation is also dependent on fibre mobility. The mobility 

of individual fibres w ithin the 3-dimensional fe ltwork of fibres is restricted by 

factors such as the level of fibre lubrication, the fibre diameter, the fibre packing 

density and the subsequent restriction placed on the fibres by the other fibres 

w ithin the feltwork.

Considering differences in specimens oriented parallel and perpendicular to the 

backbone, it is probable that the constituent fibres of parallel specimens are 

already aligned in the same general direction as that of the applied strain, thus the 

process of fibre orientation is limited. Indeed, the fibres would seem to become 

aligned to the strain axis at low nominal strains of 30->35%, where a constant 

tensile modulus is attained. Here it is assumed that further deformation is
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associated w ith  straining of the fibres themselves. For specimens oriented 

perpendicular to the backbone, more fibre orientation seems probable since the 

non-linearity of the stress-strain curve extends to nominal strain levels of 50^55% .

Furthermore, when approaching rupture, the tensile modulus and the nominal 

stress levels are higher for parallel specimens than for perpendicular specimens. 

The modulus observed in parallel specimens, is higher because the strain is being 

applied to a more oriented network of fibres than is the case for perpendicular 

specimens. It is important to differentiate between the final level of fibre 

orientation and the degree of fibre orientation that has occurred. The perpendicular 

specimens are likely to have experienced more fibre orientation than the parallel 

specimens, but the network of fibres w ill not be as highly oriented.

In addition the higher nominal stresses observed in parallel specimens are again 

likely to be because less actual fibre orientation has occurred. It seems logical that 

fibre orientation w ill cause frictional damage to the fibres, and therefore act as a 

possible stress raiser. More fibre orientation seems apparent in perpendicular 

specimens, thereby increasing the possibility of fibre damage and reducing tensile 

strength.

In this respect Kronick & Maleef [1992], when straining whole leather, associated 

the different acoustic emission signatures w ith tw o separate processes; (i) the 

breaking of inter-fibre adhesions (i.e. the fibres debonding from the pseudo matrix) 

and (ii) the process of fibre breakage. Although inter-fibre adhesion and the affect 

of fatliquor and staking have been investigated using acoustic emission techniques 

[Kronick et al, 1993], the technique has not been used for investigating different
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levels of debonding / orientation / fibre damage / fibre breakage, w ith regard to 

specimen orientation.

3 .3 .4  (b) The effect of specimen orientation on the specific work of fracture.

The specific work of fracture of PDG material is sensitive to specimen orientation. 

However statistically, orientation has little or no effect on the specific work of 

fracture of corium material (section 3.2.2). Considering Figure 3.17, when 

specimens are oriented parallel to the backbone, the general fibre direction is 

assumed to be in the same direction as the strain axis (represented by the vertical 

general fibre direction arrow). Under these conditions, the specific work of fracture 

is higher because conceptually, the tear does not propagate through fibre 

diameters. Instead, the fibres bridge the advancing tear and are subject to more 

of a straightforward rupturing process.

When specimens are oriented in a direction perpendicular to the backbone, the 

general fibre direction is assumed to be nearer ninety degrees to the strain axis 

(represented by the horizontal general fibre direction arrow). Under these 

conditions, the specific work of fracture is lower because the tear is able to 

propagate directly through the fe ltwork of fibres.

Although directional specific work of fracture is only statistically significant in grain 

material, it is probable that directional toughness is also a factor in the tearing of 

corium material. However, it is contended here that directional effects are likely to 

be masked by the energy dissipation processes of debonding and pull out. This is 

evident when corium specimens are torn, regardless of orientation.
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3 .3 .5  Fatliquor effects.

It was not the principal aim of this study to understand the influence of oil addition 

on the mechanical behaviour of leather. However, oil has a significant influence on 

the fracture of grain and corium material and we review reasons for its influence. 

To discuss differences in the tensile and tear properties as a result of a fatliquoring 

process, we compare the properties of propanone dehydrated material (where no 

oil is added) w ith  fatliquored, air dried material.

The presence of oil in leather is known to affect the mechanical properties of full 

substance, chrome tanned bovine leather. Indeed, Mattel and Roddy [1957] used 

a mixture of sulfated cod oil and raw cod oil to fatliquor at oil levels of 6%, 10%, 

15% and 18%. Over this range of oil levels, the tensile strength increased by 42% 

and the elongation at rupture increased by 34%. These effects were attributed to 

the increase in 'fibre slippage', i.e. an increase in fibre mobility as a consequence 

of the higher oil content.

The results show that the mechanical behaviour of grain specimens alter 

significantly when oil is present. The initial modulus of tensile deformation for 

FADG specimens is notably lower than PDG specimens (26% lower for specimens 

w ith  a parallel orientation and 47% lower for specimens w ith  a perpendicular 

orientation). Thus as a result of the oil's presence, the effective stiffness during 

initial deformation up to 7% nominal strain is markedly reduced.
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Oil in grain material increases the nominal stress at rupture by 30% in parallel 

specimens and 21 % in perpendicular specimens. The nominal strain is also 

increased by 37% in parallel specimens and 32% in perpendicular specimens. 

Similar phenomena are observed w ith  corium specimens. However, the percentage 

increases in equivalent properties are not as pronounced in the corium, presumably 

because the percentage oil content is not as high.

In discussing w hy oil leads to these changes in mechanical behaviour, the effects 

of added oil to grain and corium materials are usefully contrasted w ith  the effects 

of adding plasticisers to polymers. Plasticises are added to polymers in order to 

improve their flow  properties [Higgins, 1991 ]. Two principal groups of plasticisers 

are used in plastics. The firs t group, known as primary plasticisers, contain polar 

groups that neutralise attractive forces between polymer polar groups, and thus 

reduce the van der Waals attractive forces between adjacent polymer chains. The 

second group, known as secondary plasticisers, are essentially inert materials 

w ithout polar groups but which exist, dispersed through the polymer, thereby 

providing mechanical spacers that separate and so reduce the van der Waals 

forces of attraction between polymer chains.

The emulsion of synthetic sulphated oil {the fatliquor) is an anionic colloid where 

large molecules carry a negative charge. A fter neutralisation, the w et blue leather 

is slightly acidic and cationic (positively charged). During the fatliquoring process, 

oil molecules are attracted to leather fibres through the cross section and generally 

reduce the cationic charge on the leather.
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Thus, in the aqueous environment of fatliquoring, the cationic charge on the 

leather fibres tends to be neutralised by the anionic charge of the fatliquor. 

Accordingly, in an aqueous environment, the fatliquor can be regarded as a 

primary plasticiser. However, once dry, the leather becomes hard, crusty and 

unsuitable for most purposes unless oil is first applied, unless special drying 

methods are used.

Once dry, both fatliquored and propanone dehydrated grain and corium materials 

were conditioned at a relative humidity of 65% for at least 48 hours. Accordingly, 

both fatliquored and propanone dehydrated materials have a moisture content of 

approximately 14%. Assuming the moisture contents in respective grain and 

corium materials are comparable, the oil increases the flow  characteristics of 

leather. Accordingly, in a non-aqueous environment, oil is a secondary plasticiser, 

providing spacers that prevent fibre adhesions as well as providing some 

lubrication between adjacent fibrous units. Both these processes facilitate higher 

levels of fibre mobility / orientation.
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3 .3 .6  Strain rate effects.

The breaking stress and strain of FADG (12.5 % oil), FADC (3.0 % oil) and PDC 

materials increase w ith  increasing strain rate. However, despite an abundance of 

information concerning tensile properties of whole leather strained at a rate of 1.66 

mm s'’' (100 mm min'^) [eg. Mann et al, 1951], no published work examines the 

effect of strain rate on the tensile properties of leather. Therefore the strain rate 

dependent behaviour of similar materials was examined in order to  probe the 

mechanisms responsible for rate sensitivity.

Rat tail tendon (RTT) is a highly oriented, collagen rich connective tissue and, like 

leather, is sensitive to strain rate. Haut [1983], when assessing age-dependent 

influences, reported that, at high strain rates the initial yield point of the stress- 

strain curve is delayed, resulting in higher failure strains at high deformation rates. 

The rate sensitivity of RTT was, in essence, attributed to the inter-fibrillary matrix 

of mucopolysaccharides, which help maintain structural integrity of RTT at high 

strain rates, thereby increasing tensile strength. This explanation could not apply 

to leather since the inter-fibrillary matrix was removed in the liming process (see 

Appendix 1.)

The influence of strain rate on tensile properties was also observed in both dry and 

w et collagen fibres teased from RTT [Arumugam et al, 1992]. Both w et and dry 

fibres demonstrate that, at higher strain rates, higher stresses are induced at every 

level of strain. The workers also observed thin broken fibrils dispersed across the 

fracture surface at slow strain rates whereas thick bundles were observed at
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higher strain rates. However, no mechanism relating the viscoelastic properties of 

the fibres to strain rate sensitive tensile strength was suggested.

The influence of strain rate (and temperature) on the tensile properties of 

elastomers has been examined by Smith [1958] and extensively reviewed by Ward 

[1983]. Except at very low strain rates (and high temperatures) where the 

molecular chains have complete segmental mobility, the fracture process of 

elastomeric material is dominated by viscoelastic effects.

It is paradoxical that we see no marked change in viscoelasticity (as revealed 

when examining the hysteresis ratio over a range of strain rates and levels). 

However, as strain rate increases, the viscoelastic properties of individual fibres 

may change. Since hysteresis shows little change, the cause of rate dependent 

rupture of leather must be related to fibre microstructure and energy dissipation 

in the region of the failure site rather than gross energy dissipation .

The organisation of all the hierarchical fibres of corium material (FADC and PDC) 

enables an enhanced fibre mobility at higher rates, thereby increasing both rupture 

stress and strain. The level of fibre mobility is likely to  be lower in the grain 

because of its compact fibrous structure. Accordingly, compact arrangement of 

fibres also impedes enhancement of fibre mobility at higher strain rates. Thus, the 

tensile properties of PDG material are essentially independent of strain rate. In 

section 3.5.1 the presence of oil in grain or corium material was shown to facilitate 

higher levels of fibre mobility / orientation. Interestingly, oil in grain material (which 

enables a level of fibre mobility) also promotes a level of strain rate dependency
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in terms of the breaking stress and strain.

Subject to fixed rate deformation, leather displays both residual extension and 

hysteresis [Whittaker, 1975]. The effect of strain level and strain rate on the 

energy dissipating process during the deformation and fracture of non-linear, 

inelastic materials is an intrinsic element in the general theory of fracture 

mechanics [Andrews, 1974]. As such, the relationship between strain level, strain 

rate and hysteresis of both gain and corium materials is important.

In corroborating the generalized formulation of fracture mechanics in its application 

to non-linear, flexible, inelastic materials, Andrews & Fukahori [1977] 

experimentally evaluated a loss function from hysteresis data over a range of strain 

levels and strain rates. Stress-strain cycling of four materials was carried out at 

23 ° C. The materials included: styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR), ethylene-propylene- 

diene rubber (EPDM), plasticised polyvinyl chloride (p-PVC) and low density 

polyethene (PE). The hysteresis ratio (IS) increased w ith  strain level and tended to 

increase w ith strain rate (although the magnitude of the latter trend is different for 

each material).

Perhaps not surprisingly, the influence of strain rate and level on hysteresis of the 

materials studied by Andrews & Fukahori [1977] are not in accordance w ith  the 

results of section 3.2.5. Both grain and corium materials show a decrease in 

hysteresis when strain rate is increased. Further, only a small increase in hysteresis 

is apparent w ith increasing strain level.
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As shown in section 3.2.4, the specific work of fracture increases w ith increasing 

deformation rate for both fatliquored, air dried and propanone dehydrated gain and 

corium materials. In this respect, it is interesting to consider the work of Purslow 

[1980], who investigated the effect of loading rate on the toughness of rat skin. 

He discovered that, over the range of strain rates from 0.08 mm s'̂  to 8.33 mm 

s '\  the effect of rate on toughness was not large (the toughness varied, at most, 

by a factor of two).

Purslow [1980] suggests that viscous losses of energy in trouser tear specimens 

are not the dominant fracture mechanism of rat skin, but that this mechanism may 

act in unison w ith others to produce a tough material. In this study, the effect of 

deformation rate on the specific work of fracture of the four leather materials has 

been examined over a larger range of rates (0.16 mm s'̂  to  166.66 mm s" )̂. 

However, increases in toughness observed in this study were not as marked as 

those observed over a narrower range of rates in rat skin.

Nevertheless, the influence of strain rate on toughness is tangible and attributed 

to fibre orientation effects in the region of the advancing tear. A t low strain rates, 

the fibres in the path of the advancing tear are subject to orientation forces, but 

have time to relax and accordingly the degree of orientation in the region of the 

propagating tear is effectively reduced. A t higher rates, the fibres in the path of 

the advancing tear are subject to orientation forces over short time periods, fibres 

have no time to relax and consequently orient towards the direction of strain. As 

discussed in section 3.3.4, fibres oriented in the same direction as the strain in 

trouser tear specimens (Figure (3.17)) ensure higher values of toughness.
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Chapter 4 

Notch Sensitivity.

4.1 Introduction.

In chapter three, differences in the mechanical behaviour, tensile strength and 

specific work of fracture of grain and corium materials were established. In order 

to further understand the reasons for these differences, the notch sensitivities of 

grain and corium materials are examined in this chapter. The strain distribution 

around edge notches in grain and corium materials are also analysed.

The concept of notch sensitivity has been discussed by Kelly and Macmillan 

[1986]. Their analysis indicates that when a material is notch sensitive, the 

presence of a small crack or notch causes a stress concentration at the tip of a 

crack. This stress concentration promotes fracture at applied stresses that are very 

much lower than those required to fracture an unnotched specimen. Examples of 

materials that lose a large proportion of their strength w ith  only small notches are 

glass [Griffith, 1920], polymeric materials such as polymethylmethacrylate and 

polystyrene [Berry, 1972], and biological materials such as fresh potatoes and 

carrots [Atkins & Mai, 1988].

The effect of a notch in a notch-insensitive material is, again, to reduce the 

nominal breaking stress. However this reduction is only in direct proportion to the 

reduction in cross-sectional area as a consequence of the notch presence [Kelly 

8i Macmillan, 1986]. Examples of notch insensitive materials are grass leaves
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[Vincent, 1983], rat skin [Purslow, 1980] and meat [Purslow, 1985]. Figure 4.1 

illustrates how nominal tensile strength is dependent on notch length for both 

notch sensitive and notch insensitive materials.

'b
Notch-Insensitive

Notch-Sensitive

a

Figure 4.1

The criterion for crack propagation in a notch sensitive material can take one of 

tw o  forms: (i) the crack w ill propagate when the stress at its tip reaches some 

critical value which overcomes the forces of cohesion, as discussed by Kelly & 

Macmillan [1986], or (ii) the crack w ill propagate when the energy, released from 

the body by crack growth, just exceeds the energy required for the creation of the 

new surfaces of the crack [Griffith, 1920]. Andrews [1980] eloquently illuminates 

the fact that criterion (i) is more appropriate because criterion (ii) is a necessary, 

but not sufficient condition for crack propagation, i.e. criterion (ii) implicitly 

requires criterion (i) to  be simultaneously satisfied. However, in practice, the 

distinction often proves to be rather academic and criterion (ii) is usually the most 

useful because the detailed stress pattern at the very tip of a crack is almost 

impossible to ascertain [Andrews, 1980].
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Consider a linear elastic plate (loaded at infinity) w ith  an elliptical notch situated 

mid way down one of its sides. Using criterion (i), the relationship between the 

applied stress necessary to produce failure and the initial notch length, is described 

by the equation [4.1], [Kelly & Macmillan, 1986].

(Tf =  (7y / ( 1 + 2  V(a/p) ) [4.1]

Where = applied nominal stress at failure

Oy = maximum stress at crack tip

a = length of notch

p = radius of curvature of the notch.

However using criterion (ii), the energy balance approach as originally outlined by

Griffith [1920], the relationship between nominal failure stress and notch length

(when a sharp crack is placed into one side of a plate loaded at infinity) is given 

by equation [4.2], [Kinloch & Young, 1990].

a, = { E G J  rr a [4.2]

Where E = Young's Modulus

Ge = specific fracture energy

Taking (E) and (Go) as constants in equation [4.2], the relationship between the 

applied stress necessary to produce failure and the initial notch length for a linear 

elastic material, may be expressed as.
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(7f = K a * [4.3]

Where K is a constant.

Equations [4.1] to [4.3] describe the relationship between notch length and 

nominal fracture stress for a linear elastic plate load at infinity. Each equation 

(assuming the appropriate variables and / or constants are known), shows that the 

nominal breaking stress falls markedly as notch length increases from zero. 

Accordingly, Equations [4.1 ] to [4.3] (showing the dependence of nominal fracture 

stress on notch length) are those expected to describe a notch sensitive material 

(Figure 4.1). In the case of a perfectly notch-insensitive material, the nominal 

applied stress necessary to produce failure falls only gradually w ith  notch length. 

Indeed, the relationship between nominal fracture stress and notch length is given 

by equation [4.4], [Kelly & Macmillan, 1986].

CTf = ffb (1 - a/w) [4.4]

Where a,, is the nominal breaking stress of an unnotched specimen.

The notch sensitivity of nonlinear elastic materials was considered by Purslow 

[1991]. Based on the energy balance approach pioneered by Griffith [1920], 

Purslow implied that notch-insensitive materials have an area to the left of a 

vertical line through the tip of the notch, which is free of strain energy, (Figure 4.2 

(I)). In contrast, a notch sensitive material should have a strain-energy-free-zone 

confined to a semicircular region around the notch, (Figure 4.2 (II)). The initial
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section of Pursiow's analysis [1991] uses a power law to describe the stress strain 

behaviour of unnotched tensile specimens and the non linear behaviour of tensile 

specimens is described by Equation [4.5]:

a  = K e" [4.5]

Where a  = nominal stress

e = nominal strain 

K = constant

When n > 1 the ale curve is 'J ' shaped.

n <  1 the aie curve is 'r ' shaped, 

n = 1 the ale curve is linear.

The power law of non-linear ( 'J ' or 'r ' shaped) stress-strain behaviour predicts a 

straight line relationship in a plot of In (a) versus In (e) [Purslow, 1991]. From 

equation [4.5],

In (a) = In (K) + n In (e) [4.6]

Accordingly, the gradient of the straight line in the above plot is the exponent (n) 

in Equation [4.5] and the intersection of the line w ith the stress axis is ln(K) in 

Equation [4.5].

In his analysis, Purslow [1991], uses equation [4.5] as well as estimates of the
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distribution of strain energy in single notch specimens and the Griffiths definition 

of fracture toughness (the partial derivative of the change in strain energy w ith 

crack area) to develop several equations. These equations describe the 

relationships between stress at fracture, strain at fracture and notch length. 

Comprehensive derivations of these relationships are given in Appendix 6.1 for 

notch-sensitive materials and in Appendix 6.2 for notch-insensitive materials.
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4 .2  Results.

4.2.1  Notch sensitivity o f grain and corium  materials.

Figure 4.3 shows four graphs of the format illustrated in Figure 4.1 (i.e. nominal 

fracture stress versus the initial notch length of single notch samples.) Figures 4.3

(I) and (II) show the notch-sensitive behaviour of FADG (8.5 % oil content) and 

PDG specimens respectively. The straight line on each graph shows the behaviour 

predicted for a notch insensitive material (Equation [4.4]). The dark line indicates 

that the data generally f it  a curve w ith  the relationship,

Of = C a"' [4.7]

Where C = constant

and - 0.5 <  n ' <  0.

When n' = 0.5 the sensitivity of the material to the presence of a notch accords

w ith Griffith type fracture (Equations [4.2] and [4.3]) and is therefore denoted

completely notch sensitive. As shown in Figure 4.3 (II) the PDG specimens exhibits 

a large drop in breaking stress when only small notches are present and indeed, 

the geometric trend line yields n' equal to - 0.50 signifying complete notch 

sensitivity. Similarly, notched FADG specimens show a marked departure from the 

line of notch-insensitivity. The geometric trend line for FADG specimens indicates 

n' equals - 0.47, demonstrating the degree of notch-sensitivity is very slightly less 

here than is the case for PDG specimens. It also noticeable from Figures 4.3 (I) and
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(Il) that the critical crack length of FADG material is in the order of 1 mm, while 

the critical crack length of PDG material is less than 0.5 mm.

Figures 4.3 (III) and (IV) show the dependence of nominal fracture stress on notch 

length for FADC (1.2 % oil content) and PDC specimens respectively. Again, the 

straight line on each graph shows the predicted pattern for a notch insensitive 

material (Equation 4.4). The dark line indicates that the data generally f it  a curve 

w ith  the relationship, Of = C a"' (where % < n' <  1). Both FADC and PDC 

material are a great deal less sensitive to the presence of notches than the 

respective grain material. In fact, both corium materials depart little from the 

theoretical line of complete notch-insensitivity. However, when comparing the 

nominal fracture stress of FADC and PDC specimens at identical notch lengths, 

FADC specimens fracture at applied stress levels approximately 20 % greater than 

those observed for PDC specimens.

Figure 4.4 has identical format to Figure 4.3. However, Figures 4.4 (I) and (II) 

show the behaviour of FADG material w ith  the higher oil content of 12.5 % and 

the PDG control material respectively. From the trend line, where n '=  - 0.5, the 

sensitivity of PDG specimens to the presence of a notch is again in accordance 

w ith  Griffith type fracture (Equations [4.2] and [4.3]). However, such a high 

degree of notch sensitivity is not observed w ith the FADG specimens, where n ' = 

- 0.313. Hence a higher level of oil deposited in the grain layer produces a material 

w ith  fracture behaviour less sensitive to the presence of notches.

Figures 4.4 (III) and (IV) show the fracture behaviour of FADC (3.0 % oil content)
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and PDC control material respectively. Perhaps not surprisingly in view of the 

results shown in Figures 4.3 (III) and (IV), these results indicate a high degree of 

notch insensitivity. Also, as w ith  Figures 4.3 (III) and (IV), when comparing the 

results of FADC w ith the PDC material at identical notch lengths, the trend line 

signifies that FADC tolerates higher levels of applied stress prior to specimen 

fracture.
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Figure 4.3

The dependence of nominal fracture stress on notch length for
FADG (8.5 % oil content), PDG, FADC (1.2 % oil content) and ROC specimens.
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Figure 4.4

The dependence of nominal fracture stress on notch length for
FADG (12.5 % oil content), PDG, FADC (3.0 % oil content) and PDG specimens.
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4 .2 .2  Mathematical relationship between nominal stress and strain.

In this section, a relationship between nominal stress and strain for the 

approximate 'J ' shaped stress-strain behaviour of grain and corium material is 

established. Plots of In (a) versus In (e) for tensile specimens are shown in Figure 

4.5. Figures 4.5 (I) and (II) show four logarithmic stress-strain profiles for FADG 

(8.5 % oil content) and PDG material respectively. Similarly, Figures 4.5 (III) and 

(IV) show four logarithmic stress-strain profiles for FADC (1.2 % oil content) and 

PDC materials respectively.

Table 4.1 records the relationship between nominal stress and strain for each 

material and the corresponding correlation coefficient (r^). The power model 

satisfactorily represents the stress-strain curves and the average value of r  ̂ > 0.95 

for each material. As expected, the exponent n >  1 in all four materials, this is 

indicative of the general 'J ' shaped stress-strain curve of leather [Attenburrow, 

1992]. Nevertheless, agreement is not perfect because there is some departure 

from a perfect J ' shaped stress-strain curve in all materials examined, (section 

3.2.1).

Table 4.1.

Material Average linear Equation.

FADG In CT =  -5 .2 9 4  +  1 .685  In e =  0 ^ 6

PDG In CT =  -2 .6 3 5  +  1 .1 93  In e r* =  0 .9 8

FADC In <7 =  -4 .1 8 3  +  1 .845  In e r̂  =  0 .9 8

PDC In a  =  -3 .4 7 2  +  1 .7 34  In e r ' =  Œ 97
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The presence of oil in grain material increases the exponent n, indicating a move 

towards a more pronounced 'J ' shaped stress-strain pattern. Thus, in the case of 

PDG material, n = 1.193 as opposed to FADG material (8.5 % oil content) where 

n = 1.685, an increase in the exponent n of 41 % due to the presence of oil. A 

similar, but much less pronounced effect is seen in the corium where, in the case 

of the PDC material, n = 1.734 compared to the FADC material (1.2 % oil 

content) where n = 1.845, an increase in the exponent n of 6% due to the 

presence of oil. Both corium layers have a more pronounced 'J ' shape than the 

corresponding grain layers.
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4 .2 .3  (a) Fracture stress of grain material.

The derived relationship between fracture stress and notch length for notch- 

sensitive materials [Purslow, 1991] is.

In CTf = K /  - M ln(a) [4.8]

Where M = n / n  + 1 [4.9]

As shown in Appendix 6.1

K /  = constant = n/{n + 1) [ ln(K)/n + In (R(n + 1) In )  ] 

where R = - |dU/dA|u

and K = a  j é'

Thus, a plot of In (cTf) versus In (a) in a notch sensitive elastic material should 

produce a straight line w ith  a gradient equal to M and an intercept through the 

ordinate equal to K / .  Figures 4.6 (I) and (II) show this format of plot for FADG and 

PDG material respectively. The linear trend line in each plot and the quoted r̂  

values confirm a good f it  of the data to an equation having the form of equation 

[4.8]. Table 4.2 shows a comparison of the variables M and n, as predicted from 

the original stress strain curves, as well as the values of M observed directly by 

plotting In (CTf) versus In (a).
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Figure 4.6

The natural log of breaking stress versus the natural log of notch length
for FADG and PDG specimens.
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Table 4.2.

Material Value of n 

{obtained from the 

plot In { a )  vs. In (e).}

Predicted value of M 

(derived from the plot In { a )  

vs. In (e) Equation [4.91. }

Observed value of M 

(obtained from the plot 

In (ct,) v s . In (a). }

FADG 1.69 0 .6 3 0 .4 7

PDG 1.19 0 .5 4 0 .5 5

The exponent, n, describing the stress-strain behaviour of unnotched specimens 

in Equation [4.6] predicts M values of 0.63 and 0.54 for the FADG and PDG 

material respectively. For PDG material, the observed value of M is in agreement 

w ith  the predicted value of M. However for FADG material, the observed value of 

M is lower than theoretically predicted. Thus, the theoretical relationship between 

breaking stress and notch length derived by Purslow [1991], accurately predicts 

the observed fracture behaviour of single notch PDG specimens but not FADG 

specimens.

4 .2 .3  (b) Fracture strain of grain material.

For notch-sensitive materials Purslow [1991], derived the follow ing relationship 

between fracture strain and notch length.

In €f = K, - P ln(a) [4.10]

Where 1 / n + 1 [4.11]
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As shown in Appendix 6.1

K,' (1/{n +  D ) (In (R(n +  1)/K/7))

Thus, a plot of In (e,) versus In (a) for a notch sensitive material should produce a 

straight line w ith  a gradient P and intercept through the ordinate. Kg'. Figures 4.7 

(I) and (II) show this format of plot for FADG and PDG specimens respectively. The 

linear trend line in each plot and the quoted r  ̂values confirm an acceptable f it  of 

the data to an equation of the form suggested in Equation [4.101. Table 4.3 shows 

a comparison of the variables P and n, as predicted from the original stress-strain 

curves, as well as the observed value of P obtained from a plot of In (e,) versus 

In (a).

Table 4.3.

Material Value of n

(obtained from the plot 

In i a )  vs. In (e).}

Predicted value of P 

(derived from the plot In { a )  

vs. In ie )  and Equation 14.11]}

Observed value of P 

(obtained from plot 

In (e,) vs. In (a).}

FADG 1.69 0 .3 7 0.16

PDG 1.19 0 .4 6 0 .2 2

The exponent, n, describing the stress-strain behaviour of unnotched specimens 

in Equation [4.6] predicts P values of 0.37 and 0.46 for FADG and PDG materials 

respectively. However, observed values of P for both materials are somewhat 

lower than theoretical predictions. Thus, it would appear that the theoretical 

relationship between breaking strain and notch length does not accurately predict 

the observed behaviour of FADG or PDG single notch specimens.
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According to Equation [4.11 ], when the stress-strain curve of an unnotched tensile 

specimen is 'J ' shaped (in other words the exponent n > 1) the value of P <  0.5. 

This is indeed the case for both the predicted and observed P values of each 

material. However, the predicted fall in breaking strain w ith increasing notch length 

is much steeper than actually observed for either FADG or PDG specimens.

Table 4.3 also shows that the breaking strain of both FADG and PDG materials is 

less sensitive to the presence of a notch than the nominal breaking stress (as 

predicted for elastic materials w ith  a 'J ' shaped tensile behaviour [Purslow, 1991 ]). 

In addition, the observed values of P show that the sensitivity of fracture strain to 

notch length is lessened by the presence of fatliquor in the grain material.
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Figure 4.7

The natural log of breaking stress versus the natural log of notch length
for FADG and PDG specimens.
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4 .2 .3  (c) Fracture stress of corium material.

Pursiow's approach to notch-insensitive materials [1991] does not lead to a 

power law between fracture stress, fracture strain and notch length. When 

deriving the fracture toughness (Appendix 6.2) the supposed nature of the strain- 

energy-free-zone in a notch insensitive material ensures that the notch length term 

(a) is eliminated. This result is not surprising because, as Equation [4.4] reveals, 

there is no direct relationship between fracture stress (or strain) and notch length 

in completely notch-insensitive materials. Nevertheless, a direct relationship does 

exist between fracture stress and one minus the ratio of notch length to sample 

w idth. In other words, for notch insensitive materials, the fracture stress (or strain) 

is dependent on the w idth of material remaining in the specimen after the notch 

has been cut.

For completely notch-insensitive materials, the relationship between fracture stress 

and notch length can be expressed as.

In = In + In (1 - a/W)

In = In Ob + In [(W - a)/W]

In Of = In Ob + In (W - a) - In W

In Of = In K / W) + In1 (W - a)

Hence In = Kg' + q [ In (W - a) ] [4.12]

Where Kg' = In (Ob / W) [4.13]

and q = 1 [4.14]
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Thus, a plot of In (a,) versus In (W - a) for a notch-insensitive elastic material 

should produce a straight line w ith  a gradient, q equal to one and an intercept 

through the ordinate equal to Kg'. Figures 4 .8  (I) and (11) show plots of In a, versus 

In (W-a) for FADC and PDC specimens respectively.

The indication of a completely notch insensitive elastic material is that the value 

of q in Equation [4.12] equals one. When this occurs, the value of Kg' in Equation 

[4 .13] can be rearranged to confirm the breaking stress of unnotched samples. 

However, the values of q obtained are 1.57 and 1.59 for FADC and PDC materials 

respectively, thus indicating some small degree of notch sensitivity. The 

logarithmic relationships developed in Figures 4.8  (I) and (II) of.

In = -1.73 + 1.57 In (W-a) {for FADC specimens} and.

In = -1.94 + 1.59 In (W-a) {for PDC specimens}

or

Of = 0.18 (W-a)' "  [4.15]

(7f = 0 . 1 4  (W-a)' == [4.16]

show that breaking stress is a function of (W-a) (in other words a function of the 

remaining w idth in the sample after the notch is cut, and not simply the length of 

the notch itself). The plots (Of) Vs (a), for FADC and PDC specimens (Figure 4.3

(III) & (IV)) clearly show the insensitivity of breaking stress to notch length. 

However, the above analysis and the logarithmic plots yields a relationship 

between (rr,) and (W - a) as opposed to a relationship between {â ) and (a).
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Figure 4.8

The natural log of breaking stress versus the natural log of the 
sample width minus the notch length for FADC and PDC specimens.
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4 .2 .3  (d) Fracture strain of corium material.

For a completely notch-insensitive, non-linear elastic material, the relationship 

between fracture strain and notch length is derived in the follow ing manner.

From [4.4] £7, = (1 - a/W) [Kelly & Macmillan, 1986]

From [4.5] o, = K Cf" [Purslow, 1991]

Hence K e/' = £Tb (1 - a/W)

n In (<ff) = In (rZb / K) + In [ (W - a)/W ] 

n In {€f) = In ((7b) - In (K) + In ( W - a )  - In W 

In {€f) =  1 /n . In [ £7b / (K W) ] + 1/n [ In (W - a) ]

Hence In (€f) = IC4' + s [ In (W-a) ] [4.17]

or €f = e'̂ "' (W-a)® [4.18]

Where K4' = 1/n . In [ ctb / (K W) ] [4.19]

and s = 1/n [4.20]

Thus, a plot of In (e,) versus In (W - a) for a completely notch-insensitive material 

produces a straight line w ith gradient, s and intercept through the ordinate, K4'.

Figures 4.9 (I) and (II) show plots of In €f versus In (W-a) for the FADC and PDC 

specimens respectively and the linear trend is of the form shown in Equation

[4.17]. Specifically, the relationships between fracture strain and (W - a) are:

In €f = 0.64 + 1.09 In (W-a) {fo r FADC specimens} and
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In €f 2.11 + 0 . 5 4  In (W-a) {for PDC specimens}.

or

1.90 (W-a)' °® 

8.25 (W -a)°^

[4.21]

[4.22]

Using Equations [4.19] and [4.20] it is possible to predict K*' and s for both FADC 

and PDC, Table 4.4 shows both the predicted and observed values.

Table 4.4

Material (s) Predicted from  

Equation [4 .20]

(s) Observed (K4') Predicted from  

Equation [4.191

(K /)

Observed

FADC 1 /1 .85  =  0 .5 4 1.09 0 .5 4  In [28/(0 .015x25)1 =  2 .3 3 0 .6 4

PDC 1/1 .73  =  0 .5 8 0 .5 4 0 .5 8  In [24.4 /(0 .031x25)1 =  1 .99 2.11

The observed values of s and K^' for PDC specimens agree w ith  predictions. 

However, some departure from the predicted values of both s and K4' are evident 

for FADC specimens.

No d irec t in trins ic  relationship exists between notch length (a) and nominal 

breaking strain (e,) for notch insensitive materials, as apparent from Equation

[4.18]. The purpose of the above analysis was to establish a relationship, not 

between (e,) and (a), but between (e,) and (W - a), i.e. Equation [4.21] and [4.22] 

for FADC and PDC respectively.
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Figure 4.9

The natural log of breaking strain versus the natural log of the 
sample width minus the notch length for FADC and PDC specimens.
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4 .2 .4  Strain distribution in single edge notch specimens.

The theory of notch sensitivity of non-linear materials [Purslow, 1991] associates 

differences in notch sensitivity of materials to differences in the distribution of 

strain energy (as illustrated in Figure 3.2). In this respect, it was fe lt important to 

obtain a measure of the distribution of strain energy w ithin single edge notch 

specimens of grain and corium material. To directly measure local stress levels in 

a notched specimen and produce a map of stress concentration in a material such 

as leather is an extremely d ifficult task. However, measurement of local strains (as 

outlined in section 2.4.3) is a feasible alternative and by measuring local strains 

throughout a single notch specimen, a strain distribution map can be produced.

Strain energy distribution (as employed by Purslow [1991]) must be differentiated 

from strain distribution in single edge notch specimens (as used here). Both grain 

and corium material show non-linear, energy dissipating tensile properties (chapter 

3). Accordingly, it would be inappropriate to calculate local strain energies as a 

function of the local strain and the nominal stress in the specimen (as would be the 

case for an elastic material). Indeed, to  directly measure local strain energies in 

strained leather would require the measurement of both local stresses and strains.

Nevertheless, a strain distribution map offers a clear indication of the relative 

magnitude and local topographic variability of deformation w ithin a single edge 

notch specimen. In essence, the strain distribution map provides a good indication 

of where strain energy has been distributed w ithin a single edge notch specimen.
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Figures 4.10, 4.12, 4 .14 and 4.16 show a sequence of video images of FADG 

(12.5 % oil content), PDG, FADC (3.0 % oil content) and PDC single edge notch 

specimens at several levels of nominal strain during deformation and fracture. 

Following each of these figures (i.e. Figures 4.11, 4.13, 4.15 and 4.17) are the 

'spectral p lots' corresponding to the strain distribution of each image in the 

preceding figure. Each Spectral plot is a 2-dimensional display of the 3-dimensional 

array of strain data. The plots are similar to contour plots. However, the strain 

values (i.e. the Z values in the matrix) are represented by a colourmap fill.

In each plot, there are 4 columns labelled 1 to 4 (left to right) and 12 rows, 

labelled 1 to 12 (top to  bottom) of measured strain values. An inverse-distance 

weighting algorithm was used to generate the interpolated surface of the 

colourmap [Stanford Graphics User Guide, 1993 p 505]®. Thus, the strain induced 

between tw o vertical dots (as illustrated in Figure 2.3 (I)) is represented and 

referred back to the original

Figure 4.10 shows a sequence of video images during deformation and fracture of 

a FADG single edge notch specimen (12.5 % oil content). The nominal strain level 

of the single notch specimen in each image is (I) 8.3 %, (II) 16.6 %, (III) 25.0 %,

(IV) 33.3 %, (V) 41.6 % and (VI) 46.4  % (achieved in the last 0.04 of a second 

before complete sample failure). Figure 4.11 contains six spectral plots, labelled

(I) to (VI), that correspond to images (I) to (VI) in Figure 4 .10 and show the strain 

distribution at the same specified nominal strain levels.

Distributed by Adept Scientific, 6 Business Centre West, Avenue One, Letchworth, Herts, SG6 2HB.
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A t a sample strain level of 8.3 % in Figure 4.11 (I), much of the area to the left of 

column number tw o (indicative of the area to the left of the notch tip in the single 

edge notch specimen) experiences a low level of strain. However, in columns 3 

and 4 (i.e. to the right of the notch on the original grid) at row numbers 5, 6 and 

7, an area of higher strain (9 to 13 %) exists. In (II) to (IV), as the nominal strain 

in the specimen increases, a semi circular region of strain less than 4 % exists 

around the area of the notch in the original grid.

Additionally, the distance between the firs t dot above and the firs t dot below the 

crack is not indicative of strain as no material is present. Hence the local strain at 

any such point in the grid is denoted by a zero. In (V) the strain distribution 

approaches the theoretical distribution of a notch-sensitive material, outlined in 

Figure 4.2 (II). There is a clear semi-circular region, around the notch, of low strain 

and higher levels of strain between 40 % and 50 % + in the remainder of the 

specimen.

Figure 4.11 (VI) is indicative of the strain distribution in the sample in the last 

0.04 s before fracture, at a nominal strain level of 46.4 %. The semi-circular region 

of very low strain has enlarged due to the slow crack growth in the sample and the 

consequent drop in local strain around the larger notch. However, high levels of 

local strain distribution (45 to 50 % + ) are again noticeable in the surrounding 

regions.
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Figure 4.12 shows a sequence of video images of a PDG single notch specimen 

during deformation and fracture. The nominal strain level in each image is (I) 8.3%

(II) 16.6 % and (III) 25.2 % (achieved in the last 0.04 s before complete sample 

failure). Figure 4.13 contains three spectral plots labelled (I) to (III), showing the 

strain distribution corresponding to Figure 4.12 (I) to (III) respectively. The PDG 

specimen fractures at a much lower nominal strain level than the FADG specimen. 

Figure 4.13 (III) shows that, instead of a clear semi-circular region of low strain 

around the notch and higher levels of strain (45 to 50 % + ) evenly distributed in 

the remainder of the specimen, only the area ahead of the notch attains anywhere 

near these levels of local strain (40 to 45 %). A t this point the specimen fractures.
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Figure 4.14 shows a sequence of five video images, labelled (I) to (VI), and Figure 

4.15 shows the corresponding spectral plots that represent the strain distribution 

in the single edge notch specimen of FADC, during the test. The nominal strain 

level of the single notch specimen in each image / plot is (I) 8.3 %, (II) 16.6%, (III) 

25.0 %, (IV) 33.3 % and (V) 37.0 % (achieved in the last 0.04 s before specimen 

fracture). From Figure 4.15, as the nominal strain in the sample increases from 8.3 

% in (I) to 33.3 % in (IV), the local strains in all areas around the semi-circular 

region of low strain, increase and remain evenly distributed. However, at a nominal 

sample strain of 37.0 % in Figure 4.15 (V), a large region of high local strain 

(50% + ) is highly prominent ahead of the notch.

Figure 4.16 is a video sequence of four images labelled (I) to (IV) during the single 

notch test of PDC material. Figure 4.17 shows the corresponding spectral plots 

which represent the strain distribution in the specimen, over the duration of the 

test. The nominal strain level in each image / plot is (I) 8.3 % (II) 16.6 % (III) 25.0 

% and (IV) 31.5 % (achieved in the last 0.04 s before complete sample failure). 

As the nominal strain in the sample increases from 8.3 % in (I) to 25.0 % in (II) a 

very similar situation to that of the FADC is observed. The local strain in areas 

around the semi-circular region of low strain, increases and remain evenly 

distributed. Again the situation just before fracture, shown in Figure 4.17 (IV), 

indicates a large region of high local strain ahead of the notch of 40 to 45%.
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4 .2 .5  Strain distribution in the vicinity of a notch.

Figures 4.18, 4.20, 4.22 and 4 .24 show a sequence of video images of the 

deformation and fracture of FADG, PDG, FADC and PDC notched specimens 

respectively. All images are focused on the area of the specimen in the v ic in ity of 

the notch. Figures 4.19, 4.21, 4.23 and 4.25 show a sequence of spectral plots 

that represent the strain distribution in the vicinity of the notch during deformation 

and fracture of FADG, PDG, FADC and PDC notched specimens respectively (i.e. 

they correspond to the images of the previous figure).

The measured area of strain distribution is illustrated in Figure 2.3 (II) and the 

method used to obtain the strain matrix is outlined in Section 2.5.5. In each 

spectral plot, there are 12 columns labelled 1 to 12 (left to right) and 11 columns 

labelled 1 to 11 (top to bottom) of measured strain values. The strain induced 

between tw o vertically aligned dots (as illustrated in Figure 2.3 (II)) are represented 

by a colourmap fill and referred back to  the original grid of the strain matrix.

Figure 4.18 shows a sequence of six video images during the deformation and 

fracture of a FADG specimen. The nominal strain level of the single notch 

specimen in each image is (I) 8.3 %, (II) 16.6 %, (III) 25.0 %, (IV) 33.3 %, (V) 

41.6 % and (VI) 46.4  % (achieved in the last 0.04 s before complete sample 

failure). Figure 4.19 shows six spectral plots labelled (I) to (VI). These plots show 

the distribution of strain in the v ic in ity of the notch and directly correspond to 

images 4.18 (I) to (VI).
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In Figure 4.19, the plots (I) to  (V) show how the local strain in the sample builds 

up to levels of between 45 to  54% to the right of the notch. In addition, at the 

very tip of the notch, a small area exists where the local strain is between 81 to 

90%. In Figure 4.19 (VI) it is evident the crack has propagated and local strains 

of 90 to 100% + are apparent at the tip of the crack.

A sequence of four video images and the corresponding spectral plots are shown 

in Figures 4.20 and 4.21 respectively for a single edge notch specimen of PDG 

material during deformation and fracture. The nominal strain level of the single 

edge notch specimen in each image / plot is (I) 8.3 %, (II) 16.6 %, (III) 25.0 %, 

and (IV) 33.3 %. Figures 4.21 (I) to (III) show how the local strain in the sample 

builds up to levels of between 18 to 45%  to the right of the notch. Additionally, 

even at the low nominal samples strains in (I) and (II), the local strains measured 

at the very tip of the notch are significantly higher than the area to the right of the 

notch tip. In Figure 4.21 (IV) the crack has propagated and local strains of 72 to 

90% are apparent at the tip of the crack.
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Figure 4.22 shows a sequence of six video images during deformation and fracture 

of a FADC specimen and Figure 4.23 shows the corresponding six spectral plots. 

The nominal strain level of the single notch specimen in each image / plot is (I) 

8.3% , (II) 16.6 %, (III) 25.0 %, (IV) 33.3 %, (V) 41.6 % and (VI) 46.4 %. Figures 

4.23 (I) to (V) show that the local strain in the sample builds up to levels of 

between 36 and 72% to the right of the notch. In Figure 4.23 (VI) the crack has 

propagated and a large area of local strains between 181 and 200% + exists at the 

tip of the crack. In addition, at this sample strain level, a large area to  the right of 

the notch exists where local strains of between 90 and 109% exist.

Finally, Figure 4.24 and 4.25 show a sequence of five images / spectral plots, 

respectively. These images / plots (labelled (I) to (V)) present the distribution of 

strain in the vicin ity of the notch in a single notch sample of PDC material. The 

nominal strain level of the single notch specimen in each image / plot is (I) 8.3 %, 

(II) 16.6 %, (III) 25.0 %, (IV) 33.3 % and (V) 39.5 %. Figures 4.25 (I) to (III) show 

the local strain in the sample rise to levels of between 18 and 36% to the right of 

the notch. In (IV) local strains of between 36 and 54% are evident to the right of 

the notch tip. The local strains at the tip of the notch at this point realise levels of 

between 145 and 163%. In Figure 4.25 (V) the crack has propagated and 

maximum local strains of 181 to 200% + are apparent at the tip of the crack.
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4 .2 .6  Radii off curvature in single notch specimens.

The nominal fracture stress of an elastically continuous plate containing an 

elliptical notch (with a major axis of length, a) is given by Equation [4.1]. In this 

situation, stress concentration depends critically on p, the radius of curvature of 

the elliptical notch, [Kelly and Macmillan, 1986]. Taking the maximum stress at the 

crack tip (ay) and the notch length (a) to  be constant, higher values of radius of 

curvature (p) ensure higher levels of nominal stress at failure.

The theory of stress concentration around notches has been developed exclusively 

for linear elastic materials. Nevertheless it seems reasonable to assume (even in 

non linear, elastic-plastic materials such as leather) that smaller radii of curvature 

at the notch tip w ill be associated w ith  increased stress concentration. It was 

therefore thought beneficial to examine the tip radii of propagating notches. 

Accordingly, Figure 4.26 shows the relationships between the radius of curvature 

of the notch (p) and the nominal specimen strain (e %) for grain and corium single 

edge notch specimens during deformation and fracture.

Figure 4.26 (I) shows the relationship between (p) and (e %) in notched FADG and 

PDG specimens. Some fluctuation is apparent in p for both materials during 

deformation. However, up to a nominal specimen strain of 23 %, p fluctuates in 

a similar manner for both FADG and PDG specimens. By increasing nominal strain, 

the value of p for the PDG specimen remains at approximately 0.15 mm until 

fracture. However p in the FADG specimen rises to 0.75 mm where slow crack
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growth occurs and after some fluctuation in the value of (p), it attains a maximum 

of 1.75 mm before fracture.

The relationship between (p) and (e%) in FADC and PDC specimens is shown in 

Figure 4.26(11). Here, p rises slowly in both materials up to a nominal strain of 

28 %. A t this point, p rises to around 3 mm for PDC specimens before fracture. 

A more marked increase is noticeable in FADC specimens where values of (p) rise 

to around 8 mm before the specimen fractures.
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Figure 4.26

The relationship between radius of curvature and 
nominal sample strain in single notch specimens.
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Figure 4.27 shows FADG, PDG, FADC and PDC single edge notch specimens after 

complete fracture. Both corium specimens show a considerable level of fibre pull 

out. However, the grain specimens show very little fibre pull out. Table 4.5 shows 

the average length of the fibres revealed as a result of the fibre pull out process 

in the fracture of FADG, PDG, FADC and PDC specimens.

Table 4 .5

Material. Range of pull-out lengths. Average fibre pull-out length.

FADG 0.20 -# 0.3 mm 0.25 mm

PDG 0.15 0.2 mm 0.18 mm

FADC 0.70 -* 1.0 mm 0.85 mm

PDC 0.40 -* 0.6 mm 0.50 mm

Figure 4.28 shows a scanning electron micrograph of the surface of a tear 

propagated from an edge notch in grain material. Figure 4.28 illustrates the 

existence of a sub layer in the grain, closest to  the outer surface, that is effectively 

free from fibre pull out.
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Figure 4 .27

Fibre pull out in single notch specimens of grain and corium material.
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Figure 4 .2 8

A scanning electron micrograph of the surface of a tear propagated from an

edge notch in grain material.
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4 .3  Discussion.

4.3.1  Estimation of the frac tu re  energy (GJ from  single edge notch tests.

Using the single edge notch test results of Figure 4.4 and Equation [4.2], the 

fracture energy {Ĝ ) can be estimated and compared w ith  the specific work of 

fracture (R) which was calculated using the trouser tear test geometry. Table 

A .7.1 (Appendix 7) shows the fracture stress and the fracture strain of single edge 

notch tests w ith a calculation of at every notch length. In calculating G  ̂ for 

each material, the tensile modulus (E) from unnotched tensile specimens (section

3.2.1 ) was used. The modulus for each material was calculated between 30-^40% 

strain and the strain at fracture (i.e. over a quasi-linear region of the stress-strain 

curve). Accordingly, the tensile modulus (E) was estimated as 42.9 MPa and 44.4 

MPa for FADG and PDG material respectively. The tensile modulus for FADC and 

PDC material was estimated as 84.1 MPa and 79.5 MPa respectively.

The average values of Go ± one standard deviation were calculated over the range 

of notch lengths for each material. It was found that for FADG specimens Gg = 

22.4 ± 9.1 kJ m'^ and Go = 6.7 ± 1 . 8  kJ m^ for PDG specimens. Furthermore, 

for FADC specimens, Gg = 78.9 ± 9 . 1  kJ m^ and Gg = 51.4 ± 9.1 kJ m'^ for 

PDC single notch specimens.

Estimates of Gg can be compared w ith the trouser tear test results (i.e. values of 

the specific work of fracture, R) where the tear propagates in a direction
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perpendicular to the backbone (Table 3.2). It can be seen that estimates of Gg are 

lower than estimates of R as calculated by the three separate methods. 

Nevertheless, the tw o major trends of Chapter 3 are also demonstrated by 

estimates of Gg: (i) the fatliquor is seen to increase the fracture resistance 

(markedly in the grain) and (ii) the corium material is shown as being 3->4 times 

tougher than the grain material.

It is also appropriate to consider quantitatively the process of fibre pull out during 

the fracture of single edge notch specimens (Table 4.5). Fibre pull out contributes 

to the overall toughness of a rnaterial and is a function of several factors including: 

the nominal length of the fibres pulled from the pseudo matrix; the number of 

fibres involved during the pull out process and the frictional restraints upon the 

fibres when being pulled through the pseudo matrix. Clearly the latter tw o factors 

are extremely difficult to ascertain w ith  complete certainty. However it is evident 

from Table 4.5 that the average length of the fibres pulled from the pseudo matrix 

in corium material is 3-*4 greater than the average length of the fibres pulled from 

the pseudo matrix in the corresponding grain material. This quantitative 

observation directly correlates w ith  the toughness calculations of chapter 3 where 

the corium is also 3-*4 times tougher than the corresponding grain material. In 

addition the presence of fatliquor increases the average length of fibres pulled from 

the pseudo matrix by approximately 40% in grain material and 70% in corium 

material.
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4 .3 .2  Notch sensitivity of grain and corium materials.

The fracture of PDG material is highly sensitive to the presence of a notch whereas 

the PDC material is notch insensitive. In a composite material, complete notch 

insensitivity can be produced by providing an interface parallel to the fibres which 

is weak in tension. The mechanism proposed by Cook & Gordon [1964], depicts 

that when a notched specimen is strained, before the fibre fails the induced stress 

at the crack tip breaks the interface parallel to the fibres, (assuming that the stress 

to break the interface in tension is considerably less than that required to fracture 

a fibre). A situation then arises where a crack running transverse to the fibres 

effectively opens another crack (in the matrix) transverse to itself and runs into it. 

The stress concentration due to the crack may reduce markedly and notch 

insensitivity may well result, [Kelly & Macmillan, 1986].

A pseudo matrix can be said to exist in grain and corium material (section 3.3) and 

as such, the mechanisms suggested to be responsible for notch insensitivity above 

are entirely feasible. However it is contended that the mechanism of fibre 

orientation and the phenomenon of fibre independence (or fibre autonomy) are the 

mechanisms responsible for the notch insensitive behaviour of corium material as 

opposed to the notch sensitive behaviour of the grain.

In Figure 4.29 (I), a notched specimen of a flexible fibrous material, such as 

corium, is subject to a nominal strain very much less than the nominal fracture 

strain. Here, the fibres at the crack tip are subject to a sharp notch and therefore
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the highest concentration of stress in the specimen occurs at this point. However, 

if the fibres at the crack tip are reorienting towards the strain axis, the fibres 

themselves are not directly strained. Accordingly, even the stress induced in the 

fibres at the crack tip, is very much less than the fibre fracture stress and the 

crack will not propagate. Considering this situation in terms of strain energy, the 

energy density at the crack tip is not sufficient to promote fracture as much of the 

supplied strain energy has been expended or dissipated in the fibre re orientation 

process.

As the material is strained further, the notch 'opens' (Figure 4.29 (II)). In this 

situation, it is assumed the fibres are physically independent from one another 

w ithin the material and, as a result of the strain, become markedly orientated 

transverse to the direction of crack propagation. Here the notch is no longer sharp 

and possibly the major and minor axis of the elliptical crack seen in (I) have 

switched. Accordingly, the geometric factors of stress concentration, (i.e. (a/p)), 

w ill have markedly reduced and in essence, the fall in nominal stress at failure, due 

to the presence of a small notch, is reduced.

Considering this situation in terms of strain energy, the geometry of the notch in 

Figure 4.29 (II) and the level of physical independency of the fibres, both lead to 

a well distributed strain energy w ithin the specimen and so high levels of energy 

density are not significantly focused in one small locality. Accordingly, the energy 

density in the region of the highly opened crack is not sufficient to promote 

fracture until heightened levels of nominal stress and strain are attained. Indeed,
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the levels of nominal fracture stress and strain w ill be comparable to those of an 

unnotched tensile specimen of w idth (W - a). Under these circumstances the 

material is defined as notch insensitive.

An analogous situation is seen in lubricated steel wire ropes used for suspension 

bridges and climbing protection devices. Thin rods of steel are wound together to 

form a flexible rope-like structure and when in service, are subject to potentially 

damaging environments. However, fracture of even several constituent thin steel 

rods w ithin the rope does not appreciably reduce the overall tensile strength 

because each thin rod has a degree of physical independency from its neighbours 

(in essence reducing shear connectivity). Accordingly such ropes are notch 

insensitive.

In section 3.3, higher nominal tensile strains of PDC specimens (compared to PDG 

specimens) and the more pronounced 'J ' shape were attributed to greater levels 

of fibre orientation. In addition, very high levels of local strain were observed at 

the tip of the notch in PDC single notch specimens (section 4.2.5). These strain 

levels are markedly higher than those observed in individual cerium fibres, where 

the nominal strain at fracture occurs between 9 % and 16 % [M itton, 1945]. This 

phenomenon, at least in part, can again be attributed to the process of fibre 

orientation.
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Figure 4.29

M echanism s pertaining to the  

notch insensitive tensile behaviour of corium material.



Greater fibre orientation in corium material is also evident from the radius of 

curvature of the notch in single edge notch specimens. The radius of curvature of 

the notch, just before fracture, in a PDC specimen is 20 times higher than that 

observed in a PDG specimen, {~3 mm compared to ~  0.15 mm).

In addition to fibre orientation, it is likely that the largest fibrous units present in 

corium material have a level of physical independency that is much greater than 

that of the largest fibrous units present in grain material. Indeed, Attenburrow 

[1992] postulated that w ith  the coarser structure of the corium, the mean distance 

between fibre interconnections is greater than in the grain because the grain can 

maintain some level of tensile strength when split very thin, whereas the corium 

cannot.

In light of these factors, the mechanisms of fibre orientation and relative fibre 

independence are responsible for the notch insensitive behaviour in corium 

material, i.e. the original contention was correct. Indeed, PDC material experiences 

both a higher level of fibre orientation and greater fibre independence than PDG 

material. Consequently a higher degree of notch insensitivity is inherent in corium 

material.

The fracture stress of single edge notch corium specimens is considerably greater 

than the fracture stress of grain specimens, at all notch lengths. Accordingly, 

corium material is inherently more resistant to crack propagation than grain 

material. In addition significantly more fibre pull is evident in corium specimens
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than in grain specimens. Both these findings are in accord w ith  the mechanisms 

underlying the relative weakness of grain material (chapter 3.)

In considering the observed crack advancement in a single edge notch grain 

specimen, it is important to note that Figure 4.28 illustrates the existence of a sub

layer in the grain material, closest to the outer surface, that is effectively free from 

fibre pull out. In the video sequence of Figure 4.18 and 4.20, the outer surface of 

the grain is viewed. It may reasonably be assumed that the observed sharp tip of 

the tear is formed w ithin this surface sub layer w ith any fibre pull out occurring in 

the under layer that was originally attached to the corium.

In considering the application of Purslow's theory of notch sensitivity of non-linear 

materials [1991], it has been seen that some departure from theoretical predictions 

are apparent, particularly for FADG material. When applying his theory to materials 

w ith 'r' shaped stress-strain properties, Purslow [1991] observed that nominal 

fracture stresses and strains were in accordance w ith  predicted values. However, 

both grain and corium specimens demonstrate 'J' shaped tensile behaviour.

In this respect, n > 1 in Equation [4.5] and therefore M > 0.5 in Equation [4.9]. 

Accordingly, in Equation [4 .7], the value of the exponent n ' = - M, i.e. n ' <  -0.5. 

Where n' <  -0.5 a relationship is predicted where the fall in breaking stress w ith 

increasing crack length is even more rapid than the behaviour of a brittle material 

such as glass where <7f ^  a'^ [Higgins, 1991]. This level of extreme sensitivity to 

the presence of a small notch seems an unlikely situation and it would appear,
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regardless of the elasticity assumptions, that if the variable M > 0 .5 , as a result of 

a 'J ' shaped curve, the theoretical relationship of Equation [4.8] between breaking 

stress and notch length cannot be realised. Nevertheless, the fracture behaviour 

of PDG material is highly notch sensitive and in good agreement w ith  the 

predictions obtained by using the theory of notch sensitivity of non-linear 

materials. The fracture behaviour of FADG material is less notch sensitive w ith 

more pronounced 'J ' shaped stress strain behaviour. Accordingly, some departure 

from theoretical prediction should be expected.

In addition, the theoretical strain distribution for notch-insensitive materials 

proposed by Purslow [1991] and shown in Figure 4.2 (I) is not apparent in either 

the F ADC or PDC specimens. If this were the case, the complete lengths of column 

numbers 1 and 2 in Figures 4.15 (V) and 4.17 (IV) would indicate zero strain 

levels. However in both the FADC and PDC specimens, local strain levels of up to 

31 % exist in these areas. Accordingly the concept of a notch-insensitive material 

having a strain energy free region situated to the left of a vertical line drawn 

through the notch tip is unlikely to apply to corium material as high local strains 

are evident. Even when considering the hysteresis values of the corium material 

(section 3.2.5) these significant local strain levels ensure strain energy is 

distributed w ithin this region of the specimen.

It is contended that the only complete theory enabling the application of fracture 

mechanics to non-linear, flexible, inelastic materials, such as leather, while also 

providing some practicable and semi-achievable experimental guidelines is the
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theory of General Fracture Mechanics (GFM) [Andrews, 1974,1980; Andrews & 

Billington, 1976; Andrews 8i Fukahori, 1977]. The original intention was to test 

the application of this theory to leather. However, this has not been possible 

because the crack propagation in single edge notch specimens of corium materials 

in particular is catastrophic. Accordingly, the measurement of crack velocity (a 

requirement of GFM) by means of the methods described by Andrews and Fukahori 

[1977] proved futile.

4 .3 .3  The influence of fatliquor on notch sensitivity.

The presence of oil in grain material (i.e. FADG material) tangibly reduces the 

notch sensitivity of the grain at oil contents of 8.5 % and 12.5 %. It has also been 

seen that the propanone dried corium material is already highly notch insensitive 

and there is no observable increase in the degree of notch insensitivity as a result 

of the presence of oil at either 1.2 % or 3.0 %.

The strain distribution maps of FADG and PDG specimens (Figures 4.11 & 4.13) 

reveal that the oil (present in the FADG single notch specimen) facilitates a more 

even distribution of local strain than is observed in the PDG specimen. Evidently 

the effect of the oil is to delay the high levels of local strain, that manifest in the 

region of the notch tip, by allowing a more even distribution over the whole 

sample.

As discussed in the previous section, tw o factors affect the notch sensitivity of
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leather material: (I) fibre orientation and (ii) fibre independence. Further, in chapter 

3, it was contended that the influence of oil on tensile properties of grain and 

corium material is twofold. In a non-aqueous environment, the oil is a 'secondary 

plasticiser' that (i) provides spacers that prevent fibre adhesion and (ii) provides 

some level of lubrication to the fibres.

By providing spacers that prevent interfibre adhesion, oil promotes heightened 

levels of fibre independence. Further, by acting as a fibre lubricant, oil also 

promotes fibre re orientation by effectively reducing interfibre frictional restrictions. 

Both these effects can be expected to reduce the notch sensitivity of either grain 

or corium. Accordingly, reduction in notch sensitivity (i.e. an increase in notch 

insensitivity) is apparent in grain material at oil content of 8.5 % and a further 

decrease in notch sensitivity is apparent where the oil content is 12.5 %.

Under conditions of complete notch insensitivity, the condition expressed in 

Equation [4.4] is authenticated and the maximum degree of notch insensitivity is 

attained. As noted in the results, the insensitivity of all corium material approaches 

the case of complete notch insensitivity. Not surprisingly, no further increase in the 

degree of notch insensitivity is apparent at oil contents of only 1 . 2% and 3.0 %.

In both the grain and corium layers, the maximum local strain levels attained during 

crack propagation are substantially higher when oil is present. Indeed the highest 

level of recorded local strain during fracture in the FADG specimen is 218 % 

compared w ith  88 % in the PDG specimen. This pattern of behaviour is repeated
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in the corium layer. Here, the highest level of recorded local strain during fracture 

in the FADC specimen is 430 % compared w ith 299 % in the PDC corium 

specimen.

These local levels of strain are considerably higher than the nominal breaking strain 

of the single notch sample itself, where a maximum over the four materials of 50% 

is observed in the FADG specimen. In viscoelastic amorphous elastomers, the rate 

of elongation at the crack tip is known to be much greater than the rate of 

elongation of the whole test piece [Gent, 1978]. Hence, it is not unreasonable to 

also attribute the high local strains at the notch tip to a difference in the rate of 

elongation between the strain rate at the tip of the notch and the rate of strain 

application to the specimen as a whole.

Further, it is probable that the high strains ahead of the tear are localised regions 

of high fibre pull out. They w ill be of considerably lower density than the rest of 

the leather and may be, in some respects, similar to crazes in polymers. It is also 

possible that the real crack tip is obscured by the fibre pull out and that the local 

strains are being measured in a region which has effectively failed (Figure (4.30)). 

The higher local strains, observed at the crack tip in fatliquored material, are 

attributed to heightened fibre orientation and increased levels of fibre pull out in 

the lower density regions of the tip.
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Figure 4.30 

Precise determinatkm of the crack tip.

Where is the tear tip ?'



Chapter 5 

Conclusions and Recommendations.

5.1 Conclusions.

The specific work of fracture of both the grain and corium layers of leather have 

been assessed through trouser tear testing. The specific work of fracture was 

calculated using three different methods: method one assumes significant leg 

extension and that the material is elastic-plastic; method tw o assumes significant 

leg extension and that the material is elastic; method three assumes insignificant 

leg extension and that the material is linearly elastic. Whatever the method of 

calculation, the corium material is 2 to 4 times tougher than grain material. This 

is attributed to the higher levels of fibre debonding and pull out in corium material 

during tear propagation.

Orientation, w ith  respect to the backbone line, influences the ultimate tensile 

properties of both grain and corium material due to the variable degree of fibre 

orientation w ithin the bulk specimen. The specific work of fracture of grain 

material is also sensitive to specimen orientation. This phenomenon is explained 

by differences in fibre bridging when the tear advances in different orientations. 

W ith corium material, any directional effects on the specific work of fracture are 

masked by energy dissipating process of fibre debonding during tear propagation.

The influence of deformation rate upon the strength and toughness of grain and 

corium material has been examined. It is contended that the organisation of the
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hierarchical fibre structure w ithin corium material enables an enhanced fibre 

mobility at higher rates, thus elevating stresses and strains at fracture. However, 

the more compact fibrous structure of the grain material impedes any enhancement 

of fibre mobility at higher strain rates and rupture stresses and strains are not 

elevated. The influence of strain rate on the specific work of fracture of grain and 

corium material is attributed to fibre orientation effects in the region of the 

advancing tear.

Both grain and corium material display high hysteresis during strain cycling of 

unnotched specimens. However, these hysteresis values were not observed to 

alter significantly over the examined range of strain rates and strain levels. The 

fracture of grain material is highly sensitive to the presence of a notch, whereas 

corium material is notch insensitive. The mechanism of fibre orientation and the 

phenomenon of fibre independence (or fibre autonomy) are responsible for the 

notch insensitivity of corium material. The explanation for notch insensitivity 

proposed by Purslow [1991], based on strain distribution, is not applicable to 

corium material.

The presence of oil in grain material reduces the notch sensitivity. It is proposed 

that this effect is caused by (i) the oil promoting higher levels of fibre 

independence and (ii) the oil enabling fibre re orientation by reducing interfibre 

frictional restrictions. W ith corium material, higher levels of local strain have been 

observed at the crack tip during crack propagation and the radius of curvature of 

such cracks are significantly higher than w ith  grain material. Such phenomena are 

attributed to localised regions o f high fibre pull out in corium material.
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5 .2  Industria l consequences o f the research.

In essence, this research has elucidated the principles involved in the relative 

strength and toughness of grain and corium material so that procedures may be 

developed to increase the strength and toughness of grain material. However, in 

addition, aspects of the research have a direct bearing on established leather 

manufacturing processes, end-user material practices and industry test methods.

(i) It has been seen that toughness and strength of grain and corium materials 

are rate sensitive. Indeed, by increasing deformation rates from 0.16 mm s'  ̂

to 166.66 mm s ’ a marked increase in both strength and toughness has 

been observed. The time dependent fracture behaviour of leather will 

profoundly affect the lasting (stretch forming) operation of shoe making. 

Clearly if deformation rates during the lasting operation are high, the 

fracture resistance of the leather material is elevated. Accordingly, crack 

formation and crack initiation during the lasting operation (which are 

detrimental to the appearance, wear and life of a shoe) can be reduced or 

even avoided by increasing the speed of the lasting operation.

(ii) The presence of oil in grain material markedly increases the toughness and 

strength and reduces notch sensitivity. However (within the range studied) 

the presence of oil in corium material has little effect on the already highly 

notch insensitive fracture behaviour and only marginally increases the 

already high levels of strength and toughness. Accordingly, when 

fatliquoring full substance bovine leather attention should be paid to
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achieving greater oil deposition in the grain layer in order to achieve 

strength and toughness.

(iii) Fibre pull out contributes significantly to the fracture resistance of both 

grain and corium materials. Furthermore, w ithin the grain, there is a sub

layer, closest to the outer surface, which after tearing is effectively free 

from fibre pull out. Accordingly, thin grain splits (< 0 .6  mm) maybe 

expected to  be very weak since they are deficient of fibres being pulled 

from the pseudo matrix during tear propagation. This lack of fibre pull out 

accounts for the low fracture resistance of thin grain splits. Thus processes 

that encourage fibre pull out are of significant importance, especially when 

producing thin grain splits.

(iv) Fibre independence (or fibre autonomy) is a mechanism that significantly 

contributes to the greater toughness and notch insensitivity of the corium. 

If such mechanisms could be enhanced w ithin the grain layer, a significant 

increase in toughness is likely to result. Accordingly, impregnation of the 

grain w ith additional plasticisers or more 'opening up' of the grain layer in 

the initial liming process, are both processes likely to increase levels of fibre 

autonomy, thereby increasing toughness and reducing notch sensitivity.

(v) The intrinsic tearing resistance of leather (as measured via the trouser tear 

test and calculated in J m'^) is a property of the material itself. Consequently 

the specific work of fracture (R) is purely indicative of the material's fracture 

properties. However, current methods to measure the tearing resistance of
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leather simply measure the maximum force required to tear a Bauman tear test 

specimen. Adoption of the trouser tear test procedure and calculation of the 

specific work of fracture would ensure that an intrinsic fracture property is being 

estimated and enable a legitimate comparison between materials.

5 .3  Suggestions for further work.

(i) Measurement of the crack velocity in the single edge notch specimen 

orientation will enable application of Andrew's theory of General Fracture 

Mechanics. The apparent fracture resistance can then be measured in the 

single notch orientation and broken down into a surface free energy term 

and an energy loss term.

(ii) Although this study has dealt w ith a number of fracture mechanisms 

pertinent to both grain and corium material, detailed morphological 

configuration of the collagenous based fibres w ithin leather material and its 

influence on tearing phenomena are yet to be expressed mathematically.

(iii) Commercial circumstances often dictate that the 'grain split' be thicker than 

the grain alone, eg. 1.6 to 1.8 mm. The grain layer of bovine leather is 

approximately 1 mm thick and therefore if the thickness of the grain split is 

to be greater than 1 mm, the leather must be split w ithin the corium layer. 

Consequently, instead of separate grain and corium materials (as used in 

this study), a grain/corium laminate and a corium material are produced. 

Further research to examine the mechanical and fracture properties of
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bovine leather split at different thickness would enable the development of 

a laminate theory. A laminate theory would, yield the relationship between 

the thickness of the laminate (i.e. the relative thickness of grain / corium) 

and the intrinsic strength / toughness of the laminate. In addition such 

research would enable an estimate of the optimum level at which to split full 

substance leather in order to obtain specified strength and toughness values 

for both the grain/corium laminate and the remaining corium layer.
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Process History of W et Blue Leather.

Initial material = wet salted domestic cattle hide.

Process. Details.

LIMING

Dirt soak 200  w t%  HjO @ 26°C . 
Drum for 60 minutes. 
Drain.

Main soak 170 w t%  HjO @ 2 6 “C. 
Drum for 60 minutes. 
Drain.
Repeat.

Lime 160 w t%  HjO @ 2 6 "C.
2 .5 w t%  sodium sulphide.
5 w t%  lime.
Drum 90 minutes.
Drum for 10 minutes every 30 minutes for 12 hours. 
Drain.

White lime 150 w t%  HjO @ 2 2 "C.
5 wt%  lime.
Drum 15 minutes.
Drum for 10 minutes every 120 minutes for 24 hours. 
Drain.
Empty Drum.

CHROMING

Wash 90 w t%  H;0 @ 3 5 "C. 
Drum 10 minutes. 
Drain.

Delime 70 w t%  HaO @ 35 "C.
3 w t%  ammonium sulphate.
0 .4  w t%  sodium metabisulphate. 
1 w t%  bate.
Drum 60 minutes.
Drain

Wash 100virt% H aO @ 2l'C .
Drum 10 minutes.
Drain.

Tan 20 wt% H%0 @ 21 "C.
6 w t%  sodium chloride.
1 w t%  sodium formate.
Drum 10 minutes.
2.2 w t%  sulphuric acid (77%).
Drum 120 minutes until pH =  2.9-»3.4. 
8 w t%  chrome powder (42%  basic). 
Drum 60 minutes.
0 .5  w t%  tanbase.
Drum 10 hours whereby pH = 3.6-*3.8. 
Wash.
Empty drum.

Sam Sam & package.
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The Propanone Drying Process.

Seven litres of propanone were held in a fla t bed tray and the sample of leather to 

be dried was fu lly immersed in the liquid. The lid of the tray was closed and 

sealed, using cohesive, propanone resistant tape. A thermometer was also sealed 

into the lid of the tray to measure the temperature of drying solutions. A small 

rubber bung in the lid of the tray could be w ithdrawn and approximately 25 ml of 

solution removed, placed in a density bottle, weighed and subsequently replaced.

Once a particular batch was complete, the tape was removed, the lid lifted and the 

propanone replaced quickly. The dimensions of the housing vessel are as in Table 

A.2.1.

Table A.2.1

Vessel Measurement Size

Inside w idth / m 0.59

Inside height / m 0.08

Inside length / m 0.72

Volume of vessel / m^ — 0.04

Volume of vessel / litre -  34

In each drying batch, density measurements of the drying solution are taken over 

a period of 24 hours.
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The density of the acetone in the drying solution as a function of temperature, t, 

(where 0 < t< 5 4 °C )  was calculated as:

P PROPANONE / kg m  ̂ =  1___________________________________

(1 .231736956 X 10 ̂ ) (1 +  1.3240x10 4  +  3 .8090x10 V  - 0.87983x1 O V )

The density of the water in the drying solution as a function of temperature, t, 

(where 0 < t< 3 3 °C )  was calculated as:

P WATER /  kg m  ̂ = _______________________________]_________________________
(1 X 10 4  (1 - 0 .06427x10 4  +  8.5050x10 4^ - 6 .7900x10 4 4

The percentage of propanone in the drying solution was calculated as follows:

From X . P p ro p a n o n e  [1 - x ]  . P w aTE R  “  P d ry in g  s o lu t io n

P DRYING SOLUTION “ P WATER
X = ______________________________

P PROPANONE " P WATER

and y = (1 - x)

Where x =  Wt fraction of propanone In the drying solution.
Where y =  W t fraction of water in the drying solution.

Results for three drying batches are shown in Table A.2.2. A plot of (Wt % Water 

in drying solution) Versus (Time) for each drying batch (Figure A .2 .1 .) shows most 

of the water was removed in the firs t batch and by the third batch, very little 

water was removed from the leather.
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Calculation of W ater Content in Leather (w et weight basis) after Propanone Dehydration.

If, before propanone dehydration, the total mass and percentage water content 

(wet weight basis) of the w et blue leather are known, it is possible to  calculate a 

mass balance of water over the entire drying process. These calculations were 

carried out to determine the final water content in the dried leather on a wet 

weight basis. The methodology and results of such calculations are given in 

Tables: A .2.3. to A.2.6.

Table A .2.3.

Batch 1. Calculation. Quantity.

Start: volume drying solution 7 X 10 = m=

End: volume drying solution 4 .8 7 6  X 10 = m=

Start: density drying solution 7 9 5 .9 2 6 8 kg m =

End: density drying solution 8 2 5 .4 1 2 7 kg m =

Start; mass drying solution (7 9 5 .9 2 6 8  x 7  X 10 = ) 5 .5 7 1 4 8 7 6 kg

End: mass drying solution (8 2 5 .4 1 2 7  X 4 .8 7 6  x 10 =) 4 .0 2 4 7 1 2 3 kg

Start: weight % water in 
drying solution

1 .0 699 %

End: weight % water in 
drying solution

16.6516 %

Start: mass of water in drying 
solution

(1 .0 6 9 9  X 10= X 5 .5 7 1 4 8 7 6 ) 0.059609345 kg

End: mass of water in drying 
solution

(1 6 .6 5 1 6  X 10 = X 4 .0 2 4 7 1 2 3 ) 0 .6 7 0 1 7 8 9 9 3 kg

W ater removed from leather 
over the batch

(0 .6 7 0 1 7 8 9 9 3  - 0 .0 5 9 6 0 9 3 4 5 ) 0 .6 1 0 5 6 9 6 4 8 kg
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Table A .2.4.
Batch 2. Calculation. Quantity.

Start: volume drying solution 7 X 10= m=

End: volume drying solution 5.3008 X 10 = m=

Start: density drying solution 793.7960 kg m =

End: density drying solution 800.1295 kg m =

Start: mass drying solution (7 9 3 .7 9 6 0  X 7 X 10 = ) 5 .5 5 6 5 7 2  kg

End: mass drying solution (8 0 0 .1 2 9 5  X 5 .3 0 0 8  x 10 =) 4 .2 4 1 3 2 7  kg

Start: weight % water in 
drying solution

1 .1 678  %

End: weight % water in 
drying solution

5.5698 %

Start: mass of water in drying 
solution

(1 .1 6 7 8  X 10 = X 5 .5 565 72 ) 0 .0 6 4 8 8 9 6 4 7  kg

End: mass of water in drying 
solution

(5 .5 6 9 8  X 10 = X 4 .2 4 1 3 2 7 ) 0 .2 3 6 2 3 3 4 3 1  kg

W ater removed from leather 
over the batch

(0 .2 3 6 2 3 3 4 3 1  0 .0 6 4 8 8 9 6 4 7 ) 0 .1 7 1 3 4 3 7 8 4  kg

Table A .2 .5

Batch 3. Calculation. Quantity.

Start: volume drying solution 7 X 10 = m=

End: volume drying solution 6 .1 5 0 4  X 10 = m=

Start: density drying solution 795.1148 kg m =

End: density drying solution 7 9 6 .0 0 9 8 kg m =

Start: mass drying solution (7 9 5 .1 1 4 8  X 7 X 10 = ) 5 .5 6 5 8 0 3 6 kg

End: mass drying solution (7 9 6 .0 0 9 8  X 6 .1 5 0 4  x 10 =) 4 .8 9 5 7 7 8 7 kg

Start: weight % water in 
drying solution

1 .7 506 %

End: weight % water in 
drying solution

3 .5011 %

Start: mass of water in drying 
solution

(1 .7 5 0 6  X 10= X 5 .5 6 5 8 0 3 6 ) 0 .0 9 7 4 3 4 9 5 7 kg

End: mass of water in drying 
solution

(3 .5011 X 10 = X 4 .8 9 5 7 7 8 7 ) 0 .1 7 1 4 0 6 1 0 8 kg

W ater removed from leather 
over the batch

(0 .1 7 1 4 0 6 1 0 8  - 0 .0 9 7 4 3 4 9 5 7 ) 0 .0 7 3 9 7 1 1 5 1 kg
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Table A.2.6.

Item. Calculation. Quantity.

Total mass of water removed from  
leather over 3  batches

0 .6 1 0 5 6 9 6 4 8  Kg + 
0 .1 7 1 3 4 3 7 8 4  Kg +  
0 .0 7 3 9 7 1 1 5 1  Kg

0 .8 5 5 8 8 4 5 8 kg

Initial mass of w et blue leather (wet 
weight basis)

1 .6256 kg

Initial percentage water content of w et 
blue leather (wet weight basis)

58.66 %

Initial mass of water present in w et 
blue leather (wet weight basis)

(1 .6 2 5 6  X 58 .66  x 10 =) 0 .9 5 3 5 7 6 9 6 kg

Total mass of water remaining in the 
leather after drying

(0 .9 5 3 5 7 6 9 6  - 0 .8 5 5 8 8 4 5 8 ) 0 .0 9 7 6 9 2 3 8 kg

Final percentage of water remaining in 
the leather after drying (wet weight 
basis)

0.09769238 x 100 %
1 .6 256

6 .0 0 9 6 2 %
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A.3.1 Program Inertia;
{This program removes the inertia glitch.}

{Definition of variable types}

Counter : integer;
Test File , A Line : string; 
textfilel , textfileZ , textfileS : text; 
temp : integer; 
mm , KiloNewton : string;
Test Array : array [1..2 , 1 ..2000] of real;
No Sample Array : array [1 ..2 , 1 ..2000] of real; 
code : integer;
Last Row Test File : integer;
No Sample : string;
Last Row No Sample : integer;
Zero Negative Numbers : integer; 
start condition : boolean;
Test Start Point : integer;
No Sample Start Point : integer;
Rearrange : integer;
Current Minimum Different Alignment, Total Difference Alignment : real; 
Current Minimum Difference Alignment : real;
First_No_Starts_ln_Row : integer;
Adjust No Times : integer;
Align : integer;
Adjust_No_Sample_Array : array [1 ..2000] of real;
File Output : integer;
mm real , KiloNewton real : real;
Output_File_Name : string;
Job Done : boolean;
Main_Counter : integer;
Maximum Recorded mm Array Position Test : integer;
Maximum mm Test : real; 
mm Counter : integer;
Maximum mm No Sample : real;
Maximum Recorded mm Array Position No Sample : integer; 
Delta_KiloNewton , Delta mm , C , M ; real;
Start ConditionJnteger : Integer;
Subtract_This_Value_KN , Subtract This Value mm : real;
Adjust Load , Adjust_mm : integer;
Start Counter : integer;
Rid Zeros Condition : boolean;

{Read the two data files and place each in a 2-D array}
Procedure Read in two files; 
begin
{Read in the real test file}
Counter : =  1 ;
writein ('What is the name of the test file ?'); 
readin (Test File); 
assign (textfilel, Test File); 
reset (textfilel ); 
while not Eof (textfilel) do 

begin
readin (textfilel, A Line); 
temp : -  pos(chr(9),A_Line); 
mm :=  copy (A_Line,1, (temp-1 ));
KiloNewton ; =  copy (A_Line,(temp +  1),25); 
val (mm, Test Array [1,counter],code); 
val (KiloNewton, Test Array ]2,counter],code); 
counter :=  counter +  1; 
if counter =  2000 then writein {'File too big'); 
if counter =  2000 then halt; 
end; 

close (textfilel);
Last Row_Test File :=  (counter-1);
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{Read in no sample test file}
Counter : =  1 ;
writein ('What is the name of the file with no sample ?'); 
readin (No Sample); 
assign (textfile2, No Sample); 
reset (textfile2); 
while not Eof (textfile2) do 

begin
readin (textfile2, A Line); 
temp : =  pos(chr(9),A_Line); 
mm :=  copy (A_Line,1,(temp-1));
KiloNewton :=  copy (A_Line,(temp + 1 ),25); 
val (mm, No Sample Array [1 ,counter],code); 
val (KiloNewton, No Sample Array (2,counter],code); 
counter : =  counter t- 1 ; 
end; 

close (textfile2);
Last Row No Sample ;=  (counter -1); 
end;

{Find the start point for the test array}
Procedure Find Starting Point; 
begin
Start ConditionJnteger : =  0;
Counter : = 1 ;
While Start condition Integer < >  6 do 
begin
{Note: if we get 6 successive increases in mm, the machine must be moving 
and the test have started.}

If (Test_Array[1,Counter] <  Test_Array[1 ,Counter 4-1 ]) 
then Start condition Integer : =  Start condition Integer 4- 1 ;

If (Test_Array[1,Counter] > =  Test_Array[1,Counter +1 ]) 
then Start condition Integer : =  0;

Counter : =  Counter 4- 1 ; 
end;

Test Start Point : = Counter - 6;
writein ('Test Start Point : =  ',Test_Start_Point);

{Find the start point for the No Sample array}
Start condition Integer : =  0;
Counter ; =  1 ;
While Start condition Integer <  >  6 do 
begin
{Note: if we get 6 successive increases in mm, the machine must be moving 
and the test have started.}

If (No_SampIe_Array[1,Counter] <  No_Sample_Array[1,Counter 4-1 ]) 
then Start condition Integer : =  Start condition Integer 4- 1 ;

If (No_Sample_Array[l,Counter] > =  No_Sample_Array[1,Counter4-1]) 
then Start condition Integer : =  0;

Counter : =  Counter 4- 1 ; 
end;

No Sample Start Point : = Counter - 6;

writein ('test start row = ',Test_Start_Point);
writein ('no sample start row =  ', No Sample Start Point);
readin;
end;

Procedure Push Rows To The Top; 
begin
{Rearrange the Test Array}
Last Row Test File : = (Last Row Test File - Test Start Point 4-1);
For Rearrange :=  1 to Last Row Test File do 

begin
Test Array [1,Rearrange] :=  Test Array [1 ,(Test_Start_Point - 1 4- Rearrange)]; 
Test Array [2,Rearrange] :=  Test Array I2,(Test_Start_Point - 1 4- Rearrange)]; 
end;
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{Rearrange the No Sample Array}
Last_Row_No_Sample ;=  (Last Row No Sample - No Sample Start Point + 1 ) ;
For Rearrange : =  1 to Last Row No Sample do 

begin
No Sample Array [1,Rearrange] :=  No Sample Array [1, (No Sample Start Point - 1 +  Rearrange)];
No Sample Array [2,Rearrange] :=  No Sample Array [2, (No Sample Start Point - 1 +  Rearrange)]; 
end; 

end;

Procedure Adjust Figures; 
begin
{We know that when the test begins, there is in reality NO 
load so, we subtract this value of load from the other load readings.
Don't use the last reading of the test for subtraction purposes 
because it is NOT zero because the sample is stiff and bending 
is occuring, thus producing a negative load.}

{First we'll do the test array}
Subtract_This_Value_KN :=  Test Array [2,1]; {Note 1 is the start point beause we've pushed the rows up}
Writein ('First value of force = ',Subtract_This_Value_KN);
For Adjust Load :=  1 to Last Row_Test File do 

begin
Test Array [2,Adjust_Load] :=  Test Array [2,Adjust_Load] - Subtract This Value KN; 
end;

Subtract This Value mm :=  Test Array [1,1];
For Adjust mm : =  1 to Last Row_Test File do 

begin
Test Array [1 ,Adjust_mm] :=  Test Array [1 ,Adjust_mm] - Subtract This Value mm; 
end;

{Next we'll do the no sample array}
Subtract_This_Value_KN :=  No Sample Array [2,1]; {Note 1 is the start point because we've pushed the rows up} 
Writein ('First value of force = ',Subtract_This_Value_KN);
For Adjust Load : =  1 to Last Row No Sample do 

begin
No Sample Array [2,Adjust Load] : =  No Sample Array [2,Adjust_Load] - Subtract This Value KN; 
end;

Subtract This Value mm : =  No Sample Array [1,1];
For Adjust mm : =  1 to Last Row No Sample do 

begin
No Sample Array [1,Adjust mm] :=  No Sample Array [1 ,Adjust_mm] - Subtract_This_Value_mm; 
end; 

end;

Procedure Find Maximum mm Test Array Update; 
begin
Maximum mm Test : =  Test Array [1, mm Counter];
Maximum Recorded mm_Array_Position_Test : -  mm Counter; 
end;

Procedure Find Maximum mm Test Array; 
begin
Maximum mm Test :=  0;
For mm Counter :=  1 to Last Row Test File do 

begin
if Test Array [1, mm Counter] >  Maximum mm Test then Find Maximum mm_Test_Array_Update; 
end; 

end;

Procedure Find_Maximum_mm_No_Sample Array Update; 
begin
Maximum_mm_No_Sample :=  No Sample Array [1, mm Counter];
Maximum_Recorded_mm_Array_Position No Sample : =  mm Counter; 
end;
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Procedure Find Maximum mm No Sample Array; 
begin
Maximum mm No Sample : =  0; 
mm Counter : =  0;
For mm Counter : =  1 to Last Row No Sample do 

begin
if No Sample Array [1, mm Counter] >  IVIaximum_mm_No_Sample then 
Find_Maximum_mm_No_Sample_Array_Update; 
end; 

end;

Procedure Go Ahead And Output; 
begin
{Flere we have a position where the mm values in the Test Array lie between 
its corresponding row number and the following row number in the No Sample 
array.
Now we must interpolate (linearly) and obtain the exact mm value in the 
No Sample Array that fits with the Test Array, then use the same function 
values (ie M & C in Y =  MX +  C) to alter the force values.
Then subtract the No Sample Array force values from the Test Array force 
values and output the mm real (from the test array) and the KiloNewton real 
into the .adj file}

{M = Delta KiloNewton /  Delta mm}
Delta KiloNewton :=  (No Sample Array [2,(First_No_Starts_ln_Row +  File Output)])

- (No Sample Array [2,(First_No_Starts_ln_Row +  File Output - 1)]);

Delta mm :=  (No Sample Array [1 ,(First_No_Starts_ln_Row +  File Output)])
- (No Sample Array [1 ,(Flrst_No_Starts_ln_Row +  File Output - 1)]);

if Deltam m  < > 0  then M : =  DeltaKiloNewton /  Deltam m ; 
if Delta mm =  0 then M : =  0;

C :=  (No Sample Array [2,(First_No Starts in Row +  File Output - 1)]) - 
(M * (No Sample Array [1,(First No Starts in Row +  File Output - 1)]));

KiloNewton real : =  (Test Array [2,Main_Counter]) -
((M * (Test Array [1,Main Counter])) +  C);

mm real :=  Test Array [1, Main CoUnter];

{The output file must have the same format as the input file.} 
writein (textfile3,mm real,chr(9),KiloNewton real);

{writein (textfile3,Test_Array [1 ,Main_Counter],chr(9),No_Sample_Array [1 ,(First_No_Starts_ln_Row +  File Output- 
1)]);}
Main Counter : =  Main Counter +  1 ; 
end;

Procedure Take Alternative; 
begin
Writein ('This may not be accurate as the Max mm reading in the real test is');
Writein ('bigger than in the no sample test, so no interpolation occurs !');
Writein ('Press Return to Continue'); 
readin;
While Job Done =  False do 

begin
Go_Ahead_and_Output;
File Output : =  File Output +  1 ;
if (Main Counter =  Last Row Test File) OR

(File Output =  Last Row No Sample) then Job Done : =  true; 
end; 

end;
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Procedure Output_mm_KiloNewton_Data; 
begin
{Now we know the Test Array starts @ row 1 & end @ row Last Row Test File}
{We also know that the No Sample Array starts @ First_No_Starts_ln_Row and 
ends @ Last Row No Sample}

{The next step is to subtract the No Sample Array load values from the 
Test Array load values and output to the origional file .txt}

temp :=  pos('.'.Test File);
Output File Name : = copy (Test File,! .temp); 
insert ('adj',Output_File_Name,(temp+1));
writein ('File will be output under the origional test file name with extension .adj , ie '.Output File Name); 
assign (textfi(e3,Output_File_Name); 
rewrite (textfile3);
File Output : = 1 ;
Main Counter : =  1 ;

{Flave to check zero to Maximum mm first then from max mm to 0 mm}
{Here is 0 mm (begining of test) to Max mm}
Job Done : =  false;
While Job Done =  false do 

begin
if (Test Array [1, Main Counter] >  =

No Sample Array (1 ,(First_No_Starts_ln_Row +  File Output - 1 )]) AND 
(Test Array [1, Main Counter] <  =
No Sample Array [1 ,(First_No_Starts_ln_Row +  File Output)]) Then 
G oA headandO utput;

if (Test Array [1, Main Counter] >
No Sample Array [1 ,(First_No_Starts_ln_Row +  File Output - 1)]) AND 
(Test Array [1, Main Counter] >
No Sample Array [1 ,(First_No_Starts_ln_Row +  File Output)]) AND
(File Output < >  Last Row_Test File) Then File Output : =  File Output +  1;

if (Test Array [1, Main Counter] <
No Sample Array [1 ,(Flrst_No_Starts_ln_Row +  File Output - 1)]) AND
(Test Array [1, Main Counter] <
No Sample Array [1 .(First No Starts in Row +  File Output)]) AND
(File Output >  1 ) Then File Output : =  File Output - 1 ;

if (Test Array [1, Main Counter] <
No Sample Array [1 ,(First_No_Starts_ln_Row +  File Output - 1)]) AND 
(Test Array [1, Main Counter] <
No Sample Array [1 ,(First_No_Starts_ln_Row +  File Output)]) AND 
(File Output =  1 ) Then Go Ahead and Output; {ie this is where the data 
starts so this is the closest we'll get !!}

if (Main Counter = Maximum Recorded_mm_Array_Position_Test) OR 
(File Output =  Maximum_Recorded_mm_Array_Position_No Sample) 
then Job Done : = true;

writein ('Main Counter = '.Main Counter,' File Output =  '.File Output); 
end;

{Here is Max +  1 mm to 0 mm}
Main Counter :=  Maximum Recorded mm Array Position Test +  2;
File Output : =  Maximum_Recorded_mm_Array_Position_No_Sample +  2;
writein ('Test Array mm =  '.Test Arrayd .Main Counter]);
writein ('No Sample Array mm =  '.No Sample Array [I.File Output]);

{Note that in some tests, the No sample array does not reach the mm value 
of Test Array. In this case, we can't interpolate on the basis of mm, so 
just subtract one value from the other 1}

Job Done : =  false;
If No Sample Array [I.File Output] <  Test_Array[1 .Main Counter] then Take Alternative;
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While Job Done = false do 
begin

if (Test Array [1, Main Counter] <  =
No Sample Array [1 .(First No Starts ln Row +  File Output - 1)]) AND
(Test Array [1, Main Counter] >  =
No Sample Array (1 .(First No Starts in Row +  File Output)]) Then 
Go Ahead and Output;

if (Test Array [1, Main Counter] >
No Sample Array [1 ,(First_No_StartsJn_Row +  File Output - 1)]) AND 
(Test Array [1, Main Counter] >
No Sample Array [1 ,(First_No_Starts_ln_Row +  File Output)])
Then File Output : — File Output - 1 ;

if (Test Array [1, Main Counter] <
No Sample Array [1 ,(First_No_Starts_ln_Row +  File Output - 1)]) AND
(Test Array [1, Main Counter] <
No Sample Array [1 .(First No Starts in Row +  File Output)])
Then File Output : =  File Output +  1 ;

{Here we have a situation where the mm in the no sample array have 
increased when they should be decreasing ie the cross head is returning.
The only alternative is just to increase the File Output by one and 
send it through all the checkers again 1}

if (Test Array [1, Main Counter] >
No Sample Array [1 ,{First_No_Starts_ln_Row +  File Output - 1)]) AND 
(Test Array [1, Main Counter] <
No Sample Array [1 .(First_No_Starts_ln_Row +  File Output)])
Then File Output : =  File Output +  1 ;

if (Test Array [1, Main Counter] <  =0 .0 1 ) OR 
(No Sample Array [1 .(First No Starts In Row +  File Output - 1)] <  = 0.01) 
then Job Done : = true;

if (Main Counter = Last Row Test File) OR
(File Output =  Last_Row_No_Sample) then Job Done : =  true;

writein ('Main Counter = '.Main Counter,' File Output = '.File Output); 
end;

close (textfileS);
writein ('Procedure is now complete.') 
end;

{Main}
Begin
R e a d I n T  woFiles;
FindStartingPoint;
Push_Rows_To_The_Top;
AdjustFigures;
Find_Maximum_mm_Test Array;
Find Maximum mm No Sample Array; 
Output_mm_KiloNewton_Data;
Readin;

End.
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A. 3.2 Program Tensile Test;
{This program processes data from the tensile tests}

{Definition of variable types} 
uses Crt, Dos;

The File : string;
A Line : string;
txtfile : text; {input file}
textfile : text; {output file}
Resfile : text; {results file} 
counter : integer;
mmJ<iloNewton_Array : array [1 ..2, 1 ..4000] of real;
I : integer; 
mm : string;
KiloNewton : string; 
temp : integer; 
code : integer;
Last Row : integer;
Wlaximumforce , Maximum mm : real;
Maxforcecounter : integer;
Maximum condition array position : integer;
Start Condition lnteger : integer;
Start Counter : integer;
Real Start Point : integer;
Subtract_This_Value_KN , Subtract_This_Value_mm : real;
Adjust Load , Adjust mm : integer;
End Force Finder Condition : boolean;
End Force Finder ; integer;
Last Reading Of Test : integer;
End Condition lnteger ; integer;
End Counter : integer;
Calculation ; integer; 
h : real;
Area to Max : real;
Area to Relax : real;
File Output : integer;
Strain , Stress : real; 
thickness : real;
Output File Name : string;
Rid Zeros Condition : Boolean;
Extension : Real;
Force : Real;
Four times , Two times : Real;
Final Adjust : Boolean;

{Read the data file and place in a 2-D array}
Procedure Read in File; 
begin
counter: =  1 ;
Writein ('What is the name of the file (Column 1 =  mm , Column2 =  KN)'); 
Readin (The File); 
assign (txtfile, The File); 
reset (txtfile); 
while not Eof(txtfile) do 

begin
{Read every thing as a string} 
readin (txtfile, A Line);
temp : = pos (chr(9),A_Line); {the spacer in this type of text file}
{Now find the X & Y values and put into an array} 
mm :=  copy (A_Line,1,temp-1);
KiloNewton :=  copy (A_Line,temp+1,25);
Val (mm, mm_KiloNewton_Array[1,counter], code);
Val (KiloNewton, mm_KiloNewton_Array[2,counter], code); 
counter: =  counter +  1; 

end; 
close (txtfile);
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Last Row : =  (counter-1); 
end;

Procedure update; 
begin
Maximumforce : =  mm_KiloNewton_Array [2,maxforcecounter];
Maximum condition array position : =  maxforcecounter; 
end;

Procedure Find Maximum Force; 
begin
Maximumforce ; =  0;
For maxforcecounter :=  Real Start Point TO Last Row do 

begin
IF mm_KiloNewton_Array[2,maxforcecounter] >  Maximumforce TFIEN update; 
end; 

end;

Procedure Find Real Start Point; 
begin
Start Condition lnteger :=  0;
Start Counter : =  1 ;
Wfiile Start Condition lnteger < >  6 do 
begin
{Note: if we get 6 successive increases in mm, the machine must be moving 
and the test have started.}

If (mm_KiloNewton_Array[1,Start_Counter] <  mm_KiloNewton_Array[1,Start_Counter+1 ]) 
then Start Condition lnteger : =  Start Condition lnteger +  1 ;
If (mm_l(iloNewton_Array[1,Start Counter] > =  mm_l(iloNewton_Array[1 ,Start_Counter -t 1 ]) 
then Start Condition lnteger : =  0;

Start Counter : = Start Counter +  1 ; 
end;

Real Start Point : =  Start Counter - 6;
Real Start point : =  Real Start Point +  3; 

end;

Procedure Adjust Figures; 
begin
{We know that when the test begins, in reality NO load so, we subtract 
this Value of load from the other load readings. Note that we don't use 
the last reading because it is NOT zero because the sample is stiff and 
bending is occuring, thus producing a negative load.}

Subtract_This_Value_KN : =  mm_KiloNewton_Array [2,Real Start Point]; 
writein ('first value of force =  ',Subtract_This_Value_ICN);
For Adjust Load : = Real Start Point to Last Row do 

begin
mm_KiloNewton_Array [2,Adjust_Load] : =  mm_l(iloNewton_Array [2,Adjust Load] - Subtract_This_Value_KN; 
end;

Subtract This Value mm :=  mm_KiloNewton_Array [1,Real_Start_Point];
For Adjust mm : =  Real Start Point to Last Row do 

begin
mm_KiloNewton_Array [1,Adjust_mm] :=  mm_KiloNewton_Array [1 ,Adjust_mm] - Subtract This Value mm; 
end;

{Now get rid of all zero loads, they are very small and not really there I}
Start Counter : =  Real Start Point;
Rid Zeros Condition : =  False; 
while Rid Zeros Condition = False do 

begin
IF mm_KiloNewton_Array[2,Start_Counter] <  0 then mm KiloNewton Array[2,Start_Counter] : =  0;
IF mm_KiloNewton_Array[1,Start_Counter] <  0 then mm_KiloNewton_Array[1,Start_Counter] :=  0;
IF Start Counter =  Last Row then Rid Zeros Condition : = true;
Start Counter : =  Start Counter 4- 1 ; 
end; 

end;
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Procedure Energy Used on Cycle; 
begin
{Calculate area from Real Start Point to Maximum Condition Array Position}
{Using Simpsons rule}
Calculation : =  (Real Start Point +  1 );
While Calculation <  =  (Maximum Condition Array Position - 1 ) do 

begin
Four times : = Four times +  (4 * mm_l(iloNewton_Array [2, Calculation]);
Calculation ; =  Calculation +  2; 
end;

Calculation :=  (Real Start Point +  2);
While Calculation <  =  (IVIaximum Condition Array Position - 2) do 

begin
Two times :=  Two times +  (2 * mm_KiloNewton_Array [2, Calculation]);
Calculation : =  Calculation +  2; 
end;

{Find the distance, h, travelled between each reading by calculating the average}
h :=  ((mm_KiloNewton_Array [1,Maximum_Condition_Array_Position] - mm_KiloNewton_Array [1 ,Real_Start_Point])

/ (Maximum Condition Array Position - ReaI Start Point));
Area to Max : =  (h/3) * (mm_KiloNewton_Array [2,Real_Start_Point] +

Fourtimes +  Tw otim es +
mm KiloNewton Array [2,Maximum_Condition_Array_Position]);

{Note KN X mm =  Joules} 
end;

Procedure Output Stress Strain; 
begin
writelnCWhat is the average thickness of the sample in mm ?');
Readin (thickness); 
thickness :=  thickness / 1000;
{Sort out name for output file, called the same name but .dat instead of .txt} 
temp :=  pos('.',The_File);
Output File Name :=  copy (The_File,1 ,temp); 
insert ('DAT',Output_File_Name,(Temp +1 )); 
writein ('Output file name is ',Output_File_Name); 
assign (textfile. Output File Name); 
rewrite (textfile);
writein (textfile, 'Strain%,MPa,mm,KN');
For File Output : =  Real Start point to Maximum Condition Array Position do 

begin
Strain :=  (mm_KiloNewton_Array [1 ,File_Output] / 50{Gauge length}) *100;
Stress : =  ((mm KiloNewton Array [2,File Output] * 1000)

/  (thickness}metre} * 0.01 {width of sample in metre}))
/ 1000000;{for MPa}

Extension :=  mm_KiloNewton_Array [1 ,File_Output];
Force : =  mm KiloNewton Array [2,File Output]; 
writein (textfile. Strain,',',Stress,',',Extension,',',Force); 
end;

{Here we make sure the last recorded load / stress is set to zero exactly 
as it may be very slightly +  or -}

Strain :=  (mm KiloNewton Array [1 ,Last_Reading_Of_Test] /  50{Gauge length}) *100;
Stress : =  0;
Extension :=  mm KiloNewton Array [1 ,Last Reading Of Test];
Force : =  0;
writein (textfile, Strain,',',Stress,',',Extension,',',Force);
close (textfile);
end;

Procedure Print Figures On Screen;
begin
Writein;
Writein ('Force at Maximum Extension (KN) = ', mm KiloNewton Array [2,Maximum_condition_array_position]); 
Writein ('Maximum Extension (mm) =  ', mm KiloNewton Array [1 ,Maximum_condition_array_position]);
Writein ('Stress at Maximum Strain (MPa) =  ',((mm_KiloNewton_Array [2,Maximum condition array position] * 1000) 
/  (thickness{metre}* 0.01 {width of sample in metre})) / 1000000{for MPa});
Writein ('Maximum Strain (%) =  ',(mm_KiloNewton_Array [1 ,Maximum_condition_array_position] / 50{Gauge 
length}) *100);
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writein ('Energy to Maximum Extension (J) =  ',Area_to_Max);
end;

Procedure Put Figures On Results File; 
begin
Assign (Resfile, 'c:\breakres.txt');
Append (Resfile);
Writein (Resfile, The_File,chr(9),Thickness,chr(9),

mm KiloNewton Array I2,Maximum_condition_array_position],chr(9), 
mm KiloNewton Array (1,Maximum_condition_array_position],chr(9), 
(((mm_KiloNewton_Array [2,Maximum_condition_array position! * 1000) / 
(thickness{metre}* 0.01 {width of sample in metre}))
/  1000000{for MPa}),chr{9),
((mm KiloNewton Array [1 ,Maximum_condition_array_position] /  50){Gauge length} 
*100),chr(9),
AreaJo Max, chr(9));

close (Resfile); 
end;

{Main}
Begin
cirscr;
R eadinFile;
Find Real Start Point; {ie where the cross-head is moving}
FindMaximumForce;
Adjust Figures;
Energy Used On Cycle;
Output Stress Strain;
PrintFiguresOnScreen;
Put Figures On Results File;
Readin;
End.
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A.3.3 Program Strain Cycling Test;
{This program processes data from the strain cycling tests}

{Definition of variable types} 
uses Crt, Dos;

The File : string;
A Line : string;
txtfile : text; {input file}
textfile ; text; {output file}
Resfile : text; {results file) 
counter : integer;
mm KiloNewton Array : array [1..2 , 1 ..4000] of real;
I : integer; 
mm : string;
KiloNewton : string; 
temp : integer; 
code : integer;
Last Row : integer;
Maximumforce , Maximum mm : real;
Maxforcecounter : integer;
Maximum condition array position : integer;
Start Condition lnteger : integer;
Start Counter : integer;
Real Start Point : integer;
Subtract This Value KN , Subtract This Value mm : real;
Adjust Load , Adjust mm : integer;
End Force Finder Condition ; boolean;
End Force Finder : integer;
Last Reading Of Test : integer;
End Condition Integer : integer;
End Counter : integer;
Calculation : integer; 
h : real;
Area to Max : real;
Area to Relax : real;
File Output : integer;
Strain , Stress : real; 
thickness : real;
Output File Name : string;
Rid Zeros Condition : Boolean;
Extension : Real;
Force ; Real;
Four times , Two times : Real;
Final Adjust : Boolean;

{Read the data file and place in a 2-D array}
Procedure Read in File; 
begin
counter: =  1 ;
Writein ('What is the name of the file (Column 1 =  mm , Column2 =  KN)' 
Readin (The File); 
assign (txtfile. The File); 
reset (txtfile); 
while not Eof(txtfile) do 

begin
{Read every thing as a string} 
readin (txtfile, A Line);
temp : =  pos (chr(9),A_Line); {the spacer in this type of text file} 
{Now find the X & Y values and put into an array} 
mm :=  copy (A_Line,1,temp-1);
KiloNewton :=  copy (A_Line,temp-t 1,25);
Val (mm, mm_KiloNewton_Array[1,counter], code);
Val (KiloNewton, mm_KiloNewton_Array[2,counter], code); 
counter: =  counter +  1 ; 

end; 
close (txtfile);
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Last Row :=  (counter-1); 
end;

Procedure update; 
begin
Maximumforce : =  mm KiloNewton Array [2,maxforcecounterJ;
Maximum condition array position : =  maxforcecounter; 
end;

Procedure Find Maximum Force; 
begin
Maximumforce ; =  0;
For maxforcecounter : =  Real Start Point TO Last Row do 

begin
IF mm_KiloNewton_Array[2,maxforcecounter] >  Maximumforce THEN update; 
end; 

end;

Procedure Find Real Start Point; 
begin
Start ConditionJnteger : =  0;
Start Counter : =  1 ;
While Start condition Integer < >  6 do 
begin
{Note: if we get 6 successive increases in mm, the machine must be moving 
and the test have started.}

If (mm KiloNewton_Array[1,Start_Counter] <  mm KiloNewton Arrayd ,Start_Counter +1 ]) 
then Start ConditionJnteger : =  Start Condition lnteger +  1 ;
If (mm KiloNewton Array! 1 ,Start_Counter] >  =  mm KiloNewton Arrayd ,Start_Counter+1]) 
then Start ConditionJnteger : =  0;
Start Counter : = Start Counter +  1 ; 
end;

Real Start Point : =  Start Counter - 6;
Real Start point : =  Real Start Point 4- 3; 

end;

Procedure Adjust Figures; 
begin
{We know that when the test begins, there is in reality NO 
load so, we subtract this value of load from the other load readings. Note 
that we don't use the last reading because it is NOT zero because the sample 
is stiff and bending is occuring, thus producing a negative load.}

Subtract This Value KN : =  mm KiloNewton Array [2,Real_Start Point]; 
writein ('first value of force = ',Subtract_This_Value KN);
For Adjust Load : =  Real Start Point to Last Row do 

begin
mm KiloNewton Array [2,Adjust Load] : =  mm KiloNewton Array [2,Adjust Load] - Subtract This Value KN; 
end;

Subtract This Value mm : =  mm KiloNewton Array d  ,Real Start Point];
For Adjust mm : = Real Start Point to Last Row do 

begin
mm KiloNewton Array [1,Adjust_mm] :=  mm KiloNewton Array d ,Adjust mm] - Subtract This Value mm; 
end;

{Now get rid of all zero loads, they are very small and not really there!}
Start Counter : =  Real Start Point;
Rid Zeros Condition : = False; 
while Rid Zeros Condition =  False do 

begin
IF mm KiloNewton Array[2,Start_Counter] <  0 then mmJCiloNewton_Array[2,Start_Counter] : = 0;
IF mm KiloNewton_Arrayd,Start_Counter] <  0 then mmJCiloNewton_Arrayd,Start_Counter] ;=  0;
IF Start Counter =  Last Row then Rid Zeros Condition : =  true;
Start Counter : =  Start Counter 4- 1 ; 
end; 

end;

Procedure Go Backwards to Find Where Load Is Effectively Zero;
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begin
End Condition lnteger : =  0;
End Counter : =  Last Row; 
writein (End Counter); 
readin;
While End Condition lnteger < >  2 do 

begin
If (mm_KiloNewton_Array[2,End_Counter] >  =  mm_KilolMewton_Array[2,(End_Counter-1 )]) 
then End Condition lnteger : =  0;

If (mmJCilol\lewton_Array[2,End_Counter] <  mmJ<iloNewton_Array[2,(End_Counter-1 )]) 
then End Condition lnteger : =  End Condition lnteger +  1 ;
writein ('End Condition lnteger = ',End_Condition_lnteger,'End_Counter =  ',End_Counter);
End Counter : =  End Counter - 1 ; 
end;

Last Reading Of Test : = End Counter +  2; 
end;

Procedure Energy Used on Cycle; 
begin
{Calculate area from Real Start Point to Maximum Condition Array Position}
{Using Simpsons rule}
Calculation :=  (Real Start Point + 1 ) ;
While Calculation <  =  (Maximum Condition Array Position - 1 ) do 

begin
Four times : =  Four times +  (4 * mm KiloNewton Array [2, Calculation]);
Calculation : =  Calculation +  2; 
end;

Calculation :=  (Real Start Point +  2);
While Calculation <  =  (Maximum Condition Array Position - 2) do 

begin
Two times :=  Two times +  (2 * mm KiloNewton Array [2, Calculation]);
Calculation ; =  Calculation +  2; 
end;

{Find the distance, h, travelled between each reading by calculating the average}
h :=  ((mm KiloNewton Array [ 1,Maximum Condition Array Position] - mm KiloNewton Array [1,Real_Start_Point]) 

/  (Maximum Condition Array Position - Real Start Point));
Area to Max : =  (h/3) * (mm KiloNewton Array [2,Real_Start_Point] +

Fourtimes +  Tw otim es +
mm KiloNewton Array [2,Maximum Condition Array Position]);

{Calculate area from Maximum Condition Array Position to Last Reading Of Test}
{Reset Four-times & Two-times to Zero}
Four times :=  0;
Two times : =  0;
Calculation ; =  Maximum Condition Array Position +  1 ;
While Calculation <  =  (Last Reading Of Test - 1) do 

begin
Four times :=  Four times 4- (4 * mm KiloNewton Array [2, Calculation]);
Calculation : =  Calculation 4- 2; 
end;

Calculation ; =  Maximum Condition Array Position 4- 2;
While Calculation <  =  (Last Reading Of Test - 2) do 

begin
Two times :=  Two times 4- (2 * mm KiloNewton Array [2, Calculation]);
Calculation : =  Calculation 4- 2; 
end;

Area to Relax ; =  (h/3) * (mm KiloNewton Array [2,Maximum_Condition_Array_Position] 4- 
Two times 4- Four times 4-
mm_KiloNewton_Array ]2,Last Reading Of Test]);

{Note KN X mm = Joules} 
end;

Procedure Output Stress Strain; 
begin
writelnCWhat is the average thickness of the sample in mm ?');
Readin (thickness); 
thickness : =  thickness / 1000;
{Sort out name for output file, called the same name but .dat instead of .txt}
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temp :=  pos('.',The_File);
Output File Name :=  copy (The_File,1 ,temp); 
insert ('DAT',Output_File_Name,(Temp+1 )); 
writein {'Output file name is '.Output File Name); 
assign (textfile, Output File Name); 
rewrite (textfile);
writein (textfile, 'Strain%,IVIPa,mm,KN');
For File Output :=  Real Start point to (Last Reading Of Test-1 ) do 

begin
Strain :=  (mm KiloNewton Array [1 .File Output] /  50{Gauge length})*!00;
Stress : =  ((mm KiloNewton Array [2,File_0utput] * 1000)

/  (thickness{metre} * 0.01 {width of sample in metre}))
/  1000000;{for MPa}

Extension : = mm KiloNewton Array [1 .File Output];
Force : =  mm KiloNewton Array [2,File_0utput]; 
writein (textfile, Strain,',',Stress,',',Extension,','.Force); 
end;

{Here we make sure the last recorded load / stress is set to zero exactly 
as it may be very slightly +  or -}

Strain ;=  (mm KiloNewton Array ]1 .Last Reading Of Test] I  50{Gauge length})*100;
Stress : =  0;
Extension :=  mm KiloNewton Array [1 .Last Reading Of Test];
Force : =  0;
writein (textfile. Strain,','.Stress,','.Extension,','.Force);
close (textfile);
end;

Procedure Print Figures On Screen;
begin
Writein;
Writein ('Force at Maximum Extension (KN) =  ', mm KiloNewton Array [2,Maximum_condition array position]); 
Writein ('Maximum Extension (mm) =  ', mm KiloNewton Array ]1,Maximum_condition_array_position]);
Writein ('Stress at Maximum Strain (MPa) =  '.((mm KiloNewton Array [2,Maximum_condition_array_positlon] * 1000) 
/  (thickness{metre} * 0.01 {width of sample in metre})) /  1000000{for MPa});
Writein ('Maximum Strain (%) =  '.(mm KiloNewton Array [I.Maximum condition array position] /  50{Gauge
length}) *100);
writein ('Energy to Maximum Extension (J) =  '.Area to Max);
writein ('Energy Released on Unloading (J) =  '.Area to Relax);
Writein ('The Hysteresis Ratio is =  ', ((Area to Max - Area_to_Relax)/Area_to_Max));
Writein ('Immediate Set (e%) =  '.(mm KiloNewton Array [1 .Last Reading Of Test] / 50{Gauge length}) *100);
end;

Procedure Put_Figures_On_Results_File; 
begin
Assign (Resfile, 'c:\cycleres.txt');
Append (Resfile);
Writein (Resfile, The_File,chr(9),Thickness,chr(9),

mm KiloNewton Array [2,Maximum_condition_array_position],chr(9), 
mm KiloNewton Array [1,Maximum condition_array_position],chr(9),
(((mm KiloNewton Array [2,Maximum_condition_array_position] * 1000) I 
(thickness{metre}* 0.01 {width of sample in metre}))
/ 1000000{for MPa}),chr(9),
((mm KiloNewton Array [1 ,Maximum_condition_array_position] / 50){Gauge length}
*100),chr(9),
Area to Max, chr(9),Area_to_Relax,chr(9),
((Area to Max - Area_to_Relax)/Area_to_Max),chr(9),
((mm KiloNewton Array [1 .Last Reading Of Test] / 50){Gauge length}*100)); 

close (Resfile); 
end;

{Main}
Begin
cirscr;
Read in File;
Find Real Start Point; {ie where the cross-head is moving}
Find Maximum Force;
Adjust Figures;
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Go_Backwards_to_Find_Where_Load_ls_Effectively_Zero; 
Energy Used On Cycle;
OutputStressStrain;
Print Figures On Screen;
Put_Figures_On_Results_File;
Readin;
End.
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A 3.4 Program Notch Test;
{This program processes data from the single notch specimen tests}

{Definition of variables}
uses Crt, Dos;
var
The File : string;
A Line : string;
txtfile : text; {input file}
textfile : text; {output file}
Resfile : text; {results file} 
counter : integer;
mm KiloNewton Array : array [1 ..2, 1 ..4000] of real;
I : integer; 
mm : string;
KiloNewton : string; 
temp : integer; 
code : integer;
Last Row : integer;
Maximumforce , Maximum mm : real;
Maxforcecounter : integer;
Maximum condition array position : integer;
Start Condition lnteger : integer;
Start Counter : integer;
Real Start Point : integer;
Subtract This Value KN , Subtract This Value mm : real;
Adjust Load , Adjust mm : integer;
End Force Finder Condition : boolean;
End Force Finder : integer;
Last Reading Of Test : integer;
Calculation : integer; 
h : real;
Area to Max : real;
Area to Relax ; real;
File Output : integer;
Strain , Stress : real; 
thickness : real;
Notch Length : real;
Sample Volume : real;
Energy Density : real;
Output File Name : string;
Rid Zeros Condition : Boolean;
Extension : Real;
Force : Real;
Four times , Two times : Real;

{Read the data file and place in a 2-D array}
Procedure Read in File; 
begin
counter: =  1;
Writein ('What is the name of the file (Column 1 =  mm , Column2 = KN)'); 
Readin (The File); 
assign (txtfile, The File); 
reset (txtfile); 
while not Eof(txtfile) do 

begin
{Read every thing as a string} 
readin (txtfile, A Line);
temp : =  pos (chr(9),A_Line); {the spacer in this type of text file}
{Now find the X a  Y values and put into an array} 
mm :=  copy (A_Line,1,temp-1);
KiloNewton :=  copy (A_Line,temp -f 1,25);
Val (mm, mm_KiloNewton_Array[1 .counter], code);
Val (KiloNewton, mm_KiloNewton_Array[2,counter], code); 
counter: =  counter +  1 ; 

end; 
close (txtfile);
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Last Row :=  (counter-1); 
end;

Procedure update; 
begin
Maximumforce : =  mm KiloNewton Array [2,maxforcecounter];
Maximum condition array position ; =  maxforcecounter; 
end;

Procedure Find Maximum Force;
{Assume Fracture occurs @ Maximum force} 
begin
Maximumforce :=  0;
For maxforcecounter :=  Real Start Point TO Last Row do 

begin
IF mm_KiloNewton_Array[2,maxforcecounter] >  Maximumforce THEN update; 
end;

writein ('Maximum_condition_array_position =  '.Maximum condition array position); 
end;

Procedure Find Real Start Point; 
begin
Start Condition lnteger : =  0;
Start Counter : =  1 ;
While Start Condition lnteger <  >  10 do 
begin
{Note: if we get 10 successive increases in mm, the machine must be moving 
and the test have started.}

If (mm_KiloNewton_Array[1,Start_Counter] <  mm KiloNewton_Array[1 .Start Counter +1 ]) 
then Start Condition lnteger :=  Start Condition lnteger +  1;

If (mm_KiloNewton_Arrayl1,Start_Counter] >  =  mm KiloNewton Arrayd .Start Counter +1 ]) 
then Start Condition lnteger : =  0;
Start Counter : =  Start Counter +  1 ; 
end;

Real Start Point : =  Start Counter - 10; {ie the start is the first point where 10 consecutive increases
occur in mm} 

writein ('Real Start Point =  '.Real Start Point); 
end;

Procedure Adjust Figures; 
begin
{We know that when the test begins, there is in reality NO 
load so, we subtract this value of load from the other load readings. Note 
that we don't use the last reading because it is NOT zero because the sample 
is stiff and bending is occuring, thus producing a negative load.}

Subtract_This_Value_KN ; =  mm KiloNewton Array [2,Real_Start_Point]; 
writein ('first value of force =  ',Subtract_This_Value_KN);
For Adjust Load : =  Real Start Point to Last Row do 

begin
mm KiloNewton Array [2,Adjust_Load] : =  mm KiloNewton Array [2,Adjust_Load] - Subtract_This_Value_KN; 
end;

Subtract This Value mm : =  mm KiloNewton Array [1 .Real Start Pointj;
For Adjust mm : =  Real Start Point to Last Row do 

begin
mm KiloNewton Array [I.Adjust mm] :=  mm KiloNewton Array [1 .Adjust mm] - Subtract This Value mm; 
end;

{Now get rid of all zero loads, they are very small and not really therel}
Start Counter : =  Real Start Point;
Rid Zeros Condition : =  False; 
while Rid Zeros Condition =  False do 

begin
IF mm_KiloNewton_Array[2,Start_Counter] <  0 then mm_KiloNewton_Array[2,Start_Counter] : =  0;
IF mm KiloNewton Arrayd.Start Counter] <  0 then mm_KiloNewton_Array[1 ,Start_Counter] :=  0;
IF Start Counter =  Last Row then Rid Zeros Condition : =  true;
Start Counter : =  Start Counter 4- 1 ; 
end;
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end;

Procedure Energy Used on Cycle; 
begin
{Calculate area from Real_Start_Polnt to Maximum Condition Array Position}
{Using Simpsons rule}
Calculation :=  (Real Start Point +  1);
While Calculation <  =  (Maximum Condition Array Position - 1 ) do 

begin
Four times ;=  Four times +  (4 * mm KiloNewton Array [2, Calculation]);
Calculation : = Calculation +  2; 
end;

Calculation :=  (Real Start Point +  2);
While Calculation <  =  (Maximum Condition Array Position - 2) do 

begin
Two_times :=  Two times +  (2 * mm KiloNewton Array [2, Calculation]);
Calculation :=  Calculation +  2; 
end;

{Find the distance, h, travelled between each reading by calculating the average}
h ; =  ((mm KiloNewton Array [1 ,Wlaximum_Condition_Array_Position] - mm KiloNewton Array [1 ,Real Start Point]) 

/ (Maximum Condition Array Position - Real Start Point));
Area_to_Max : =  (h/3) * (mm KiloNewton Array [2,Real_Start_Point] +

Four times +  Two times +
mm KiloNewton Array [2,l\/laximum_Condition_Array_Position]);

{Note KN X mm =  Joules} 
end;

Procedure Output Stress Strain; 
begin
Writein ('What is the average thickness of the sample in mm ?');
Readin (thickness); 
thickness ; =  thickness / 1000;
Writein ('What was the initial length of the notch in mm ?');
Readin (Notch Length);
Sample Volume : =  (thickness {in metre} * (80/1000) {guage length in metre}

* (25/1000) {width in metre});
Energy Density : =  (Area to Max / Sample Volume); {Joules per cubic metre}
{Sort out name for output file, called the same name but .dat instead of .txt} 
temp : =  pos('.',The_File);
Output File Name :=  copy (The File, 1,temp); 
insert ('DAT',Output_File_Name,(Temp+1 )); 
writein ('Output file name is ' ,Output File Name); 
assign (textfile, Output File Name); 
rewrite (textfile);
writein (textfile, 'Strain%,MPa,mm,KN');
For File Output : = Real Start point to IVIaximum Cohdition Array Position do 

begin
Strain :=  (mm KiloNewton Array [1 ,File_Output] /  80{Gauge length}) *100;
Stress : =  ((mm KiloNewton Array [2,File_0utput] * 1000)

/ (thickness}metre} * 0.025{w idth of sample in metre}))
/  1000000;{for MPa}

Extension :=  mm KiloNewton Array [1 ,File_Output];
Force :=  mm KiloNewton Array [2,File Output); 
writein (textfile. Strain,',',Stress,',',Extension,',',Force); 
end; 

close (textfile); 
end;

Procedure Print Figures On Screen;
begin
Writein;
Writein ('The File Name =  ',The_File);
Writein ('Thickness (mm) =  ' , (thickness* 1000));
Writein ('Notch Length (mm) =  Notch Length);
Writein ('Sample Area (square mm) =  ',Sample_Volume);
writein ('Energy Used (Joules) =  ',Area_to_Max);
writein ( Energy Density (Joules per cubic metre) =  ',Energy_Density);
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Writein ('Force at Fracture (KN) =  '.mm KiloNewton Array [2,Maximum condition_array position]);
Writein ('Extension at Fracture (mm) =  '.mm KiloNewton Array [1 ,Maximum_condition_array_position]);
Writein ('Stress at Fracture (MPa) =  ' , ((mm KiloNewton Array [2,Maximum_condition_array_positionl * 1000) I

((tfiickness){metre} * 0.025{width of sample in metre}))/ 1000000{for MPa}); 
Writein ('Strain at Fracture (%) =  '.(mm KiloNewton Array [ 1 ,Maximum condition array position] / 

80{Gaugelength}) * 100);
end;

Procedure Put Figures On Results File; 
begin
Assign (Resfile, 'c:\notchres.txt');
Append (Resfile);
Writein (Resfile, The_File,chr(9),(Thickness*1000),chr(9), 

notch Length,chr(9),Sample_Volume,chr(9),
Area_to_Max,chr(9),Energy_Density,chr(9),
mm KiloNewton Array [2,Maximum_condition_array_position],chr(9), 
mm KiloNewton Array [1 ,Maximum_condition_array_position],chr(9),
(mm KiloNewton Array [2,Maximum_condition array position] * 1000)
/ ((thickness {metre} * 0.025{w idth of sample in metre}))
/ 1000000{for MPa},chr(9),
(mm KiloNewton Array [1 .Maximum condition array position]
/  80{Gauge length}) *100) ; 

close (Resfile); 
end;

{Main}
Begin
cirscr;
ReadinFile;
Find Real Start Point; {ie where the cross-head is moving}
FindMaximumForce;
AdjustFigures;
EnergyUsedO nCycle;
OutputStressStrain;
PrintFiguresOnScreen;
Put Figures On Results File;
Readin;
End.
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A. 3.5 Program Video;
{This program processes visual images from the single notch specimen tests}

{The procedure ReadBMP reads a Microsoft windows bitmap (.BMP) file straight into EGA/VGA 
mapped memory (thereby bypassing the BGI driver interface) This achieves optimum performance 
at the expense of flexibility.}

Dos,Graph,Crt;

type
StatusCode =  (BMPOK, BMPOpenError, BMPHeaderReadErr, BMPInfoReadErr, 

BMPImageTooBig, BMPWrongVideo, BMPCompressed, BMPImageReadErr);

BMPFileheaderRec =  record 
bfType : word; { 'BM' } 
bfSize : longint; { size of file in bytes } 
bfResI : word; { 0 }
bfRes2 : word; { 0 }
bfOffset : longint; { offset in file where bits begin } 
end;

BMPInfoheaderRec = record 
biSize : longint; { size of the structure } 
biWidth : longint; { image width in pixels }
biHeight : longint; { image height in pixels }
biPlanes : word; { No of colour planes ( =  1) } 
biBitCnt : word; { colour bits per pixel } 
biCmprsn : longint; { Compression Scheme ( =  0) } 
biSizlmg : longint; { Number of bitmap bytes } 
biXMetre : longint; { Horizontal resolution pixels/meter }
BiYMetre : longint; { Veritical resolution pixels/meter }
BiClrUsd : longint; { Number of colours used }
BiClrImp : longint; { Important colours } 
end;

Indicator : boolean; { Indicator to detect when a black pixel occurs }
StartX , StartV : integer; {Scanning X and Y co-ordinates} 
x1, x2, x3, x4 : integer; {x co-ordinates of 4 corners}
y1, y2, y3, y4 : integer; {y co-ordinates of 4  corners}
LeatherWidth : integer; {Width of leather}
LeatherLength : integer; {Length of leather}
Insidexi, Insidex2, Insidex3, Insidex4 : integer;
Insideyl, Insidey2, Insidey3, lnsidey4 : integer;
Metlndicator, Endindicator : Boolean;
MetDotsX , EndDotsX : Integer;
MetDotsY , EndDotsY : Integer;
ScanningPositionX, ScanningPositionY ; Integer;
XX, YY,
Size : word;
P : Pointer; 
ch : char;
Terminate : boolean;

DotX Array : Array [1 ..15, 1 ..15] of integer; { Declare array 
for the position of the X centre of each dot - Assume the maximum 
number of dots is 15 in x direction and 15 in the y direction }

DotY Array : Array 11 ..15 , 1 ..15] of integer; { Declare array 
for the position of the Y centre of each dot - Assume the maximum 
number of dots is 15 in x direction and 15 in the y direction }

XDots Counter , YDots Counter : integer; {Counters for the array 
indicators}

gd : integer; 
gm : integer;
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GrDriver : integer; { Graphics Driver Id }
GrMode : integer; { Graphics Mode }
BMPFile : file; { Bitmap file variable }
BMPHead : BMPFileHeaderRec;
BMPInfo : BMPInfoHeaderRec;
BMPBuff : array [1 ..30720] of byte;
GrError ; integer;
BMPStatus: StatusCode;
TurKey : char; 
place : string; 
frame : string;
Skip ; Boolean;

const
Palette : PaletteType =  (size : MaxColors; colors :

(EGABLACK, EGARED, EGAGREEN, EGACYAN, EGABLUE, EGAMAGENTA, EGABROWN, EGADARKGRAY, 
EGALIGHTGRAY, EGALIGHTRED, EGALIGHTGREEN, EGAYELLOW, EGALIGHTBLUE, EGALIGHTMAGENTA, 
EGALIGHTCYAN, EGAWHITE));

function ReadBMP (Filename : Pathstr; var BMPFile : file) : StatusCode; 
var

Mbytes : integer; { Count of actual bytes read }
Status : StatusCode; { Returned status code }
MaxX : integer;
MAxY : integer;
X,Y : integer;
IBYte : integer;
BytesLeft : longint;

Procedure Check color;
Begin
Skip : =  False;
if ((BMPBuffllByte) shr 4) == 15) and ((BMPBuffllBytel and $F) =  15) then skip : =  true; 

end;

Procedure Put On Screen;
Begin
PutPixel (X,Y, BMPBuff[lbyte] shr 4); 
inc (X);
PutPixel (X,Y, BMPBuffllByte] and $F);
inc (X);
end;

begin
{ open the file }
Status : =  BMPOk;
MaxX : =  GetMaxX;
MaxY : =  GetMAxY; 
assign (BMPFile, Filename); 
reset (BMPFile, 1);
{ read the .BMP file header }
blockread (BMPFile, BMPHead, sizeof(BMPFileHeaderRec), NBytes); 
if NBytes <  >  sizeof(BMPFileHeaderRec) then 

Status :=  BMPHeaderReaderr 
else 

begin
{ read the bitmap information block and check EGA/VGA compatible} 
blockread (BMPFile, BMPInfo, sizeof(BMPInfoHeaderRec), NBytes); 
if NBytes <  >  sizeof(BMPInfoHeaderRec) then 

Status : =  BMPInfoReadErr 
else with BMPInfo do 

begin
if (biWidth >  MaxX +  1) or (BiHeight >  M axY +1) then 

Status ;=  BMPImageTooBig 
else if biBitCnt 0  4  then 

Status : =  BMPWrongVideo {We can only handle 16-colours } 
else if BiCmprsn <  >  0 then
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Status : =  BMPCompressed {We can't handle compression either } 

begin
seek (BMPFile, BMPHead.BfOffset);

{
Read in and display BMP which is stored arse upwards.
Note that the maximum size of an image is (640x480)72 
( =  153600) bytes allowing 4-bits per pixel.

}
X : =  0;
Y :=  BiHeight-1;
BytesLeft :=  (BiWidth*BiHeight) div 2; 
while (Status =  BMPOk) and (BytesLeft < >  0) do 

begin
if BytesLeft >  30720 then 

begin
BlockRead (BMPFile, BMPBuff, 30720 , Mbytes); 
if NBytes <  >  30720 then 

Status : =  BMPImageReadErr; 
end 

else 
begin
BlockRead (BMPFile, BMPBuff, BytesLeft, Mbytes); 
if NBytes <  >  BytesLeft then 

Status ;=  BMPImageReadErr; 
end;

for I byte : =  1 to Mbytes do 
begin
CheckColor;
if Skip =  true then X : =  X ■+■ 2; 
if Skip =  False then Put On Screen; 
if (X >  BiWidth-1) then 

begin 
X :=  0; 
dec(Y); 
end; 

end;
Dec (BytesLeft, Mbytes); 
end; 

end; 
end;

ReadBMP : =  Status; 
end; 

end;

procedure ScanningX1y1toX2Y2;
Begin 

StartX : =  0;
While (StartX <  >  639) and (Indicator =  False) do 
begin
if GetPixel (StartX, StartY) =  black then Indicator :=  True;
PutPixel (StartX, StartY, EGAgreen);
StartX : =  StartX +  1 ; 
end;

StartX :=  StartX-1; 
end;

procedure ScanningX2Y2toX1 Y1 ;
Begin 

StartX : =  639;
While (StartX >  =  0) and (Indicator =  False) do 
begin
if GetPixel (StartX, StartY) =  black then Indicator : =  True;
PutPixel (StartX, StartY, EGAblue);
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StartX : =  StartX - 1 ; 
end;

StartX : =  StartX +1 ; 
end;

procedure ScanningX3Y3toX4Y4;
Begin 

StartX : =  0;
While (StartX <  >  639) and (Indicator =  False) do 
begin
if GetPixel (StartX, StartY) =  black then Indicator : = True; 
PutPixel (StartX, StartY, EGAgreen);
StartX : = StartX +  1 ; 
end;

StartX :=  StartX-1; 
end;

procedure ScanningX4Y4toX3Y3;
Begin 

StartX : =  639;
While (StartX >  =  0) and (Indicator =  False) do 
begin
if GetPixel (StartX, StartY) =  black then Indicator :=  True; 
PutPixel (StartX, StartY, EGAblue);
StartX : =  StartX - 1 ; 
end;

StartX : =  StartX H-1 ; 
end;

procedure FindBlackPositionXI Y1 ;
Begin
{ - Find the left corner of the leather

- Start at pixel (0,0) : scan all x positions at increasing 
values of y

- The first pixel you come across should be the line x ly l  to x2y2 } 
Indicator : =  false; {ie set initial indicator to false}
StartX : =  0; {ie set initial x pixel =  0}
StartY ; =  0; {ie set initial y pixel =  0}
ScanningXI Y1toX2Y2;
while (Indicator =  False) and (StartY <  479) do 

Begin
StartY : =  StartY -4- 1 ;
ScanningXI Y1 toX2Y2; 
end; 

x1 :=  StartX; 
y1 :=  StartY; 
end;

procedure FindBlackPositionX2Y2;
Begin
{ - Find the top right corner of the leather

- Start at pixel (639,0) : scan all x positions at increasing 
values of y

- The first pixel you come across should be the line x2y2 to x ly l  } 
Indicator : =  false; {ie set initial indicator to false}
StartX : =  639; {ie set initial x pixel =  639}
StartY : =  0; {ie set initial y pixel =  0}
ScanningX2Y2toX1Y1;
while (Indicator = False) and (StartY <  479) do 

Begin
StartY :=  StartY +  1;
ScanningX2Y2toX1 Y1; 
end; 

x2 ; =  StartX; 
y2 :=  StartY; 
end;
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procedure FindBlackPositionX3Y3;
Begin
{ - Find the bottom left corner of the leather

- Start at pixel (0,479) : scan all x positions at decreasing 
values of y

- The first pixel you come across should be the line x3y3 to x4y4 } 
Indicator : =  false; {ie set initial indicator to false}
StartX : =  0; {ie set initial x pixel = 0}
StartY :=  479; {ie set initial y pixel =  479}  
ScanningX3Y3toX4Y4;
while (Indicator =  False) and (StartY < >  0) do 

Begin
StartY : = StartY - 1 ;
ScanningX3Y3toX4Y4; 
end; 

x3 :=  StartX; 
y3 : =  StartY; 
end;

procedure FindBlackPositionX4Y4;
Begin
{ - Find the left corner of the leather

- Start at pixel (639,479) : scan all x positions at decreasing 
values of y

- The first pixel you come across should be the line x4y4 to x3y3 } 
Indicator : =  false; {ie set initial indicator to false}
StartX : =  639; {ie set initial x pixel =  639}
StartY :=  479; {ie set initial y pixel =  479}
ScanningX4Y4toX3Y3;
while (Indicator =  False) and (StartY >  0) do 

Begin
StartY : =  StartY - 1 ;
ScanningX4Y4toX3Y3; 
end; 

x4 : =  StartX; 
y4 ; =  StartY; 
end;

Procedure ShowFourCornerCoordinates;

{HERE'S THE SECTON TO WRITE NUMBERS TO THE FILE}

i : integer; {pseudo x coordinate for array}
i : integer; {pseudo y coordinate for array}
max i : integer;
maxJ : integer;
txtfile : text;
iloop , jloop : integer;

begin
assign (txtfile, place); 
rewrite (txtfile);
For iloop : =  1 to 12 do 
begin

For jloop : = 1 to 12 do 
begin
writein (txtfile, DotX_Arrayliloop,jloop],

DotY_Array[iloop,jloopl);
end;

end;
close (txtfile); 

end;

Procedure WorkOut Centre and Store;
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CentreX , CentreY : Integer;
Begin
SetColor (Black);
Rectangle (l\/letDotsX,i\/letDotsy,EndDotsX,EndDotsY); 
CentreX :=  Trunc(((EndDotsX - IVIetDotsX)/2) +  MetDotsX); 
CentreY :=  Trunc(((EndDotsY - MetDotsY)/2) +  MetDotsY); 
DotX Array (XDots Counter , YDots Counter] : =  CentreX; 
DotY Array [XDots Counter, YDots Counter] : =  CentreY; 
SetColor (white);
Bar (MetDotsX,MetDotsy,EndDotsX,EndDotsY);
PutPixel (CentreX, CentreY, Black); 
end;

Procedure Collectlmage;
Begin
{ Here's where we find the dots and the centre of the dots and put them 

in the OnOf Simple array }
Insidexi ;=  XX +1 ;
Insidex2 :=  X X +14 ;
InsidexS :=  XX +1 ;
Insidex4 :=  X X +  14;
Insideyl :=  Y Y + 1 ;
Insidey2 : =  Y Y +1 ;
InsideyS :=  Y Y + 1 4;
Insidey4 : =  Y Y + 1 4;
ScanningPositionX: =  Insidexi ;
ScanningPositionY: =  Insideyl ;
Scanin Y Direction Meet;
Scanin Y Direction End;
Scanin X Direction Meet;
ScanlnXDirectionEnd;
WorkOut Centre and Store;
YDots Counter : =  YDots Counter +  1 ; 
if YDots Counter > 1 2  then 
begin
YDots Counter : =  1 ;
XDots Counter : =  XDots Counter +  1 ; 
end;
Putlmage(XX,YY,P“, XOrPut); {off} 
end;

Procedure Check Key; 
begin
ch : =  readkey;
if ord(ch) =  75 then XX :=  X X -1;
if ord(ch) = 77 then XX : =  XX + 1 ;
if ord(ch) = 72 then YY :=  YY-1;
if ord(ch) =  80 then YY : =  Y Y +1 ;
if ord(ch) = 27 then Terminate :=  true; 
if ord(ch) = 13 then Collectlmage; 
end;

{Main Program} 
begin
writein ('The file with the frame in is ? '); 
readin (frame);
writein ('The output filename is ?'); 
readin (place);
GrDriver : =  DETECT ;
InitGraph (GrDriver, GrMode, 'C:\bp\bgi'); 
SetAIIPalette (Palette);
Rectangle (0,0, 15, 15);
Size : =  ImageSize (XX,YY,(XX + 1 5 ), (YY +  15));
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GetMem (P, Size);
Getlmage (XX, YY, (XX + 1 5 ), (YY +  15), P"); 
CiearViewPort;
Bar (0 ,0 ,639,479);
BMPStatus : = ReadBMP (frame , BMPfile); 
FindBlackPositionXI Y1 ;
FindBlackPositionX2Y2;
FindBlackPositionX3Y3;
FindBlackPositionX4Y4;
XDots Counter : =  1 ;
YDots Counter : =  1 ;
XX :=  x1;
YY :=  y1;
Repeat
Putlmage (XX, YY, P", XOrPut); {on} 
CheckKey;
Putlmage(XX,YY,P', XOrPut); {off} 
Putlmage(XX,YY,P", XOrPut); {on} 
until Terminate =  true;
{turkey : =  Readkey;}
CloseGraph;
ShowFourCornerCoordinates;
end.
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A.3.6. a Program Produce The Strain Matrix;

{This Program Produces the Strain Matrix when examining the strain distribution in a whole single notch specimen.} 

Uses Crt, Dos;

Column Counter : integer;
Row Counter : integer; 
txtfile : text;
A  Line : string ; 
numberstring : string; 
number : integer; 
temp : integer; 
code : integer;
Matrix Array FrameO : array I I  ..10, 1 ..30] of integer;
Matrix Array temp : array [1 ..10, 1 ..30] of integer;
NowFile : string;
Frame Zero : string;
PresentFrame : string;
Max_R , Max C : integer;
Strain Output File : string;
Rowing , Columning : integer;
Calculation : real;
FileListings : String;
Textfile : text; 
ont : integer;
FrameNames : array [1 ..30] of string;
Datafiles : array [1..30] of string;
Main Loop : integer;
Total Files : integer;

Procedure Read Frame Zero; 
begin
Column Counter : =  1 ;
Row Counter : =  1 ; 
assign (txtfile, FrameNames [1]); 
reset (txtfile); 
while not Eof(txtfile) do 

begin
{Read every thing as a string} 
readin (txtfile, A Line);
{Now find the X & Y values and put into an array}
while Length (A Line) >  1 do
begin

temp: =  Pos C,',A_Line); 
numberstring :=  copy (A_Line,1,temp-1);
val (numberstring, Matrix Array FrameO [Column Counter, Row Counter]

, code);
write (' ',Matrix_Array FrameO [Column Counter, Row Counter]); 
delete (A_Line,1,temp);
Column Counter : =  Column Counter +  1 ; 
if Column Counter >  Max C then Max C ;=  Column Counter; 

end; 
writein;
Column Counter : = 1 ;
Row Counter: = Row Counter +  1 ; 
if Row Counter >  Max R then Max R ; =  Row Counter; 

end; 
close (txtfile); 
end;

Procedure Read Particular Frame; 
begin
Column Counter :=  1;
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Row Counter : = 1 ;
assign (txtfile, FrameNames [Main Loop]); 
reset (txtfile); 
while not Eof(txtfile) do 

begin
{Read every thing as a string} 
readin (txtfile, A Line);
{Now find the X & Y values and put into an array}
while Length (A Line) >  1 do
begin

temp: = Pos (',',A_Line); 
numberstring :=  copy (A Line, 1,temp-1);
val (numberstring, Matrix_Array_Temp [Column Counter, Row Counter] 

, code);
write (' ',Matrix_Array_Temp [Column Counter, Row Counter]); 
delete (A Line,1,temp);
Column Counter : =  Column Counter +  1 ;

end;
Column Counter : =  1 ; 
writein;
RowCounter: =  RowCounter +  1 ;

end; 
close (txtfile); 
end;

Procedure Work Out Strains; 
begin
assign (txtfile, Strain Output File);
rewrite (txtfile);
writein (txtfile,'0,1,2 ,3,4 ,');
For Rowing : =  2 to (Max R-l ) do 
begin
write (txtfile, (Rowing-1),',');
For Columning : =  2 to (Max C -l) do 

begin

if ((Matrix Array FrameO [Columning,Rowing] >  0 ) and
(Matrix Array FrameO [Columning,(Rowing +1 )] > 0 )  and 
(Matrix Array Temp [Columning,Rowing] >  0 ) and
(Matrix Array Temp [Columning,(Rowing +1 )] >  0)) then

calculation: =  (((Matrix Array Temp [Columning,Rowing] - 
Matrix Array Temp [Columning,(Rowing + 1 )]) - 

(Matrix Array FrameO [Columning,Rowing] - 
Matrix Array FrameO [Columning,(Rowing +1 )]) ) /  

(Matrix Array FrameO [Columning,Rowing] - 
Matrix Array FrameO [Columning,(Rowing +1 )])));

if ((Matrix Array FrameO [Columning,Rowing] = 0  ) or
(Matrix Array FrameO [Columning,(Rowing +1 )] = 0 )  or 
(Matrix Array Temp [Columning,Rowing] = 0  ) or
(Matrix Array Temp [Columning,(Rowing +  1)l =  0)) then

calculation: =0 ;  
write (txtfile, calculation,','); 
end; 

writein (txtfile); 
end;

close (txtfile); 
end;

{Main}
Begin
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Max C ; =  1 ;
Max_R : =  1 ;

Writein ('Name of the file containing frame names and data output file names ?'); 
readin (FileListings); 
assign (textfile, FileListings); 
reset (textfile); 
ont : =  1 ;
while not Eof(textfile) do 
begin
{Read every thing as a string} 
readin (textfile, A Line);
{Now find the FrameNames & DataFiles and put into an array} 
temp: =  Pos (',',A_Line);
FrameNames [cnt] :=  copy (A_Line,2,temp-3);
DataFiles [cnt] :=  copy (A_Line,temp +  2,((Length(A_Line)-temp)-2)); 
writein (FrameNames [cnt],DataFiles [cnt]); 
cnt: =  cnt +  1;

end;
Total Files :=  cnt-1; 
close (textfile);

Read Frame Zero;
For Main Loop : =  2 to Total Files do 

begin
ReadParticularFrame;
writein ('Columns =  ',(Max_C-1 ),' Rows =  ',(Max_R-1 ));
Strain Output File :=  (DataFiles [Main Loop]);
W orkO utStrains;
end;

end.
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A.3.6. b Program Produce The Strain Matrix;

{This Program Produces the Strain Matrix when examining the strain distribution around a notch.}

uses Crt, Dos;

var
Column Counter : integer;
Row Counter : integer;
txtfile 1 , txtfileZ , txtfileS : text;
textfile : text;
A Line : string ; 
numberstring ; string; 
number : integer; 
temp : integer; 
code : integer; 
cnt : integer;
X_Matrix Array FrameO : array [1..15, 1 ..15] of integer;
Y Matrix Array FrameO : array [1 ..15, 1 ..15] of integer;
Y Matrix Array temp : array [1 ..15, 1 ..15] of integer;
X Matrix Array temp : array 11 ..15, 1 ..15] of integer;
FrameNames, DataFiles : array [1 ..30] of string;
NowFile : string;
Frame Zero : string;
Present Frame : string;
Max R , Max C : integer;
Strain Output File : string;
X , Y : integer;
Calculation : real;
FileListings : String;
Total Files , Main Loop : integer;

Procedure Read Frame Zero; 
begin
assign (txtfilel, Frame Zero); 
reset (txtfilel);

For Column Counter : =  1 to 12 do 
begin
For Row Counter ; =  1 to 12 do 
begin

readin (txtfilel, A  Line); 
temp: =  Pos C,',A_Line); 
numberstring :=  copy (A_Line,1,temp-1 );
val (numberstring, X Matrix Array FrameO [Column Counter, Row Counter] 

, code); 
delete (A_Line,1 ,temp); 
numberstring :=  copy (A_Line,1,3);
val (numberstring, Y Matrix Array FrameO [Column Counter, Row Counter] 

, code);
A Line : =  (");

writein C(',Column Counter,',',Row Counter,') =  (',
X Matrix Array FrameO [Column Counter, Row Counter],',',
Y Matrix Array FrameO [Column Counter, Row Counter],')');
{readin;} 
writeln('hello'); 

end; 
end; 

close (txtfilel); 
end;

Procedure Read Particular Frame; 
begin
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assign (txtfile2, Present Frame); 
reset (txtfile2);

For Column Counter : =  1 to 12 do 
begin
For Row Counter : =  1 to 12 do 
begin

readin (txtfile2, A Line); 
temp: =  Pos ( ',’,A_Line); 
numberstring :=  copy (A_Line,1,temp-1 );
val (numberstring, X Matrix Array temp [Column Counter, Row Counter] 

, code); 
delete (A_Line,1 ,temp); 
numberstring : = copy (A_Line,1,3);
val (numberstring, Y Matrix Array temp [Column Counter, Row Counter] 

, code);
A Line : =  (");
writein ('(',Column_Counter,',',Row_Counter,') = (',
X IVIatrix Array temp [Column Counter, Row Counter],',',
Y Matrix Array temp [Column Counter, Row Counter],')');
{readin;} 

end; 
end; 

close (txtfile2); 
end;

Procedure Work Out Strains; 
begin
Writein ('Opening for output',Strain Output File); 
assign (txtfileS, Strain Output File); 
rewrite (txtfileS);
writein (txtfile3,'0,1,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 ,7 ,8 ,9 ,10 ,11 ,12 ');
For Y : = 1 t o 1 1 d o { 1 2  rows of dots so only 11 strains} 
begin
write (txtfile3, Y,',');
For X : =  1 to 12 do 
begin

calculation: =  ((((Sqrt ((sqr(Y_IVIatrix_Array_Temp [X,Y] 
Y Matrix Array Temp [X,(Y +  1)])) +

(sqr(X Matrix Array Temp [X,Y] - 
X Matrix Array Temp [X,(Y +1 )]))))

- (Sqrt((sqr(Y_Matrix_Array_FrameO [X,Y] 
Y_Matrix_Array_FrameO [X ,(Y +1)])) +  
(sqr(X_Matrix_Array_FrameO [X,Y] - 
X Matrix Array FrameO [X ,(Y + 1 )])))))

/  (Sqrt((sqr(Y_Matrix Array FrameO [X,Y] - 
Y Matrix Array FrameO (X ,(Y +1)])) +  
(sqr(X_Matrix_Array_FrameO [X,Y] - 
X Matrix Array FrameO [X ,(Y + 1 )])))))

100  );

write (txtfile3, calculation,','); 
writein C (',X ,',',Y ,') = ',calculation); 
{readin;} 
end; 

writein (txtfile3); 
end; 

close (txtfile3);
writein ('Have closed ', Strain Output File); 
end;
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{Main New} 
begin

Writein ('Name of the file containing frame names and data output file names ?'); 
readin (FileListings): 
assign (textfile, FileListings); 
reset (textfile); 
cnt : =  1 ;
while not Eof(textfile) do 
begin
{Read every thing as a string} 
readin (textfile, A Line);
{Now find the FrameNames & DataFiles and put into an array} 
tem p:= Pos C,',A Line);
FrameNames [cnt] : =  copy (A_Line,2,temp-3);
DataFiles [cnt] :=  copy (A_Line,temp +  2,((Length(A_Line)-temp)-2)); 
writein (FrameNames [cnt],DataFiles [cnt]); 
cnt:= cnt +  1; 

end;
Total Files :=  cnt-1; 
close (textfile);

Frame Zero :=  FrameNames [1];
ReadFram eZero;
For Main Loop ; =  2 to (Total Files) {-1 because already done frame zero} do 

begin
Present Frame : =  FrameNames [Main Loop];
Read Particular Frame;
Strain Output File :=  (DataFiles [Main Loop]);
W orkO utS trains;
end;

end.
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A .3.7 Program Ellipse;

{This program enables the user to model the elliptical crack.}

Uses Crt, Graph;

Var
textfile : text;
Data, A  Line, Quick : String; 
cnt : integer; 
temp : integer;
X, Y one, Y two : Array [1 ..1000] of integer;
Total Lines Data : integer;
Code , I : integer; 
a , initial b , b, Y Centre : integer;
ErrorCode, GraphMode, GraphDriver : integer; 
drawer : integer;
X  Centre : integer;
Best fit b : integer; 
ch : char;
terminate : boolean;

Procedure Check Key; 
begin
ch : =  readkey;

{This bit alters the size of the ellipse}
if ord (ch) =  75 then a : =  a - 1 ;
if ord (ch) =  77 then a : =  a +  1 ;
if ord (ch) = 72 then Best Fit b : =  Best Fit b +  1;
if ord (ch) =  80 then Best Fit b : =  Best Fit b - 1 ;

{This bit alters the centre of the Y coordinates of the ellipse} 
if ord (ch) =  45 then Y Centre : =  Y Centre +  1 ;
if ord (ch) =  43 then Y Centre : =  Y Centre - 1 ;

{This bit checks to see if you have completed by pressing escape}
if ord (ch) =  27 then terminate : =  true;
end;

Procedure Draw Notch;
Begin
For Drawer :=  1 to Total Lines Data do 
begin
PutPixel (X[Drawer], Y_one[Drawer], Black); 
PutPixel (XlDrawer), Y_two[Drawer], Black); 
end; 

end;

Begin
{Here we read the the X, Y pixel data that constitutes the crack profile (done in a previous program)}. 
Writein ('Name of the file containing the X, Y 1 , Y2 Data?'); 

readin (Data); 
assign (textfile. Data); 
reset (textfile); 
cnt : =  1 ;
while not Eof(textfile) do 
begin
{Read every thing as a string} 
readin (textfile, A Line); 
writein (A Line);
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{Now find the FrameNames & DataFiles and put into an array} 
temp: =  Pos (',',A_Line);
Quick :=  copy (A_Line,1,temp-1 ); 
val (Quick, X [cnt]. Code); 
if code < >  0 then halt; 
delete (A Line,1,temp); 
temp: = Pos C,',A_Line);
Quick :=  (copy (A_Line,1,temp-1)); 
val (Quick, Y one [cnt], code); 
if code < >  0 then halt;
Quick :=  (copy (A_Line,temp + 1 ,((Length(A_Line)-temp)))); 
val (Quick, Y two [cnt], code); 
if code < >  0 then halt;
{writein ('x =  ,X [cnt],' y1 =  ',Y  one [cnt],' y2 =  ',Y  two [cnt]);} 
cnt: =  cnt +  1 ; 

end;

Total Lines Data :=  cnt-1;
{writein (Total Lines Data);}

{Here we find the coordinates of the centre and extremes of major/minor 
axis of the ellipse} 

a : =  X [Total Lines Data] - X [1];
Initial b : =  trunc ((Y two [1] - Y one [1])/2);
Y Centre :=  (Trunc ((Y two [Total_Lines_Data] - Y one [Total_Lines_Data])/2))+Y_one [Total Lines data]; 
X Centre : = X [1];

{Here we initialise the graphics interface and draw the ellipse that 
approximately fits the notch}

GraphDriver : =  Detect;
InitGraph (GraphDriver, GraphMode, 'C:\bp\bgi');
SetColor (EGAWhite);
Bar (0,0 ,639,479);
SetColor (EGARed);
FillEllipse (X[1 ],Y_Centre,a,Best Fit b);
Setcolor (EGABIue);
DrawNotch;

{Here we enable the user to alter the size of the major and minor axis of 
the ellipse to enable the best visual fit}
Repeat 
Check Key;
SetColor (EGAWhite);
Bar (0 ,0 ,639,479);
Draw Notch;
Setcolor (EGALightGray);
FillEllipse (X[1 ],Y Centre,a,Best_Fit b); 
until terminate = true;

Closegraph;
Writein ( ' » * » * » » * » » » * * » » * » *  Chosen value of a =  ',a ,' pixels * » » * * * * * * * » * » » » * * ' ) ;
Writein;
Writein { ' * » » * * » * * * » » * * » * * *  Chosen value of b =  ',Best_Fit_b,' pixels * * * * » * * * * « * » » * * * * ' ) ;
readin;
end.
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A.3.8 Program Trouser Tear Test;

{This program processes data from the trouser tear tests}

uses Crt, Dos;

{Definition of variable types} 
var
The File : string;
A Line : string;
txtfile : text; {input file}
textfile : text; {output file}
Resfile : text; {results file} 
counter : integer;
mm KiloNewton Array : array [1 ..2, 1 ..4000] of real;
I ; integer; 
mm ; string;
KiloNewton : string; 
temp : integer; 
code : integer;
Last Row : integer;
Maximumforce , Maximum_mm ; real;
Maxforcecounter : integer;
Maximum condition array position : integer;
Start Condition lnteger : integer;
Start Counter : integer;
Real Start point : integer;
Subtract This Value KN , Subtract This Value mm : real;
Adjust Load , Adjust mm : integer;
End Force Finder Condition : boolean;
End Force Finder : integer;
Last Reading Of Test : integer;
End ConditionJnteger : integer;
End Counter : integer;
Calculation : integer; 
h : real;
Area to Max : real;
Area to Relax ; real;
File Output : integer;
Output File Name : string;
Rid Zeros Condition : Boolean;
Extension : Real;
Force : Real;
Four times , Two times : Real;
Point B Value : real;
j , Point A , Point B , Point C , forcecount, subcount: integer;
Min To Max , Dist A to C : array [1..3] of real;
Begina : array [1 ..3] of integer;
Answer : boolean;
Thickness : real;
Length Of Tear : real;
Length Of_Tear Graph : real;
Two F Upon t  Calculation Step : integer;
Total Force , Plateau Force : real;
Two F Upon t : real;
Energy Used , Area Cleaved Graph , Area Cleaved Sample : real;
Toughness Area Cleaved Graph , Toughness Area Cleaved Sample : real;
Strain Energy Density ln Legs , Unstressed Cross Sectional Area Legs , Lambda : real; 
Tch : real;

Procedure Read in File; 
begin
counter: =  1 ;
Writein ('What is the name of the file (Column 1 =  mm , Column2 = KN)');
Readin (The File); 
assign (txtfile, The File); 
reset (txtfile);
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while not EofUxtfile) do 
begin

{Read every thing as a string} 
readin (txtfile, A Line);
temp ; = pos (chr(9),A_Une); {the spacer in this type of text file}
{Now find the X Si Y values and put into an array} 
mm :=  copy (A_Line,1,temp-1 );
KiloNewton :=  copy (A_Line,temp+1,25);
Val (mm, mm_KiloNewton_Array[1,counter], code);
Val (KiloNewton, mm_KiloNewton_Array[2,counter], code); 
counter: =  counter +  1 ; 

end; 
close (txtfile);
Last Row : =  (counter-1); 
end;

Procedure update; 
begin
Maximum_mm :=  mm KiloNewton Array [1,maxforcecounter];
Maximum condition array position : =  maxforcecounter; 
end;

Procedure Find Maximum mm; 
begin
Maximumforce :=  0;
For maxforcecounter : =  Real Start Point TO Last Row do 

begin
IF mm_KiloNewton_Array[1,maxforcecounter] >  Maximum mm THEN update; 
end;

Maximumforce :=  mm KiloNewton Array [2,maxforcecounter]; 
end;

Procedure Find Real Start Point; 
begin
Start Condition lnteger : =  0;
Start Counter : =  1 ;
While Start Condition lnteger < >  10 do 
begin
{Note: if we get 10 successive increases in mm, the machine must be moving 
and the test have started.}

If (mm_KiloNewton_Array[1,Start_Counter] <  mm_KiloNewton_Array[1 ,Start_Counter+1]) 
then Start Condition Integer : =  Start Condition lnteger +  1 ;
If (mm_KiloNewton_Array[1,Start_Counter] > =  mm KiloNewton Array] 1 ,Start_Counter +1 ]) 
then Start Condition lnteger : =  0;
Start Counter : =  Start Counter +  1 ; 
end;

Real Start Point : = Start Counter - 10 ;  {ie the start is the first point 
where 10 consecutive increases 
occur in mm}

Real Start Point : =  Real Start Point +  3 {the first 3 points are very small 
and the mm / KN values are wacky 
so we add 3 and start there instead}

end;

Procedure Adjust Figures; 
begin
{We know that when the test begins, there is in reality NO 
load so, we subtract this value of load from the other load readings. Note 
that we don't use the last reading because it is NOT zero because the sample 
is stiff and bending is occuring, thus producing a negative load.}

Subtract This Value KN :=  mm KiloNewton Array (2,Real_Start_Point];
writein ('first value of force =  ',Subtract_This_Value_KN);
readin;
For Adjust Load : =  Real_Start_Poirit to Last Row do 

begin
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mm KiloNewton Array l2,Adjust_Load] ; =  mm KiloNewton Array [2,Adjust Load] - Subtract_This_Value_KN; 
end;

Subtract_This_Value_mm :=  mm KiloNewton Array [1 ,Real Start Point];
writein ('first value of mm =  ',Subtract_This_Value_mm);
readin;
For Adjust mm : =  Real Start Point to Last Row do 

begin
mm KiloNewton Array [1,Adjust_mm] :=  mm KiloNewton Array [1 .Adjust mm] - Subtract This Value mm; 
end;

{Now get rid of all zero loads, they are very small and not really therel}
Start Counter : =  Real Start Point;
Rid Zeros Condition : =  False; 
while Rid Zeros Condition =  False do 

begin
IF mm_KiloNewton_Array[2,Start_Counter] <  0 then mm_KiloNewton_Array[2,Start_Counter] : =  0;
IF mm KiloNewton Array[1,Start_Counter] <  O then mmKiloNe w tonArray [ 1, StartCounter] ;=  0;
IF Start Counter =  Last Row then Rid Zeros Condition : =  true;
Start Counter : =  Start Counter +  1 ; 
end; 

end;

Procedure Find Real End Point; 
begin
End Force Finder Condition : = false;
End Force Finder : =  Maximum Condition Array Position;
While End Force Finder Condition = false do 

begin
if (mm KiloNewton Array [1 ,End_Force_Finder]) < =  0.01 
then End Force Finder Condition : =  true;
End Force Finder : =  End Force Finder +  1 ; 
end;

Last Reading Of Test ;=  (End_Force_Finder-1 ); 
end;

Procedure Go_Backwards_to_Find_Where_Load_ls_Effectively Zero; 
begin
End ConditionJnteger ; =  0;
End Counter : =  Maximum Condition Array Position +  50; {to avoid inertia}
writein (End Counter);
readin;
While End Condition Integer < >  2 do 

begin
If (mm KiloNewton_Array]2,End_Counter] >  =  mm KiloNewton_Array[2,(End_Counter-1)]) 
then End Condition Integer : =  0;

If (mm KiloNewton_Array[2,End Counter] <  mm KiloNewton_Array[2,(End Counter-1)]) 
then End Condition Integer : =  End Condition Integer +  1 ;

{writein (mm KiloNewton_Array[2,(End Counter)],' <  ',mmJ<iloNewton_Array[2,(End_Counter +1 )]); 
readin;}

{If (mm KiloNewton Array]2,(End_Counter)]) <  =  0 then 
End Condition Integer :=  End Condition Integer + 1 ; }

writein ('End Condition Integer =  ',End Condition lnteger,'End Counter =  '.End Counter);
{readin;}
End Counter : =  End Counter - 1 ; 
end;

Last Reading Of Test :=  End Counter +  2; 
end;

Procedure Collect Update; 
begin
Point B Value : =  mm KiloNewton Array [2, j];
Point B : =  j; 
end;
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Procedure Collect; 
begin
While (forcecount <  3) do 
begin

While (mm KiloNewton Array (2, subcount] <  mm KiloNewton Array [2, (subcount +  1 )]) AND 
(subcount <  (Maximum_Condition_Array_Position - 1 )) do 

begin
subcount :=  subcount + 1 ;
{writein ('finding point a, subcount =  '.subcount);} 
end;

Point A : =  subcount; 
subcount :=  subcount +  1 ;

While (mm KiloNewton Array [2, subcount] <  mm KiloNewton Array [2, Point A])
AND (subcount <  (Maximum Condition Array Position - 1 )) do 

begin
subcount :=  subcount +  1 ; 
end;

Point C :=  subcount;

{find Point B ie the minimum}

Point B : =  Point A;
Point B Value :=  mm KiloNewton Array [2, Point A);

For] :=  (Point A +  1) TO Point C do 
begin
if (mm KiloNewton Array [2, j]) <  Point B Value then Collect Update; 
end;

{calculate mintomax, disatoc}

Min_To_Max [forcecount] : =  (mm KiloNewton Array [2, Point A] - mm KiloNewton Array [2, Point B]); 
Dist A  to_C [forcecount] :=  (mm KiloNewton Array [1, Point C] - mm KiloNewton Array [1, Point A]); 
Begina [forcecount] : =  Point A;

{Add 1 to counter forcecount} 
forcecount ; = forcecount +  1 ;

end;
end;

Procedure Part One Update; 
begin
forcecount : =  forcecount - 1 ; 
l\/lin_to_l\/lax [1] : =  Min to Max [2];
IVIin_to_l\/lax [2] : =  0; 
end;

Procedure Part Two Update; 
begin
forcecount : =  forcecount - 1 ;
Dist_A_to_C [1] :=  Dist_A_to_C [2];
Dist A to C [2] : =  0; 
end;

Procedure Cant Be lt; 
begin
Answer : =  False;
P a rtT  wo Update; 
end;

Procedure Find Where Tearing Occurs; 
begin
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Answer : =  False; 
while Answer =  False do 

begin 
Collect;
{Note we don't use Min_to_Max here because there is too much fluctuation 
in KN readings and so there is an enormous difference in the size of 
the glitches upto point A, so we simply use Dist A to_C instead which 
seems to work OK.}

IF (ABS(Dist_A_to_C[1] - Dist_A_to_C[2])) >  ((Dist_A_to_C[11 +  Dist_A_to_C[2]) / 2) Then Answer :=  True;
IF (ABS(Dist_A_to_C[1] - Dist_A_to_C[2])) <  ((D is tA  to C[1 ] +  Dist_A_to_C[2]) /  2) Then P a rtT  w oUpdate;
IF Dist_A_to_C[2] <  0.5 then Cant Be lt; )
IF subcount >  =  Maximum Condition Array Position then Answer : =  true; 
end;

{Tearing begins at Point A of the largest mintomax peak}
If Dist A to C[1] >  Dist A_to_C[2] then Point A :=  Begina [1];
If Dist A to_C[2] >  Dist A  to C[1 ] then Point A  :=  Begina [2]; 
end;

Procedure Calculate Toughness By Two F Upon t; 
begin;
Writein ('What is the average thickness of the sample in mm ??');
Readin (Thickness);
Writein ('What is the length of the tear in the sample in mm ??');
Readin (Length Of Tear);
For Two F Upon t Calculation Step : =  Point A  to Maximum Condition Array Position do 

begin
Total Force :=  Total Force +  mm KiloNewton Array [2,Two_F_Upon_t_Calculation_Step]; 
end;

PlateauForce :=  (TotalForce / (MaximumConditionArrayPosition - Po intA)) * 1000; { *1 0 0 0  to convert to N}
Two F Upon t :=  (2 *Plateau_Force) / (Thickness/1000); 
end;

Procedure Calculate Toughness By Energy Method; 
begin
{Calculate area from Real Start Point to Maximum Condition Array Position}
{Using Simpsons rule}
Calculation :=  (Real Start Point + 1 ) ;
While Calculation <  =  (Maximum Condition Array Position - 1 ) do 

begin
Four times :=  Four times +  (4 * mm KiloNewton Array [2, Calculation]);
Calculation : =  Calculation +  2; 
end;

Calculation :=  (Real Start Point +  2);
While Calculation <  =  (Maximum Condition Array Position - 2) do 

begin
Two times : =  Two times +  (2 * mm KiloNewton Array [2, Calculation]);
Calculation : =  Calculation +  2; 
end;

{Find the distance, h, travelled between each reading by calculating the average}
h :=  ((mm KiloNewton Array [1 ,Maximum_Condition_Array_Position] - mm KiloNewton Array [1 .Real Start Point]) 

/  (Maximum Condition Array Position - Real Start Point));
Area to Max :=  (h/3) * (mm KiloNewton Array ]2.Real Start Point] +

Four_times +  Tw otim es +
mm KiloNewton Array [2.Maximum_Condition_Array_Position]);

{Calculate area from Maximum Condition Array Position to Last Reading Of_Test}
{Reset Four-times & Two-times to Zero}
Four times : =  0;
Two times :=  0;
Calculation : =  Maximum Condition Array Position +  1 ;
While Calculation <  =  (Last Reading Of Test - 1) do 

begin
Four times : =  Four times +  (4 * mm KiloNewton Array [2. Calculation]);
Calculation : =  Calculation +  2; 
end;

Calculation ; =  Maximum Condition Array Position +  2;
While Calculation <  =  (Last Reading Of Test - 2) do
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begin
Two times : =  Two times +  (2 * mm KiloNewton Array [2, Calculation]);
Calculation : =  Calculation +  2; 
end;

Area to Relax : =  (h/3) * (mm KiloNewton Array [2,Maximum_Condition_Array_Position] +  
Two times +  Four times +  
mm KiloNewton Array [2,Last_Reading_0f_Test]);

{Note KN X mm =  Joules}
Energy Used : =  Area to Max - Area to Relax;
Length Of Tear Graph :=  (((mm KiloNewton Array [1, Maximum Condition Array Position]

- mm KiloNewton Array [1, Point_A])/2)); {mm}
Area Cleaved Graph :=  (((mm KiloNewton Array [1, Maximum Condition Array Position]

- mm KiloNewton Array [1, Point_A])/2)/1000) * (Thickness/1000);

Area Cleaved Sample :=  (Length Of Tear/10 0 0 )* (Thickness/1000);
Toughness Area Cleaved Graph ;=  Energy Used / Area Cleaved Graph;
Toughness Area Cleaved Sample :=  Energy Used /  Area Cleaved Sample; 
end;

Procedure Calculate Toughness By Tch; 
begin
Writein ('What is the strain energy density (Wo) is the legs (J/cubic metre)');
Readin (Strain_Energy_Density_ln_Legs);
Writein ('What is the unstressed cross sectional area of the legs (Square metre)');
Readin (Unstressed Cross Sectional Area Legs);
Writein ('What is the extension ratio at propagation in the legs. Lambda');
Readin (Lambda);
Tch : =  -(((Strain Energy Density ln Legs * Unstressed Cross Sectional Area Legs)

- (2 * Lambda * Plateau Force)) / (Thickness / 1000));
end;

Procedure Print Figures On Screen;
begin
Writein;
Writeln('The File = '.The File);
Writeln('Thickness =  '.Thickness); {mm}
WritelnCLength of Tear. Measured =  .Length Of Tear); {mm}
Writeln('Length of Tear. Graph =  '.Length Of Tear Graph); {mm}
Writeln('Tearing Occurs @ mm =  '.mm_KiloNewton_Array]1.Point A]); 
Writeln('Tearing Occurs @ KN =  '.mm_KiloNewton_Array[2.Point_A]); 
Writeln('Area Cleaved via Graph =  '.Area Cleaved Graph);
Writeln('Area Cleaved via Sample =  '.Area Cleaved Sample);
Writeln('Plateau Tearing Force =  '.Plateau Force);
Writeln('Energy Expended to Max mm =  '.Area to Max); {J}
Writeln('Energy Returned on Unloading =  '.Area to Relax); {J}
WritelnCEnergy Used = '.Energy Used); {J}
Writein('Toughness Area Cleaved Graph =  ' .Toughness Area Cleaved Graph); 
Writelnl'Toughness Area Cleaved Sample =  '.Toughness Area Cleaved Sample); 
Writeln('2 F /  t  =  '.Two F Upon t); 
end;

Procedure Put Figures On Results File; 
begin
Assign (Resfile. 'c:\tearres.txt');
Append (Resfile);
Writein (Resfile. The_File.chr(9).Thickness.chr(9).Length_0f_Tear.

chr(9).Length Of_Tear_Graph.chr(9).mm KiloNewton Arrayd,Point A).
chr(9).mm_KiloNewton_Array[2.Point_A].chr(9).Area_Cleaved_Graph.
chr(9).Area_Cleaved_Sample.chr(9).PIateau_Force.chr(9).
Area to Max. chr(9).Area_to_Relax.chr(9).Energy Used.chr(9).
Toughness Area Cleaved Graph.chr(9).Toughness Area Cleaved Sample. 
chr(9).Two_F Upon t); 

close (Resfile); 
end;

Procedure Output Extension Force Data;
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Begin
{Sort out name for output file, called the same name but .dat instead of .txt} 
temp ;=  posC.'.The File);
Output File Name :=  copy (The File.l .temp); 
insert ('DAT'.Output_File_Name.(Temp +1 )); 
assign (textfile. Output File Name); 
rewrite (textfile); 
writein (textfile. 'mm.l(N');
For File Output : =  Real Start point to (Last Reading Of Test-1 ) do 

begin
Extension :=  mm KiloNewton Array (I.File Output);
Force :=  mm KiloNewton Array [Z.Fite Output];
writein (textfile. Extension.'.'.Force);
end;

{Here we make sure the last recorded load / stress is set to zero exactly 
as it may be very slightly +  or -}

Extension :=  mm KiloNewton Array [1 .Last Reading Of Test);
Force : =  0;
writein (textfile. Extension.'.'.Force);
close (textfile);
end;

{Main}
Begin
cirscr;
R eadinFile;
Find Real Start Point; {ie where the cross-head is moving}
Find Maximum mm; {ie where tearing ceases, point z}
Find Real End Poiht; {ie where mm falls to zero}
AdjustFigures;
Go Backwards to Find Where_Load_ls_EffectiveIy_Zero;
forcecount : =  1 ; {an initial variable set to 1 before next procedure}
subcount :=  Real Start Point+  30; {an initial variable set to 30 before next procedure}
Find Where Tearing Occurs; {ie point A}
Calculate Toughness_By_Two_F_Upon_t;
Calculate Toughness By Energy Method;
PrintFiguresOnScreen;
Put Figures On Results File;
OutputExtensionForceData;
Readin;
End.
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A.3.9 Program Trouser Tear_Test Leg Dimensions;

{This program processes data to calculate the dimensions of the legs in the trouser tear tests}

uses Crt, Dos;

{Definition of variable types} 
var
X a, X b, X c, X_d : real;
Y_a, Y b, Y c. Y d ; real;
Y_q : real;
Line BC M Value , Line BC C Value : real;
Closest Value : real;
Step Along Line BC , Current Step Along Line X Value : real;
Line AQ IVI Value : real;
Length Aq : real;
Correct Y Position of q , Correct X Position of q : real;
Area Top Left Triangle : real;
Area Bottom Right Triangle : real;
Length AC , Length BD , Length AB , Length CB , Length CD : real;
The File : string;
Input Text File , Output Text File : Text;
A Line : String [255]; 
behind chrS ; string;
Temporary Position : integer;
Array Counter : integer;
Instant Results : Array [1 ..26] of string;
Go Do : integer;
Code : integer;
Line_QD_M_Value : real;
Length qD : real;
Any Zeros : boolean;
Get Output Name : string;

Procedure Read in The File; 
begin
{This Sorts the output file}
Writein ('Please enter the file name for the OUTPUT file');
Readin (Get Output Name);
assign (Output Text File.Get Output Name);
rewrite (Output Text File);
writein (Output_Text_File,'Picture Code', chr(9),

'Time of Picture (seconds)',chr(9),
'Speed of Test mm/s',chr(9),
'Direction of Tear to Backbone',chr(9),
'Top Leg Left Length, pix',chr(9),
'Top Leg Right Length, pix',chr(9),
'Top Leg Area, sqr pix',chr(9),
'Bottom Leg Left Length, pix',chr(9),
'Bottom Leg Right Length, pix',chr(9),
'Bottom Leg Area, sqr pix');

{This sorts the input file} 
assign (lnput_Text_File,The_File); 
reset (Input Text File);
readin (Input Text_File,A_Line); {Get rid of top line of writing} 
readin (Input Text File,A Line); {Get rid of blank row} 

end;

Procedure Read A Line Of Text; 
begin
Array Counter : =  1 ;
Temporary Position :=  1; 
readin (Input Text File.A Line); 
while Array Counter <  24 do 
begin
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Temporary_Position ;=  pos (chr(9),A_Line); 
Behmd_chr9 :=  copy (A_Line,1 .Temporary_Position-l ); 
Instant Results [Array Counter] : =  Behlnd_ohr9;
Delete (A_Llne,1 ,Temporary_Posltion);
Array Counter : =  Array Counter +  1 ; 
end;

lnstant_Results [Array Counter] :=  Behlnd_chr9; 
end;

Procedure Find Lengths Of Lines; 
begin
Length_AC
Length_BD
Length_AB
Length_CD
end;

-  sqrt(sqr(Y_c-Y_a) +  sqr(X_c-X_a)); 
=  sqrt(sqr(Y_d-Y_b) +  sqr(X_d-X_b)); 
= sqrt(sqr(Y b-Y a) +  sqr(X b-X a)); 
=  sqrt(sqr(Y d-Y_c) +  sqr(X d-X c));

Procedure Update Top Left Triangle; 
begin
Closest_Value : =  abs((-1 /Line_BC_M_Value)-Line_Aq_M_Value);
Correct X Position Of q : =  Current Step Along Line X Value;
Correct_Y_Position_Of_q : =  Y q; 
end;

Procedure Find_Area_Top_Left_Triangle; 
begin
Line BC M Value ;=  ((Y_b - Y c) / (X b - X_c));
Line BC C Value : =  (Y b - (Line BC IVI Value * X_b));
Length CB : -  sqrt((sqr(Y_b-Y_c)) +  (sqr(X_b-X_c)));
Closest Value : =  10000; {ie rediculously high}
Step Along Line BC :=  ((X_b - X_c)/1000);
Current Step Along Line X Value : =  X c;
While Current Step Along Line X Value <  X b do 
begin
Y q :=  ((Line BC M Value * Current Step Along Line X Value) +  Line BC C Value);
{Flere there is a possibility of division by zero to give infinite M 
Hence we must account for it}

If (C u rren tS tep A lo n g L in eX  Value - X a) < >  0  then
Line_AQ_M_Value : =  ((Y q - Y_a) / (Current_Step_Along_Line_X_Value - X_a));
If (Current Step Along_Line_X_Value - X a) =  0 then
Line AO IVI Value : =  10000 ;{ie rediculously high near infinity}
If abs((-1 /Line BC M Value) - Line AO IVI Value) <  Closest Value then Update Top Left Triangle; 
Current_Step_Along_Line_X_Value : =  Current Step Along Line X  Value +  Step_Along_Line_BC; 
end;

(Here we find length Aq}
Length Aq :=  sqrt ((sqr(Correct_Y_Position_of_q - Y a)| +

(sqr(Correct X Position of q - X_a)));
Area Top Left Triangle :=  0 .5  * Length CB * Length Aq ; 
writein ('Area Top Left Triangle =  ',Area_Top_Left_Triangle); 
end;

Procedure Update Bottom Right Triangle; 
begin
Closest Value :=  abs((-1/Line_BC_M_Value)-Line_QD_M_Value);
Correct X Position Of q : =  Current Step Along Line X Value;
Correct Y Position Of q : = Y q; 
end;

Procedure Find Area Bottom Right Triangle; 
begin
Line BC M Value :=  ((Y b - Y c) / (X b - X_c));
Line BC C Value : =  (Y_b - (Line BC M Value * X_b));
Length CB : =  sqrt((sqr(Y_b-Y_c)) +  (sqr(X_b-X_c)));
Closest Value :=  10000; (ie rediculously high}
Step Along Line BC :=  ((X_b - X_c)/1000);
Current Step Along Line X Value : =  X c;
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While Current Step Along Line X Value <  X b do 
begin
Y q : = ((Line_BC_M_Value * Current Step Along Line X Value) +  Line BC C Value);
{Here there is a possibility of division by zero to give infinite M 
Hence we must account for it}

If (Current Step Along Line X Value - X d) < >  0 then
Line_QD_IVI_Value :=  ((Y_q - Y d) / (Current Step Along Line X Value - X_d));
If (Current Step Along Line X Value - X d) =  0 then 
Line_QD_M_Value : =  10000; {ie rediculously high near infinity}
If abs((-1/Line_BC_M_Value) - Line_QD_IVI_Value) <  Closest Value then Update Bottom Right Triangle; 
Current Step Along Line X Value : =  Current Step Along Line X Value +  Step Along Line BC; 
end;

{Here we find length Aq}
Length qD : =  sqrt ((sqrfCorrect Y Position of_q - Y d)) +

(sqr(Correct_X Position of q - X_d)));
Area Bottom Right Triangle :=  0 .5 * Length CB * Length qD; 
writein ('Area Bottom Right Triangle =  '.Area Bottom Right Triangle); 
end;

Procedure Call 3 Routines; 
begin
FindLengthsOfLines;
Find Area Top Left triangle;
Find Area Bottom Right Triangle; 

end;

{Main}
begin
cirscr;
Writein ('Trouser Tear Dimensions Program.');
Writein ('What is the file name ?');
Readin (The File);
Read ln The File;
For Go Do : = 1 to 32 do 
begin
Read A  Line Of Text;
Val (Instant Results [5). X  a. Code);
Val (Instant Results [7), X b. Code);
Val (Instant Results [9]. X c. Code);
Val (Instant Results [11), X d. Code);
Val (Instant Results (6). Y a. Code);
Val (Instant Results )8). Y b. Code);
Val (Instant Results [10), Y c. Code);
Val (Instant Results [12). Y d. Code);

{Here we check that none of the x.y variables are zero, 
if they are then we don't call the 3 routines.}

Any Zeros : =  False;
If X a = 0 then Any Zeros : = true;
If X b =  0 then Any Zeros : =  true;
If X c =  0 then Any Zeros : =  true;
If X d =  0 then Any Zeros ; =  true;
If Y_a = 0 then Any Zeros : =  true;
If Y_b =  0 then Any Zeros : =  true;
If Y_c = 0 then Any Zeros : =  true;
If Y d =  0 then Any Zeros : =  true;
If Any Zeros =  False then Call 3 Routines;
If Any Zeros =  True then write (Output Text File.Instant Results [1). 

chr(9),lnstant_Results [2), 
chr(9),lnstant_Results [3). 
chr(9).Instant Results [4). 
chr(9),'0'.chr(9),'0',chr(9));

{here we must output results of the top leg}
If Any Zeros =  False then write (Output Text File.Instant Results [1). 

chr(9).Instant Results [2]. 
chr(9),lnstant_Results [3),
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chr(9),lnstant_Results [4], 
chr(9),Length_AC, 
chr(9),Length_BD, 
chr(9),
(Area Top Left Triangle +  Area Bottom Right Triangle));

Val (Instant Results [13], X a. Code);
Val (Instant Results [15], X b. Code);
Val (Instant Results [17], X c. Code);
Val (Instant Results [19], X d. Code);
Val (Instant Results [14], Y a. Code);
Val (Instant Results [16], Y b. Code);
Val (Instant Results [18], Y c. Code);
Val (Instant Results [20], Y d, Code);

{Here we check that none of the x,y variables are zero, 
if they are then we don't call the 3 routines.}

Any Zeros : =  False;
If X a =  0 then Any Zeros : =  true;
If X b =  0 then Any Zeros : =  true;
If X c =  0 then Any Zeros : = true;
If X d =  0 then Any Zeros : =  true;
If Y a =  0 then Any Zeros : =  true;
If Y b =  0 then Any Zeros : =  true;
If Y c =  0 then Any Zeros : =  true;
If Y d =  0 then Any Zeros : =  true;

If Any Zeros =  False then Call_3_Routines;
If Any Zeros = True then writein (Output Text File,chr(9),'0' 

chr(9),'0', 
chr(9),'0');

{here we must output results of the bottom leg}
If Any Zeros = False then writein {Output_Text_File,chr(9), 

Length_AC, chr(9),
Length_BD, chr(9),
(Area Top Left Triangle +
Area Bottom Right Triangle));

end;

Close (Output Text File); 
end.
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Using the graphical approach of Atkins and Mai [1988] the following derives 

the specific work of fracture of a linear elastic material where the specimen legs 

store strain energy. Assuming that,

Lq = Original length of each leg before test commences, and 

6̂  = Stretch in each leg before tearing commences.

Once tearing commences, if the strain is reversed, the unloaded current length 

of each leg is denoted as (a). This length will clearly be greater than Lq. The 

increase in length from Lq to (a) (denoted AL|) can only be attributed to the tear 

advancing through the specimen as we are referring to the unloaded current leg 

length and the material is linear elastic. Clearly, the current length of each leg is 

dependent on both the original length before testing commences and the 

increase in length due to the tear advancing, thus

a = Lq + ALj [A5.1]

Assuming,

Ô = the stretch in each leg while the specimen is tearing and.

La = the actual length of each leg while the specimen is tearing (including the 

stretch).

La = a + <5 [A5.2]
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The trouser tear specimen has tw o  legs and therefore the total leg length while 

the specimen is tearing is expressed as

2 La = 2 (a + (5) [A5.3]

It is clear that unless Lq = 0, the original length of the legs affects equations 

[A5.1] and [A5.2]. Indeed, as the displacement or stroke (U), is zero when the 

test commences it is not strictly correct to  assume that,

\J = 2{a  + 6) [A 5 .4 ]

However, the displacement can be defined by the expression,

U = 2 (La - Lq) [A 5 .5 ]

Using equation [A5.1] and [A5.2],

U = 2 (a + ^  - Lq)

U = 2 (L q +  AL| -F <5 -  L q)

U = 2 (ALi +  Ô) [A 5 .6 ]

In other words, the displacement is the sum of the 'unloaded current leg length 

Increase' (AL,) in each leg and the total stretch in each leg (6).
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If the tearing load is denoted as X, w  is the leg w idth, and t  is the specimen 

thickness, the stress is the legs (a) is expressed as,

a  = X / w  t  [A5.7]

Assuming a constant tensile modulus (E) in the legs, the strain (e) can be 

expressed as,

e = X / (E w  t) [A5.8]

The elastic strain can also be expressed as,

e = Ô I a [A5.9]

rearrangement and substitution gives the expression,

(5 = (X a) / IE w  t) [A5.10]

For a quasi-static increment of crack propagation in a body, containing an 

existing crack of area A, being loaded by a pair of self equilibrating external 

forces, X, w ith associated displacements U,

X dU = dA + J dA [A5.11]

Where A is the elastic strain energy of a cracked body and J = R = the specific
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work of fracture during equilibrium fracture [Atkins and Mai, 1988]. Assuming 

the elastic energy in the specimen legs is shown by the expression,

( % X Ô ) X 2 legs = X 6

and substituting [A5.6] into [A 5 .11], we have

X d[2 (ALi + Ô)] =  d[X 6] + R dA [A5.12]

Using the product rule,

X d[2 (ALi + Ô)] = X ü(ô) + 6 d(X) + R dA [A5.13]

Dividing both sides of equation [A5.13] by d(A) we have

X d[2ALi + 2Ô] / d(A) = X d(<5) / d(A) + Ô d(X) / d(A) + R dA / d(A) 

or

2X d(ALi) / d(A) +2X  d{0) / d(A) = X d{0) / d(A) + 6 d(X) / d(A) + R [A5.14]

Considering the factor, d(ALi) / d(A), i.e. the rate of change of leg length w ith

leg area, it is apparent that leg area, A = a.t , thus

1/t = a/A. [A5.15]
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Accordingly d(AL|) / d(A) = 1/t and therefore,

2 X / 1 + X d(d) / d(A) = Ô d(X) / d(A) + R 

X d(0) / d(A) - Ô d(X) / d{A) = R - 2 X / 1

X d(J) / d{A) - Ô d(X) / d(A) = (t R - 2 X ) / 1 [A5.16]

By dividing both sides of [A5.16] by X^, we arrive at the expression

[ X d((5) / d(A) - 6 d(X) / d(A) ] / X^ = (t R - 2 X ) / 1 X" [A 5 .17]

Applying the quotient rule to [A5.17]

d/d (A) (Ô/X) = (t R / 1 X2) - (2 X / 1 X^)

d/d(A) iô/X) = R / X 2  - 2 / t X  [A5.18]

From [A5.8] , X = e w  t  E.

From [A5.9] , <5 = e a.

Thus,

Ô /X  = a / (w t  E) [A5.19]

From [A5.15] , a = A / 1 and substituting into [A5.19] we arrive at the 

expression,

Ô / X  = A / (w t^ E) [A5.20]
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Substituting [A5.20] into [A5.18],

d/d (A) (A / (w t^ E) ) =  R / )(2 - 2 / 1 X

1 / w  t^ E = R / X2 - 2 / t  X

Rearranging for R,

R / X^ = 1 / w  f2 E + 2 / t  X 

R = Xz / w  t^ E + 2 )(2 / 1 X

R = X2 / w  f2 E + 2 X / 1 [A5.21 ]
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A6.1 Notch-Sensitive Case.

U = total strain energy in shaded volume of specimen Figure 4.2 (II)

U = a . de . shaded volume in Figure 4 .2  (II)

Strain Energy

From a = K e"

U = K e". de .shaded volume in Figure 4 .2  (II)

U = K e". de .shaded volume in Figure 4 .2  (U)

U = K [1/(n + 1) . e"^^] .shaded volume in Figure 4 .2  (II)

U = K . (e"+Vn + 1) . t(WL - {rr/2) a )̂ [A6.1]

Fracture Toughness

R = - |dU/dA|u 

A = a . t

R = - 1/t  . d/da (U)

Substitute from [A6.1]

R = - 1/t . d/da [ K . (ef"+Vn + 1) . t(WL - {t t / 2 ) a )̂ ]

R = - 1/t . d/da [ (K . (ef"+Vn + 1).t W L) - (K . (ef"+Vn + 1).t {t t / 2 ) a") ]

R = - 1/t [ - 2 K (er+Vn + 1) t  (rr/2) a ]

R = K (et"^Vn + 1)/ r  a [A6.2]
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Failure Strain 

Taking R as a constant,

= R (n + 1) / K r r a

= [ R (n + 1) / K ;r a ] [A6.3]

Taking R, K and n as constants

€f oc [(n + 1) / a ]

In a linear material, n = 1, % (2 / a ) ^̂  ̂ , ie e, ex y/2a'^"

Failure Stress

From (7 = K

= fff / K 

[ = [ fff / K

=  [ (7f /  K

Substituting into Equation [A6.2]

R = K [ 6f"+Vn + 1 ] /ra  

R = K [ (m / K)"^"" /n + 1] 77 a 

R(n + 1) / K 77 8 = [  (7f / K ]

[ R(n + 1) / K 77 a = t7f / K
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Hence,

a, = K [ R(n + 1 ) / K 77 a

o-f = K"/" . [ R(n + 1) / 77a

a, = [ R(n + 1) / 77 a [A6.4]

Taking R, K and 77 as constants 

£7f oc [ (n + 1) / a

In a linear material, n = 1 , a, oc (2/a)^ , ie C7f oc V2 a'^ , and thus the theory is 

in agreement w ith linear elastic fracture mechanics.

Log - Log Relationship between a , and a

From Equation [A 6.4],

a, =  [ R (n + 1 ) /  rr a

In CT, =  In +  In [ R (n + 1) /  a

In (7, =  [ In K (n/n(n +  1 )) ] +  [ In [ R(n + 1  ) /  77 a ] . n/n +  1]

In fff =  [ In K (n/n(n + 1  )) ] +  n/n + 1  [ In R(n +  1 ) - In ( 77 a) ]

In ff, =  [ In K (n/n(n + 1  )) ] +  [ (n/n + 1  )(ln R(n + 1  )) - (n/n + 1  )(ln( n  a)) ]

In fff =  I In l( (n /n(n+ 1)) ] +  [ (n/n +  1)(ln R (n+ 1)) - (n /n+  1)(ln 77 +  In a)) ]

In fff =  [ In K (n/n(n + 1)) ] +  [ (n/n +  1)(ln R(n + 1)) - (n /n +  1)(ln 77) - (n /n +  1)(ln a) ]

In fff =  In K (n/n(n + 1  )) +  [ (n/n + 1  )(ln R(n +  1) - (In 77)) ] - (n/n + 1  )(ln a)

In fff =  In K (n/n(n +  1 )) +  [ (n/n + 1  ){ln (R(n + 1  ) /  77)) ] - (n/n + 1  )(ln a)

In fff =  n /(n +  1) [ ln(K)/n +  In (R(n + 1) /  77) ] - (n/n +  1)(lna) [A 6.5]
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K ,' =  n/(n + 1) [ ln(K)/n +  In (R(n + 1) /  77) ] =  constant. 

iVI =  n /  n + 1

Hence,

In cTf =  !< / - M ln(a)

Log - Log Relationship between c, and a

From Equation [A 6.3],

e, =  [ R (n + 1 ) /  K 77 a ]

In e, =  1/(n +  1 ) .  In [ R(n +1)/l<  77 a ]

In e, =  1 / (n + 1 ) .  In [ R(n + 1) - In (K 77 a) ]

In gf =  1 / ( n + 1 ) .  [ In R(n + 1) - ln(K) - In(77) - ln(a) ]

Ine, =  (1/(n +  1)) (In (R(n +  1)/K77)) - (1/(n +  D) (ln(a)) [A6.6]

Kg' -  (1 / (n + 1)) (In (R (n + D /K 7 7 )) == constant.

P =  1 / n + 1

Hence,

In e, -  Kg' - P ln(a)
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A 6 .2  Notch-Insensïtïve Case.

U = total strain energy in shaded volume of specimen Figure 4.2 (I)

U = (7 . de . shaded volume in Figure 4.2 (I)

Strain Energy

From ff = K e"

U = K e". de .shaded volume In Figure 4.2 (!)

U = K Jô '̂  e". de .shaded volume in Figure 4 .2  (i)

U = K [1/(n + 1) . e "^ l .shaded volume in Figure 4 .2  (i)

U = K . (e"^Vn + 1) . Lt (W - a) [A6.7]

Fracture Toughness

R = - |dU/dA|y 

A = a . t

R = - 1/t . d/da (U)

Substitute from [A6.7]

R = - 1 /t . d/da [ K . (ef"+Vn + 1) . Lt (W - a) 1

R = - 1/t . [ - K . (e^+Vn + l )  . (L t  a) ]

R =  K L . (ef"^Vn + 1) [A6.8]
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Failure Strain 

Taking R as a constant,

= [ R (n + 1) / K L ] [A6.9]

Taking R, K and L as constants

6f oc (n + 1)’'/"+''

In a linear matrial, n = 1, €f  oc V 2  , ie e, oc constant.

Failure Stress

From a  = K e," 

ff" = fff / K

[ gf" ]"+!/" =  [ CTf /  K

= [ f f f  / K

Substituting into Equation [A6.8]

R = K L [ (fff / K)"+'/" /n + 1]

R(n + 1 ) / K L  = (fff / K)"+'/"

[ R(n + 1) / KL ] = fff / K
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Hence,

fff = K [ R(n + 1) / KL ]

fff = K"/" . K . [ R(n + 1 ) / L ]

fff = K"/"'+" . [ R(n + 1 ) / L ] [A6.10]

Taking R, K and L as constants

f f f  oc (n + 1
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Material Thickness / mm i  Notch Length / mm Fracture Stress / MPa Fracture Strain / % Estimate of Ge / kJ m'̂

FADG ^  0.75 0.00 14.61 52.32 N/A
FADG 0.79 0.00 15.48 58.94 N/A
FADG 0.76 0.00 15.64 63.88 N/A
FADG 0.82 0.00 12.63 64.94 N/A
FADG 0.95 0.50 14.66 58.61 7.87
FADG 0.87 1.00 14.53 56.67 15.45
FADG 0.94 1.50 11.98 51.45 15.76
FADG 0.87 2.00 10.54 45.64 16.27
FADG 0.97 2.50 12.37 53.11 27.98
FADG 1.10 3.00 10.85 50.63 25.88
FADG 0.93 3.50 10.72 45.21 29.44
FADG 0.94 4.00 9.15 44.37 24.52
FADG 1.02 5.00 6.12 31.13 13.73
FADG 0.88 6.00 7.84 42.93 27.02
FADG 0.90 9.00 5.64 40.02 20.95
FADG 0.97 12.50 6.93 40.85 43.93

PDG 1.01 0.00 12.88 44.21 N/A
PDG 1.01 0.00 10.94 36.74 N/A
PDG 1.01 0.00 9.20 45.70 N/A
PDG 0.95 0.00 8.80 43.01 N/A
PDG 1.10 0.50 9.79 35.60 3.39
PDG 1.16 1.00 8.73 35.57 5.39
PDG 1.08 1.50 7.33 32.79 5.70
PDG 1.12 2.00 5.88 27.19 4.89
PDG 1.06 2.50 6.17 28.54 6.74
PDG 1.10 3.00 7.08 28.35 10.64
PDG 1.08 3.50 5.70 25.40 8.05
PDG 1.04 4.00 5.22 26.01 7.70
PDG 1.04 5.00 4.86 23.97 8.37
PDG 1.15 6.00 3.94 22.71 6.59
PDG 1.05 9.00 3.39 19.64 7.30
PDG 1.11 12.50 2.55 16.85 5.76

FADC 3.00 0.00 36.70 37.67 N/A
FADC 3.23 0.00 39.70 45.98 N/A
FADC 3.58 0.00 37.75 54.01 N/A
FADC 2.94 0.00 32.33 52.67 N/A
FADC 3.40 0.50 43.37 36.67 35.13
FADC 3.81 1.00 39.41 35.17 58.01
FADC 3.99 1.50 29.89 33.33 50.06
FADC 3.82 2.00 28.07 32.51 58.84
FADC 3.46 2.50 26.41 31.27 65.14
FADC 3.13 3.00 27.32 26.59 83.63
FADC 3.15 3.50 29.84 33.82 116.41
FADC 3.66 4.00 22.61 28.12 76.36
FADC 3.93 5.00 19.96 27.90 74.38
FADC 3.m 6.00 21.24 26.97 101.14
FADC 3.58 9.00 16.61 21.45 92.70
FADC 2.59 12.50 16.99 30.29 134.73

PDC 3.58 0.00 32.05 43.01 N/A
PDC 2.26 0.00 41.64 39.67 N/A
PDC 2.88 0.00 36.63 47.œ N/A
PDC 3.19 0.00 22.86 47.36 N/A
PDC 3.71 0.50 32.53 34.79 20.91
PDC 3.74 1.00 30.23 37.52 36.10
PDC 3.48 1.50 28.99 36.88 49.82
PDC 3.10 2.00 24.80 32.10 48.62
PDC 2.83 2.50 24.29 32.30 58.29
PDC 3.78 3.00 24.64 29.70 71.94
PDC 2.82 3.50 20.52 29.28 58.23
PDC 2.96 4.00 19.81 27.92 62.00
PDC 3.36 5.00 17.35 28.76 59.47
PDC 3.72 6.00 14.56 28.36 50.27
PDC 3.74 9.00 12.58 24.58 56.25
PDC 2.70 12.50 9.49 24.79 44.52

Table A.7.1. Estimate of G« for FADG, PDG, FADC and RDC material.


